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REPORT TO .THE PERSONNEL BOARD 
of the 
CITY OF MELROSE 
by 
MUNICIPAL SURVEYS ASSOCIATES* 
The need for the survey conducted over the past several months 
by Municipal Surveys Associates was determined by the Personnel Board 
in attempting to carry out the provisions of the ordinance creating 
a perBonnel board for the City of Melrose. The Board has definite 
functions under the authority of this ordinance) and these functions 
included the establishment of pay plans for all municipal employees. 
The Board found that) although a classification job study had been 
made) the results .could not be justified in view of the information 
at the disposal of the Board. It was impossible for the Board to 
draw descriptions of the jobs in the City in accordance witl:i. any pre-
determined plan) and impossible to analyze) to describe and to evalu-
ate any future job which might be created. In order to overcome these 
lacks and to modernize the program) the Personnel Board engaged the 
services of.Municipal Surveys Associates to complete·all the work 
necessary to give the Board a firm basis for future activities. 
In order to be sure that the best program would be followed) the 
JOB RATING PLAN FOR MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES) as established by Mr. R. A. 
Harriman, and copyrighted by him, was used by Municipal Surveys Asso-
ciates. The Personnel Board was fortunate in having Mr. Harriman's 
' 
services available during the survey to verify the results achieved by 
Municipal Surveys Associates. The following report gives a somewhat 
detailed description of the method of analysis and evaluation includ-
ing the survey work and rate scale establishment for all employees. 
* Donald H. Blatt, Consultant, d/b/a Municipal Surveys Associates 
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Files of completed job descriptionsJ analysis sheetsJ surveys of pay 
rates in other municipalities and related information have been 
created for the use of the municipal departments of the City of Mel-
rose as well as for the future use of the Personnel Board. 
As noted above, the method of evaluation followed was that as 
established by R. A. Harriman. The method of analysis was that of 
Municipal Surveys Associates and was done in the following manner -
each employee in every Department was requested to make his own anal-
ysis of his own job; this analysis was reviewed by the Department HeadJ 
so that certain notes amplifying the individual analysis could be made. 
With this as a basisJ the job analyst for Municipal Surveys Associates 
interviewed as many of the employees as was physically possible. Only 
in the case where several attempts were made to interview and no satis-
factory contact could be madeJ was the employee not subject to a per-
sonal interview by the job analyst. ~ese interviews afforded an oppor-
tunity for the job analyst to talk with the individual performing the 
job, so as to get his personal ideas both from the analysis sheet 
turned in by the employee and from the analyst's own interpretation of 
the particular job being considered. The analyst, being experienced 
in this line of thought, led the.employee into a thought pattern which 
brought out all the features of the jobJ so that no minor point of any 
job was overlooked. After this interview period, the job analyst 
wrote the analysis of the job by notes and these analyses are on file 
with the Personnel Board. From these individual job analyses, the 
analyst then made job descriptions of each particular job clas.siflica-
tion; in other wordsJ from a series of analysis sheets prepared by 
individual police officers, from his previous experience in studying 
.. 
police work, from the Department Head's comment on the analysis by the 
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individual, the job analyst drew a permanent description of the job. 
(This does not necessar;ily mean, however, that the job may not in 
the future be subject to change.) This description was then referred 
to th~ Department Head and the individual ·employee, along with the 
analysis of the job as prepared by the analyst, for the approval of 
the individual doing the job and of the Department Head. This neces-
sitated several reviews and revisions which were made to the mutual 
satisfaction of the analyst and employee involved. Every description 
on file with the Personnel Board has been approved by the indiVidual 
doing the work and by the Department Head supervising this individual. 
With the descriptions thus prepared, the evaluation of the jobs was 
started. This meant many hours of analysis and evaluation on the 
part of the representatives of Municipal Surveys Associates, Mr. Har-
riman and the Personnel Board in studying each description so as to 
understand thoroughly the job performed by each individual. It must 
be noted at this point however, that the person involved was not 
under consideration, nor was the way in which he performed his job. 
In other words, the individual's efficiency in doing a job was not 
under consideration. The person's effort or personality did not enter 
into the picture. The only thing being considered was the job that 
was expected to be done by the employee and the job for which the 
employee was to be paid. The group$ acting as a committee for the 
purpose of evaluation, studied each job to be thoroughly familiar 
with the many factors which composed that job. In this evaluation 
the following factors with varying weights were used - Education or 
Knowledge; Experienc·e or Previous Training; Initiative or Resource-
fulness; 1 Analytical Ability; Responsibility for Assets; Responsi-
bility ror Work; Public Relations; Safety of Others; Physical 
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Effort; Mental Visual Demand; Surroundings; Personal Safety. Under 
each of these twelve factors there were six possible degrees into which 
each job could.fall. On the basis of the degree of each factor~ points 
were assigned to each job and the total of the degree points for each 
factor gave a total point value for a job. A base figure was deter-
mined which gave credit for the normal requirements of employment such 
as (a) Willingness to Work; (b) Honesty and Integrity; (c) Attendance 
and Good Conduct; (d) Cooperation and Following Instructions~ and for 
this base the same number of points was allotted to each job to be 
added to the values established by the evaluation of the factors and 
the degrees of the factors. Up to this point, no consideration has 
been given to the dollar value of the points~ degrees, factors or jobs. 
After each job was evaluated~ a review was made by the Personnel Board~ 
re-evaluating by comparison with other jobs, to which the same degree 
of the factor had been given. With these re-evaluations certain in-
equities were eliminated. It can be seen therefore, that by this pro-
cess of job study from descriptions and job evaluation by a scale 
previously established~ giving consideration to all the factors making 
up the job, that the Personnel Board was able to evaluate impartially 
and fairly~ each job on the same constant basis, giving value in 
points for the value of the job~ as measured by the rating scale~ to 
the City of Melrose. 
In order to bring into the establishment of pay scales a money 
figure, it was necessary to survey a comparable situation on an aver-
age basis so as to establish a rate scale or trend which could be used 
for comparison with the wage scale and the total point scale as estab-
lished by the evaluation. It was necessary to determine:t:,.-what communi-
ties would be similar enough to the City of Melrose to give a reasona-
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ble ·assumption that the average rate paid in these municipalities 
would give a fair basis of comparison. Therefore, all communities 
bordering on Melrose were asked, and other communities in the Metro-
politan area similar in size to Melrose, were asked to furnish infor-
mation in regard to hours of work, vacation policy and pay scales for 
certain jobs which were considered common key jobs. These had to be 
of course, jobs which were readily recognized by a simple title and 
brief description so that a common basis of understanding would be 
insured. The exhibit lettered "Exhibit A" gives a list of these key 
jobs vhth the rates paid by nine municipalities which answered the re-
quest for information. "Exhibit A" also shows the average of the maxi-
mum rates paid for each job and the present and proposed rates for 
Melrose, the 3% Cost-of-Living increase not being included in these 
figures. 
It became necessary to establish the present rate structure of the 
City of Melrose so as to show the accuracy or inaccuracy of the present 
scale. Also it was necessary to establish a proposed rate structure 
as established by the Personnel Board on the basis of the values ob-
tained through the evaluation of the jobs and the survey of the wage 
·rates paid by these other municipalities. From these rate structures, 
step rates and job groups for the future have been determined and 
shown on "Exhibits B, C, D, E and F". These show the listing by job 
groups of all new job titles and a listing by title for all job groups. 
For comparative purposes, the old rate schedule is shown for the var-
ious classes of jobs. 
Because of the seriousness and determination with which the Person-
nel Board entered upon this study, it is easily seen that the employees 
of the City of Melrose will receive fair treatment in regard to compen-
sation for work performed. Not only will the employees be thus reas-
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sured but the taxpayers and governing body of the City will know 
that they are being considered in that a fair rate for a fair day's 
work can be established. The method used insures that the Personnel 
Board will be able to analyse, describe and evaluate any new jobs 
created in any Department of the C~ty. It is.entirely possible that, 
in the event of changes in'the cost of living or other factors en-
tering in:to pay scales,·. the Personnel Board will be able to make a 
more intelligent decis~on·, usirl.g the material presently in its files. 
The members of the staff of Municipal Surveys Associates would 
like in this report to call·to the attention of the citizens of Mel-
rose the fact that the most· 'splendid type of cooperation was received 
throughout the entire project from the employees, the Department. 
Heads, the Mayor, the Per·sonnel Board, ·Mrs. Gertrude Gilbert, Secre-
. .• 
tar"y to the Personnel Board and frorri Mr ~ R. A. Harriman, whose advice 
and interest made'the job· doubly of value to the Personnel Board. It 
has been a pleasure on the part of Municipal Surveys Associates to 
work with and for. the people of· the City of Melr.ose. Municipal 
Surveys Associates is satisfied that the work done for the Personnel 
Board has been of the highest c~libre possible at a fair cost to the 
City. The value in the future·should·extend over a long period.of 
time because of the fact that· the·Secr~tary of the Personnel Board 
has been thoroughly trained in the methods used and the Personnel 
Board is familiar with the procedure so that no future consultant work 
should be required unless a drastic re-organization is made, which 
necessitates gre.ater study than can be a;fforded by a public-spirited, 
but unpaid, part-time board such as the present Personnel Board. 
Municipal Surveys Associates extends. its heartiest thanks to Messrs. 
Nelson, Steer, Felt, Scott and Trask of ·the Personnel Board of the 
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Ci-ty o:t: :Melrose :for their continued interest over _a. l.ong ~d di:f.'.ficult jobo 
Respeet:t:Ully sUbmitte~ 
- ·MUNICIPAL SURVEYS· .ASSOCIATES 
By: · Donald H .. Blatt 
ConsuJ:ta.zr'fi 
\ 
;t 
j. 
;. 
•. 
Title 
of 
Job #1 #2 
Clerk $39.17 $44.23 
Sr.Clerk 45.74 53.85 
}Tin. It 50.72 . 63.46 
Head II 64.38 75 .. 00 
Soo.Wkr. 57.03 75.00 
l: .H.Nurse 6o.44 58.63 
Auditor 109.00 105.77 
Welf .Drtr. 90.37 115.38 
Head Lbrn. 99-14 107.30 
Sr.Prof. 11 70.94 - - -
Unsk.Labor 54.40 6o.4o 
Semi-Skld." 
- - -
66- .. oo 
Lt.Eq.Oper. .57.02 66~00 
Hvy. II II. '70.94 65.80 
Supt.P.w:. 115.38 105.73 
Eng. Head 109.00 94.23 
sr~ Mech. 70.63 72.00 
Foreman 74.87 72.00 
City Clerk 115.38 96.15 
Ftre fi'r. to.64 67.31 
Lt. -F .D. 
--- - - -
Capt. II 
- -- - -- -
Chief' n ._ - ..:. 105.77 
Ma.in.Mech. - :-l;,.... 90.38 
Patrlman· 70.65 67.31 
Sgt-Police 79-33 75-00 
Lt. n 90o37 80.76 
Chief 11 115 ... 38 105 .. 77 
EXHIBIT A 
- SURVEY OF NINE CITIES AND TOWNS FOR -
28 KEY JOBS 
(Maximum Rate) 
TC WN/CITY (Wee kly) 
#3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 
$45.00 $50.00 $34.42 $39.48 $36.30 $43.00 
52.50 53.84 44.,42 48.,87 51.05 51-75 
60.00 57.69 - -. .. ...... -4. ..... 55.60 59.00 
67.50 -r ""!'!- - -. ~ _., 
--- - - - - - -
70-75 - - - -. ·- -. 61..63 70.17 - - -
67.50 69.23 52o.50 68.27 70.17 66.00 
120.75 92.11 88.85 90.38 102.52 108.00 
97.25 - - - 12.50 76.92 97.08 - - -
103-~00 76.92 70-77 .53.45 86.17 - - ..... 
68.00 69.21 36.,54 
- - - 64.35 - - -
61.00 . 
- - - 52.00 ,52.40 53.20 60.79 
62.00 
- - - 38.00 56.80 .55.20 - - -
62.00 74.21 64.00 62.80 74.40 65.19 
70.00 74.21 72.00 66.40 79.20 76.00 
- - - 130.77 137.31 122.25 124.33 106.00 
120.75 96.33 96.92 85.00 80.71 91.00 
70.00 . 93.85 72.00 66.40 79.20 - - -
- - - 85--.00 72.00 79.00 79.20 86.00 
120.75 - - - 74.81 - - ""' - .- - 108.00 
72.00 71.1.5 65u58 65.54 70.00 69.54 
78.00 
- - -
- -. ...... 69 .. 38 80.71 76.27 
84.77 78.8.5 75.19 71.30 86.17 83.00 
11,5.50 98.10 99.04 86~54 113.42 108.00 
91.50 75.00 
-' ·- - - - - 79.20 66.00 
72.00 71.15 65 . .58 65.54 70.00 69.54 
78.00 78.85 75.19 71.30 80.71 76.27 
84-.oo 
- - - --- - - - ~ - - 83.00 
115.50 . 98.10 99o04 86."54 113.42 108.00 
#9 
$41.13 
49.13 
- - -
55.21 
64.61 
49.54 
77-54 
90.46 
- - -
63.62 
- - -
,52.40 
55.60 
63.60 
133.,58 
96.92 
67-.20 
- - -
79.69 
69.92 
- - -
- - -
- - -
73.23 
68.92 
- - -
- - -
- - -
8 
(3% Cost/Living 
not included in 
rates shown 
below) · 
Pres. Prop. Aver- Melr. Melr. 
age Rate· Rate 
$4L42 $40.00 $49.00 
50.13 45 .. 00 50.00 
57 .. 75 56 .. 00 6o.oo 
65o52 
-- -
70.00 
66.53 65.67 71.15 
62 .. 48 II II 
99o44 96.63 101.44 
91.42 86.54 91.35 
8,5 .. 25 II 86.54 
65.44 60.58 65.67 
56.31 50.00 48.00 
,58.40 ,52.00 52.00 
64.,58 54.40 .57.20 
71.24 57.20 63.60 
122.17 134.62 134_.62 
96.76 - - - - - -
73.91 63.60 74.00 
78.30 66.80 78.00 
9"{-.46 101.44 101.44 
68.96 65.67 71.15 
76.09 75-95 81.25 
79.85 86.53 91.35 
103o76 106.73 106.73 
82.5.5 74.00 78.00 
68.96 65.67 71.15 
76.83 75-96 81.25 
84.53 86.53 91.35 
105.22 106.73 106.73 
- EXHIBIT B 9 
Present NEW Presen.t Present NEW P.BO!'OS.ED Civil 
1epartment Job Title Job Title GrGup Rate-MAX. GrouE Rate-MAX. Service Diff. 
ssessors sec. Clerk No 28 $4750.00 yr: 
_2"0 $4225.00 yr. Yes PRM* 
Senior.Clerk No 55 45.00 wk. 54 50 .. 00 wk. II 5.00 
& Stenog. week 
Senior Clerk No 56 40.00 wk. 54 50.00 wk. II 10.00 
& Typist week 
Assessors No Gentl. 1500.00 yr. 28 No change No 
uditing City Auditor No 27 . 5025~ 00 yr. 26 5275.00 yr., No 250. 
year 
Accounting Principal 51 6:).oo wk. No No change Yes 
. Clerk A/C Clerk 
Clerk-Typist Senior Clerk. 56 4o.oo wk~ 54 50.00 wk. Yes 10.00 
& Typist week 
Clerk-Typist Clerk & 56- 4o.oo·wk. No No change n, 
Typist 
lilding Building No 30 4225.00 yr. 29 4500.00 yr. No 275-
Commissioner year 
Plunibing N~ 32 3700.00 yr. No No change Yes 
Inspector 
Senior Clerk No 55 45.00 wk. 54 50.00 wk. Yes 5.00 
& Stenog .. week 
~meter;y: Supertdent. Cemetery 29 
Super 1dent. 
45q9.00 yr. No No change Yes 
!Tincipal Principal· 53 . 55~00 wk. 52 6o.oo wk • Yes 5.00 
Clerk A/C Clerk week· 
Foreman Cemetery 65 66.80 wk. 62 78.00 wk. Yes 11.20 
Foreman week 
Wkg .. It No 65 66.80 wk. 64 ro.oo wk. No 3.20 
week 
Equip. OJ?er. LB.borer :r ... 69 54.40 wk. 70 52,00 wk .. No PRM 
&. Laborer · Semi -skilled 
(Cond) 
-
epartment 
emetery 
(Cond) 
~-
ity Clirk 
~--: lerk of 
:)mm.itt~es 
ire 
3alth 
Present 
Job Title 
Laborer I 
Common 
Laborer 
Student 
City Clerk 
Assistant 
City Clerk 
Senior 
Clerk 
Clerk-
NEW 
Job Title 
Laborer I-
Semi-skilled 
Common 
Laborer-
Unskilled 
Common 
Laborer-
Unskilled 
No 
Principal 
Ajc Clerk 
Senior Clerk 
& Typist 
Clerk & 
Stenographer Stenographer 
Clerk of 
Committees 
Chief 
Captain 
Lieutenant 
Fireman 
Mechanician 
Sanitary 
Inspector 
Public Health 
Nursing Super. 
Public Health 
Nurse 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Firefighter 
Mechanic-
Fire Dept. 
No 
No 
No 
EXHIBIT B 10 
NEW PROPOSED Civil Present Present 
Group Rate-MAX. Group Rate-Max. Service Diff. 
70 
71 
72 
26 
34 
55 
$ 52.00 wk. No 
50.00 wk. 72 
48.00 wk. No 
5275.00 yr. No 
3150.00 yr. 52 
45.00 wk. 54 
40.00 wk. No 
Gen1 l.. 2250.00 yr. 32 
25 5550.00 yr. No 
29 4500.00 yr. 28 
31 3950.00 yr. 30 
33 3425.00 yr. 32 
63 74.00 wk. 62 
32 3700.00 yr. 30 
32 3700.00 yr~;f 30 
·~" 
33 3425.00 yr. 32 
No change No 
$48.00 IVk. No 
No change No 
No change r:Wo 
60.00.wk. No 
No 
No change No 
No change No 
No change No 
4750.00 yr. Yes 
4225.00 yr. Yes 
3700.00 yr. Yes 
78.00 wk. Yes 
4225.00 yr. Yes 
4225.00 yr. Yes 
3700.00 yr .. Yes 
(Cond) 
PRM 
PRM 
5.00 
week 
250. 
year 
275· 
year 
275. 
year 
4.00 
week 
525. 
year 
525. 
year 
275· 
year 
.. ~l 
EXHIBIT B 
:Presen:t })JEW Present :J>resent NEW PROPOSED Civil 
De12a.rtment Job Title Job Title GroU:Q Rate-MAX. Group ·!tate .. MAX .• Service Di.ff 
Health Chairman No 37 $2580.00 yr. 26 No change No 
Boa:rd of 
Cond. liealth 
(Part-time) 
Principal J?rincipal 53 55·;oo wk. 52 60.00 wk. Yes 5.00 
Clerk-Ste:riog. A/C Clerk week 
and Agent 
Librar;r· Read No 29 4500.00 yr. No No change· No 
Librarian 
Ass't. No 32 3700.00 yr. 31 3950.00 yr. No 250. 
Librarian year 
.Branch Lib'n. Senior 34 ·3150.00 yr. 33 3425.00 yr. No 275· 
Children·' s 11 Librarian year 
Circulation" Professional 
Reference· II 
Cataloger 
General No 36 2625.00 yr. 56 No change No PRM 
Assistant 
Bldg. Custodian 70. 52.00 wk. 69 54.40 wk. Yes 2 4o 
. "' 
Custodian I week 
' 
Mayor Secretary Principal 53 55.00 wk. 51 65.00 wk. No 10.0 
Clerk & week 
Stenog. 
Memorial .Building Custodian 69 54.40 wk. No No change Yes 
Buildin.g Cust. II 
Common Common 71 50.00 wk. 72 48.00 wk. No PBM 
Laborer Laborer-
(Part-time) Unskilled 
Park Super 1dent. . Park. Supt ... 28 4750.00 yr. No No change Yes 
Office Asst. Principal 53 55.00 wk. 52 60.00 wk. No 5.00 
A/C Clerk week 
Clerk-Typist Clerk & 56 4o.po wk. No No change Yes 
Typist 
(Cond) 
.12 
EXHIBIT B 
Present NEW Present Present . NEW PROPOSED Givil 
epartment .Job Title Job Title GroU]? Rate-MAX. .GXGUJ? Ra:t~-MAX .. Bervice Dlf'f', 
ark Wk.g. Foreman No 65 $66.80 wk. 64 $70.00 Wk. No 3.20 
week 
ond.. 
Wkg. Foreman Wor:k;ing Frmn. 65 66.80 wk. 64 (0.00 wk. No 3.20 
' & Greenskeeper week 
Mechanic & MecJaani.c""- 67 6o.4o wk. 65 66o80 wk. No 6.40 
Laborer Park week 
Equip. Oper. Labo;re:r I- 69 54.40 wk. 70 52.00 wk. No PRM 
& Laborer Semi-skilled 
Laborer I Laborer I-< 70 52.00 wk. Nd No change No 
Semf .... skilled 
Watchman No 70 52.00 wk. No No change No 
Building Custodian 70 52.00 wk. 69 54.40 wk. No 2.40 
Gust. I week 
., Common . Common 71 50.00 wk • 48.00 wk. N9 PRM 
Laborer Laborer ... 
Ub.skilled 
>ersonnel Secretary No Gen'l. LlO hr. 52· L60 hr. Yes 50¢ 
to Personnel 'hour 
Board 
?olice Captain in No 25 5550.00 yr. No No change No 
Cha:r:'ge 
Lieutenant No 29 45qo.oo yr. 28 4750.00 yr. Yes 250. 
yea I 
Sergeant- Sergeant 30 4225.00 yr. 29 4500.00 yr. Yes 275. 
Inspector yeal 
Sergeant No 31 3950.00 yr. 30 4225 .. 00 yr. Yes 275· 
yeaJ 
Patrolman No 33 3425.00 yr. 32 3700.00 yr. Yes 275 
yeaJ 
School Traf'. No Gen'l. 1.00 hr. 55 95·''-' No 12~ l b 1·~~ ::1··. .:;. 
Super. -;~:· hou: 
Building Custodian 70 52.00 wk. 69 54.40 wk. Yes 2.41 
Cust. I wee~ 
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EXHIBIT B 
Present NEW Present Present NEW PROPOSED Civil 
partment Job Title Job Title Grou:2 Rate-MAX. Group Rate-MAX. Service Diff. 
Lblic Eng. & City Engo & 21 $7000.00 yr. No No change No 
1rks Super 1 dent. Supt. P.W. 
Engineer III No 23 4750.00 yr. 26 $5275.00 yr. Yes 525. 
year 
Assistant No 23 4750.00 yr. N'o No change Yes 
Supt-Hiway 
Water-Sewer 
(3) 
Engineer II No 31 3950.00 yr. 29 4500.00 yr. Yes 550. 
year 
~- . 
Engineer I No 32 3700.00 yr. 31 3950.00 yr. Yes ·. 250. 
year 
Engineering No 34 3150.00 yr. No No change Yes 
Aide II 
Engineering No 35 2900.00 yr. 54 50.00 wk. Yes PRM 
Aide I 
Bookkeeper II Principal 
A/C Clerk 
52 6o.oo wk. No No change Yes 
Prin. Clerk No 53 • 55.00 wk. 52 6o.oo wk. Yes 5.00 
& Stenog. week 
Timekeeper Senior 53 55.00 wk. 54 50.00 wk. Yes PRM 
A/C Clerk 
Cost Clerk Senior 
A/C Clerk 
54 50.00 wk. No No change Yes 
Bookkeeper I Senior 50.00 wk. No No change Yes 
A/C Clerk 
Bllg. Mach. Senior 56 40.00 wk. 54 50.00 wk. Yes 10.0( 
Oper.& Clerk Bllg. Macho week 
Operator 
NEW JOB Head Clerk 50 70.00 wk. 
NEW JOB Clerk- 56 40.00 wk. 
Bookkeeper 
Master Garage 62 78.00 wk. 28 91.35 wk. No 13.3 
Mechanic Foreman week 
Foreman No 63 74.00 wk. 62 78.00 wk. Yes 4.00 
week 
Wkg. .11 No 65 66.80 wk. 64 70.00 wk. No 3.20 
week 
frt--::J\ 
i 
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EXHIBIT B 
Present NEW Present Present NEW PROPOSED Civil 
Department Job Title Job Title (}roup Rate--MAX. Grou.p Rate ... MAX. Service . Dif'f' 
Public Mechanic A Senior 66 $ 63.60 wk. 63 $74.00 wk. No 10.4( 
Works Mechanic week 
Cond. Laborer III Laborer III"' 67 6o.4o wk. 66 63.60 wk. No . 3.2( Maintenance weel 
Crafts:man 
Equip. Opera Heavy 68 57.20 wk. 66 63 .. 60 wk. No 6.4c 
& Laborer Equip. Oper .. weel 
Laborer II Laborer IT"" 68 57.20 wk. No No change No 
Skilled 
Mechanic B Junior 68 57.20 wk. 67 '6o.4o wk. No 3.2C 
Mecb.anic wee:B 
Meter Reader No 69 54.40 Wka Yes 
Truck Driver Light Equip. 69 54.4o wk. 68 57.20 wk. No 2.8c 
& Laborer Operator we ell 
Building Custodian 69 54.40 wk. No No change Yes 
Cust. II 
BuildinK Janitor 70 52.00 wk. 71 50 .. 00 wk. Yes PRM 
Cust. I 
Laborer I Laborer I- 70 52.00 wk. No No change No 
Se:rni.-skilled 
Common Common 71 50.00 wk. 72 48.00 wk. No PRM 
Laborer Laborer~ 
Unskilled 
r.EW JOB Water 
- -
~ ~ .. 
- - -
-. 
Meter 
Repairman 
lEW JOB . Tree Climber 66 63.60 wk. No 
lEW JOB Foreman- - .. - - - - -
Forestry 
Division 
lEW JOB· Blaster- - ..... - ...... ... - - - - 63 74.00 wk. No 
Driller-
Co:rn;pressor-
Operator 
Sealer No Gen'l. 1875.00 yr. 51 No change Yes PRM 
lealer ell' of' Weights 
reights & & Measures 
teasures -~ 
lolicitor City Sol 1ra No Gen 1l. 3745.00 yra 23 No change No 
~- .. / 
"'' 
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EXHIBIT B 
Present NEW Present Present NEW PROPOSED Civil 
DeJ2artment Job Title Job Title GroUJ2 Rate-MAX. Group Rate-MAX. Service Dif'f'. 
Treasurer.., X!'easurer & ;No 25 $5550.00 yr. 26 $5275.00 yr. No PRM 
.Collector Collector 
Clerk-Asst. Principal 51 65.00wk. 52 60.00 wk. No PRM 
to Collector A/C Clerk 
Clerk-Asst. Senior 
to Treas. AjC Clerk 54 50.00 wk. No No change No 
Clerk- Clerk & 56 40.00 wk. No No change No 
General Typist 
Clerk-Bllg. Senior Clerk 56 40.00 wk. 54 50.00 wk. No 10.00 
Typist Bllg. Mach. week 
Operator 
NEW JOB Clerk-
- - - - - - - - - - 56 40.00 wk. No 
Bookkeeper 
Veterans Veterans' No Gen'l. 2370.00 yr. 30 3590.00 yr. No 1220. 
Agent & (Based on 85% of' full-time) year 
Director of' 
Vets' Servs. 
(Part-time) 
Benior Clerk Senior Clerk 55 45.00 wk. 54 50.00 wk. Yes 5.00 
& Typist week 
Clerk-Stenog. Clerk & 56 40.00 wk. No No change Yes 
Stenographe'r 
;{eli'are Welfare Agt. No Gen'l. 4500.00 yr. 28 4750.00 yr. Yes 250. 
year 
Social No II 3425.00 yr. 32 3700.00 yr. Yes 275· 
Worker year 
Senior Clerk Senior 11 50.00 wk. 54 No change Yes 
Typist A/C Clerk 
Junior Clerk Clerk & II 40.00 wk. 56 No change Yes 
Stenog. Stenogo 
Wire Wire Insptr. No 30 4225.00 yr. No No change Yes 
Lineman NG 63 T4.oo wk. No No change No 
Groundm.an No 67 6o.4o wk. 68 57.20 wk. No PRM 
nnu 
.,..,__ .... __ .,.~.... 
n .... ..a..-. 1\tr--- m1.-. .... - n----"'-..:::1 1\rtm",T Tf"\Tid ,... ............ ,..t,.,. .... "\...., ..... .... _ _,, 'T'\-----..1--.. ..... -...1.. ..... 
EXHIBIT C 
CLASSIFICATION 
SCHEDUlE 
-J'ob Glaasification by Groups-
GROUP 21 (5600 - 7000) ; 
City Engineer 
& Superintendent •••• Public Works 
GROUP 22 ( 5275 - 6600) 
Vacant 
GROUP 23 (4900 - 6200) 
City Solicitor 
GROUP 24 ( 4675 - 5820) 
Vacant 
GROUP 25 ( 4450 - 5550) 
Captain in Charge •••••••. lBmHce 
Chief IJ o a o o o o a o o o o. o o a o o o o a o o aFd::.re 
GROUP 26 (4225 - 5275) 
Chairman ••••••••• · • • • • ••.• ~Health 
City Auditor.o••••ooo .. oAuditing 
City Clerk •• o ••.•••••• City Clerk 
Engineer III. •.••• o ol?ub.lic Works 
Treasurer & 
Collectorooo•ooo•••••••Treasurer 
& Collector 
GROUP 27 ( 4025 - 5025) 
V'acant 
GROUP 28 (38oo - 4750) 
·Assessors o ••••••••••• Assessors 
Asst. Supts •••••• o Public Works 
Highway 
Water 
Sewer 
Asst. Park Supt.o•o••••···Park 
Gaptainoooooooooooooo•ooooFire 
Garal?e Foreman •••• Public Works 
J:.ieutenant ••.•••••••••••• Police 
Park Supt ••••••••••••••••• Park 
Welfare Agent •••• o ••••• Welfare 
GROUP 29 (3600 - 4500) 
Bldg. Commissioner •• ooBuilding 
Cemetery Supt ••••• o ••• Cemetery 
Engineer .~I ••••••• Public Works 
ffead Librarian ••••••••• Library 
Sergeant (Inspector) o ••• Police 
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E:lt!IIBIT C 
GROUP 30 (3375 - 4225) 
Executive Clerk .••.•.•• Assessors 
Lieutenant ..•.•••..•.•..••.. Fire 
Public Health 
Nursing Supervisor ..••.•• Health 
Sanitary Inspector ••...••. Health 
Sergeant .•....•.•..••..•.• Police 
Veterans' Agent 
& Director of 
Veterans' Services •..••. Veterans 
Wire Inspector ••..••...••.• Wires 
GROUP 31 ( 3150 - 3950) 
Assistant Librarian ••...• Library 
Engineer I •.••••...• Public Works 
GROUP 32 (2950 - 3700) 
Clerk of 
Committees .•••.......••• Alderm~n 
Firefighter ..•.•••.•.••....• Fire 
Patrolman .•.••••.••.•••..• Police 
Plumbing Inspector ....•• Building 
Public Health Nurse ••..... Health 
Social Worker ••.•••••.•.. Welfare 
GROUP 33 (2750 - 3425) 
Senior Librarian 
Professional .......•...•. Library 
GROUP 34 ( 2525 - 3150) 
.Engineering 
Aide II •..••••..•.•. Public Works 
GROUP 35 (2325 - 2900) 
Vacant 
GROUP 36 (2080 - 2625) 
Vacant 
GROUP 37 (2020 - 2580) 
Vacant 
GROUP 38 (1930 - 2470) 
City Physician 
GROUP 50 (59.00-70.00) 
Head Clerk 
GROUP 51 (55.00-65.00) 
Principal 
Accounting Clerk •...•.. Auditor 
Principal Clerk 
& Stenographer ••••.•.••.. Mayor 
Sealer of Weights & Measures 
GROUP 52 (50.00-60.00) 
Principal 
Accounting Clerk ••.•.• Cemetery 
II II City Clerk 
II II Health 
It II Park 
II II Public Wor~s 
II II Treas -Coll. 
Principal Clerk 
& Stenographer .... Public Works 
EXHIBIT C 
GROUP 53 (45.00-55.00) 
Vacant 
GROUP 54 (42~00-50.00) 
Engineering 
Aide I •.•••••••••••. Public Works 
Senior 
Accounting Clerk.-~.Public Works 
" 
tt 
It 
" 
Senior Clerk 
Billing Machine 
•.•.• Treas-Coll. 
••••••••• Welfare 
Operator •..••••.•..• Public Works 
It 
•.•••••••••.• Treas-Coll. 
Senior Clerk 
& Stenographer •••••.••. Assessors 
tt 
•••••.•.•• Building 
Senior Clerk 
& Typist •.••••.•.••.••• Assessors 
It 
•.•.•...•.•••••.• Auditor 
tt 
.•••.•••.•.••. City Clerk 
11 
0 0 II 0 0 0 a 0 • 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 Veterans 
GROUP 55 (37.00-45.00) 
SchOQl Traffic 
Supervisor .•.•••.•••••.••• Police 
(Part-time) 
GROUP 56 (32.00-40.00) 
Clerk & 
Bookkeeper .•..• All Departments 
Clerk & 
Typist •..••••...• Civil Defense 
It 
a o o ~~. o o ••• o o o .... oAuditor 
tt 
0 0 0 • 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 • 0 • 0 • II 0 o·Park 
tl 
.........••.• Treas-Coll. 
Clerk & 
. Stenographer •.•.•.•. City Clerk 
11 
•.•••..••• Veterans 
It 
o. o o a. a o o o .Welfare 
General Assistant •...•• Library 
GROUP 57 (30.00-36.00) 
Vacant 
GROUP 62 (62.40-78.00) 
Cemetery Foreman .••••• Cemetery 
Foreman 
Highway 
Water 
Sewer •.••.•••. Public Works 
Mechanic •...•...•••.•••... Fire 
GROUP 63 (59.20-74.00) 
·Blaster-Driller-
Compressor Oper ••• Public Works 
Lineman o o o o o o o • a o o a • o •• o o Wires 
Senior Mechanic .•• Public Works 
GROUP 64 (56.40-70.00) 
Working 
Foreman ..•.••.. All Departments 
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EXHIBIT C 
GROUP 65 (53 .6o-66.8o). 
Mechanic o ••• o ••• o • o • o- o • o o • o oPark 
GROUP 66 (50. 80-63.60) 
Heavy Equipment 
Operator .••......••. Public Works 
Laborer III-Maintenance 
Craftsman •••..•.• All Departments 
Tree Climber •••.•.•• Public Works· 
GROUP 67 (48.00-60.40) 
Junior Mechanic •••.• Public Works 
GROUP 68 (46.00-57.20) 
Groundman ••.•.•.• · .•••...•• ;Wires 
Laborer II-
Skilled •••••.••.• All Departments 
Light Equipment 
Operator ••.• · ..•••••. Public Works 
GROUP. 69 (44.00-54.40) 
Custodian .••.•••• All Dep~tments 
GROUP 70 (44.80-52.00) 
Laborer I-
Semi-skilled •.••• All Departments 
Watchman ..•••.•••.••..••••. ;Park 
19 
GROUP 71 (44.80-50.00) 
Janitor •.••••.•••• Public Works 
GROUP 72 (44.80-48.00) 
Common Laborer-
Unskilled ..•..• All Departments 

;-
EXHIBIT E 
General Group 
This Group includes seasonal, casual} part-time) special and other 
jobs or positions not otherwise classified in the numbered groups. 
Board of Appea;L 
Secretary 
Cemetery Committee Member 
Dog Officer 
Election & Registration 
Asst. Registrar of 
Voters for Listing 
Asst. Registrar of 
Voters - Other 
Election Warden 
Registrar of VotBrs 
(Except Clerk) 
Temporary A:ssista:-!.1t 
' - Registrar of VOters 
Election Clerk 
'Election Inspector 
·Temporary Inspector 
Clerical Assistants 
_Assistants @ Recounts 
Janitor @ City Hall 
(Election or Prilna.ry) 
Fire Department 
Call Man 
Health 
Board Member 
Dental HYgienist 
Dentist 
Inspector of Animals 
School Physician 
Library 
Branch Library Assistant 
Branch Library Janitor 
Helper = General 
Helper - Library 
Page 
Memorial Building 
Recording Secretary 
Park Department 
Clerk & Typist - Seasonal 
Asst. Golf Clerk 
Asst. Life Guard 
Bathhouse Attendant 
Golf Clerk 
Head Life Guard 
Instructor .. Melrose Fish 
& Game Club 
Leader of Recreational 
Handcraft 
Recreation Leader 
Recreation Supervisor (Male) 
Tennis Instructor 
Police 
Matron 
Mechanic 
Reserve Officer 
Special Police 
Public Works 
Sanitation Worker 
Welfare 
Board Member 
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EXHIBIT F. 
Alphabetical Arrangement of All Job Titles with Grou~ Number 
ssessors . ..... o .... • ••••••••• o o •••• o ·• 28-
ssistant Librarian ..•.• ~ ............. 31-
ssistant Highway Su~erint·c;:)Cl"1nt ••••• 28 
ssistant Sewer Superintendent ••••••• 28 
ssistant Water Superintendent ••••••• 28 
laster~Driller~Com~ressor Operator.o63 
uilding Commissioner •••• ~ •••••••••.• 29-
aptain - Fire .••..••••••.••••••••••. 28-
a~tain in Charge- Police •••••• ~~··-25 
emetery Foremano••••••••4••••·······62-
emetery Su~erintendent ••••••••••• o •. 29 
b.a.ir:man - Board o:f Health. o. o ••••••• 26-
h.ief '011111. Fire 0. 0 0 4 0 0 0 ,. ~ 0 9 • ,., .. II •• .Q 4" R II " Q • a25 
ity Auditor •••.••••••. o ••...•••••.•• 26-
ity Clerk a o Cl •. o. o •• o.,.,.. o- o o o., o o .c;. o o •.• 9 .26 
ity Engineer & Su~t. of P.W ••••••••• 21 
ity Solicitoro .................. ,.., •••••• 23-
lerk & Bookkeeper ••••••••••••••••••• 56 
lerk of Committees •.••••••. o ........ ~.32-
lerk & Stenogra~her ................... 56 
lerk & Typist o ••• o ••• ~ ••••.• o •.••••• 56 
Jmmoli Laborer - Unskilled .......... .,". 72 
11stodian o •• ~ • o • o .P •• o o o • (I o. • ............ 69-
agineer IIIooo•···-··~G•••G•o6o•o•c•26-
o.gineer r-r o •• , 0- • o ,. o ••••. C3. o • o • Q •. o ..... , 29-
o.gineer I .. Q ••• o •••••••• g o o ••• -0 • 4 o o • 3l-
a.gineering Aide II ••• o···········o•o34 
a.gineeringAide I ••••.••••.••••••••• 54-
Kecutive Clerk •.••••• o••••o••o••••o·30-
irefighter .•• o o • o .••.•• o ........... o • 32-
:>remano o • a • o ••••••• ~ • o o a--d- ... o-. o o o. • o .,. ... 62-
3.rage Foreman.o·o•o•••o•oo•o········28-
'meral Assistant - Library •••••••••• 56-
ro'Ulldlnan 0 • 0 a 0 a 0 Jl 0 .0 • "" • 4 0. 0 • •· • Q. .0 .0 6 # 0 •• 0 68-
~ad. C·lerk o o •• a •• a e II •••• .o ••.• o .. o • o • .a D- .• 50 
~ad LibrariaUooooaoooooo~·o.~••oa.4oao29 
~avy Equipment O~eratoro•••••oo•••oo66 
mi tar. o ••••• o o •• o. o • o. Cl ...... o a a •.• o • 71-
~ior MecbaniCooo•ooooooooo••••o9-••67-
3.bOrer III- Maint. Craftaman ...... o.66-
3.bor~ II - Skilled •• o. o. o " ...... o ,; ... 68-
3.bora:r I - Semi-skilled .... o. o .... " •• o 70 
leutenarit- Fire.o.•o•o•o••••·•••••o30-
ieutenant- Policeo•••••o•o•••••••o•28-
Lght Equi~ment O~erator ••••.•••••••• 68 
tneman 0 0 o ~ o o 0 0 0 C. D o a o 0 0 o a 6- 0 0 0 0 a- 0 0 0 0 0 o 63 
**Mechanic- F1re.o•••·o••·······•o•62-
Mechanic- Park.o••o•••••oo••••o··65-
Me~er Reader 0 • 0 0 0 a .. a 0 • 0 0 0 • G 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 
Patrol.mano. a. a ••• o. o ••• ., o •••••••••• 32-
Park Su~erintendent ••••.... o.ooo •• 28 
Plumbing Ins~ector ••.••••.•.• o •••• 32 
**Princi~al Accounting Clerk •••••. o.5l~ 
11 11 II 0 0 , 0 • • 0 0 52-
**Princi~al Clerk & Stenogra~hero •.• 51-
n n 11 oo.ea52-
Public Health Nurse ••. o•••oo •.•••• 32-
Public Health Nursing Su~ero•o•••o30-
Sanitary Ins~ectoro ••••.•• o.•o••··30-
School Traffic Supervisor •••••• o.o55-
Sealer of Weights & Measures •.•••• 51-
Secretary to Personnel Board .....• 52-
**Senior Accounting Clerk.oo••o•o••·54-
**Senior Clerk Bllgo Mach. O~er .••.• 54-
**Senior Clerk & Stenographer •.••• o.54~ 
**Senior Clerk & T~ist •••..•••••. o.54-
**Senior Librarian Professional ••••• 33-
**Senior Mechanico.•oo••············63-
Sergeant- Police.o•·····••o···•o•30-
Sergeant (Inspector) - Police ..••. 29-
Social Worker. •-• .. o ... o •••••••..• o •• 32-
*Tree C11mber.~ •••••••.•••.• o .••••• 66 
Treasurer&. Collectoro•····••o••••26-
Veterans' Agent & Director 
of Veterans' Serviceso••······30-
Watchman ... 0 a -0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 _o. 0 0 • D 0 0 0 0 • 0 •• 0 70 
*Water Meter Re~air.man •.••.•..•.• o. 
Welfare Agent o ••••..•. o ••.•.....•• 28-
Wire Ins~ector. o ..... o o ••• o •••.•.. o 30 ·· 
Working Foreman •.••• o••······•··••64-
Notes: 
- New Grou~ 
* New Job 
** New Title 
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'!.;, 
KIND OF WORK .. 
.ASSESSORS 
Res pons iblo and complex work in. appraising the value of all 
~eal and personal property in the City; all property must 
be reviewed annually and any changes noted on ~sessors file 
cards; new property, alterations and additions must be de-
scribed and appraised; the ~sessors are notified of ail con-
struction operation in the City through their office and they 
visit sites for evaluation purposes while work is in process 
and on completion; ~sessors meet weekly to review applica-
tions on abatements, approve administrative work of office 
and eonduct related business; incumbents participate in set-
tling tax rate. 
* * * * * * * * EXA!'IPL&S 
OF WORK 
PERFO:EalED 
... View all property in City and check a.ll inventory cards fo~ 
NECESSARY 
ENOVfiEDGE, 
SKILL .AND 
ABILITIES 
accuracy; app~aise all p~operty in City; evaluate all new 
const~uction and alterations in City and make p~oper entries 
on inventory cards; assist in computation of tax ~ate and 
announce official rate; determine all policies of Department; 
rule on all abatement applications; assist S elicitor in de-
fending appeals to Appellate Tax Boa~d. 
* * * * * * * * Knowledge of City layout; ability to place justifiable valu-
ations on real and personal property; ability to interpret 
and apply laws o~ adjustments on t~ation; ability to read 
architectural drawings, interpret specifications for building 
and principles of lanu survey, etc; knowledge of construction 
methods and their cost; ability to make mathematic.al compute. .. · 
tioris. 
.. 
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KIND OF WORK -
EX£U,U>IES 
OF WORK 
PERFORJI'IED 
NECESSARY 
.RNO'iiiEDGE ~ 
SKILL AND 
ADIIJ:TI:ES 
l!.S SIS TlsN T LI l.ll:WUAN 24 
This is dii'ficult and responsible work under the general super-
vision of tho Librarian Which includes fulfilling the duLies 
and responsibilities of the Librario.t!. 1J'hen necessary.; the in-
cumbent is expected to do a portion of the semi-ro~tino ac1-:n~.n .. 
istrative work which includes preparillg warrants,e comrr.~ti:lE->:~::rr.~ 9 
determining need for and purchas mg supplies, preparing w•Y~·k 
~chedules and ~rious operations pertaining to property ~r the 
Library; the Assistant Librarian is wholly responsibJ e :or tn"' 
operation of the School·and Branch Libraries and this in~-ludes 
selection of material to be procured; inventories and ');";,!'n~t­
lation statistics must be recorded for each outside sletit"·~-• 
incumbents are also required to work on the circulation dc-3k 
and carry out other Library fun-ctions as often as is r-eq'.1i~~AC" 
* * * *-* * * * 
Prepare and type payrolls; prepare and type warrants fo':' 
bills payable; attend and conduct staff meetings; record 
fines received and deposit cash with commitments; receivec 
check and access ion new books; ma:inta:ln supply inventory and 
order as needed; prepare work schedule and related records 
weekly; prepare books ·for binding; check books on l'eturn 
from bindery and prepal'e fol' cil'culation; consult with Li~ra­
rian and determine best means of carrying-out policies sot b,y 
Doard of' Trustees; confer and meet with Senior Libraj·:i.a.ns to 
discuss procedures; select books to -bo purcho.sad fer bre>.nehes; 
prepare for circulation, books in branches borrowed f~r~ ~~in 
Library; record and file .circulation data; work on circula-
tion desk; perform related work as required~ 
* * * * * * * * ~bility to plan, lay out, direct and coordinate tho work of 
others; · ability to conduct the operations of' a Library wi-1:-;h 
only Umited supervision and a-dvice available; skill in per-
forming the various. tasks involved in Library• s opera.t ion ttnd 
ability to fill in where and when necessary; ability to deal 
tactfully and firmly with subordinates; skill in reviewing 
and summarizing material; considerable knowledge of source 
and location of Reference material; considerable knowledge 
of modern accepted Library procedures and operations; abi~­
i:ty to get along well with people and to explain Lj.brary fu:->c-
tions to the public; ~owledge of books and reading b&b5t6~ 
degree from an accredited college or university in Library 
Soieno~ ·Belr!'hi.fieat:s .from Commonwealth for Libraria:a.ship; 
other related qualifications_as ~pacified by Librarian. 
KIND OF WORK .. 
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~SISTliliT SUPERlNTENDENT -HIGHWAY 
This is difficult and.responsible administrati~e and technical 
work with limited general supervision available in supervising 
and participating in the construction, maintenance; repair and 
management of all of the Street and sidewalk facilities in the 
City; incumbent is responsible to either be on call or have a 
responsible person in his Divis ion on call at all t lm.es inclu .... 
ding holidays and WE;Jek-ends; the Assistant Superintendent ran 
quisitions the tool.s and equipm~nt and men that he will need 
from the Department pools and assigns them to the specific jobs£ 
engineering advice and counsel is available from the Asais·ba..'1t 
Engin0or o.nd. the C:i. ty Engineer and Supt. of Public Works, 1:>ut 
the .A.ssis·bant Supe1·1n;tendent is responsible for carrying oni.; a 
job from the time it is turned over to him until it is COllY• 
ploted; incumbent must estimate the cost of projects submitted 
to him by the Superintendent and obtain the necessary info:cma ... 
tion from the i\,ssistant Engineer to make the estimates aocu.r-
ate; all public inquiries regarding the work or duties and 
policies of the Divis ion are referred to the incumbent and. he 
supplies the necessary ass is ten ce to relieve the Superintendent 
of detail or routine work; maintenance work is left up to the 
dis oration of the Assistant Superintendent and he reports daily 
to the Superintendent·as to the.work to be done; work that has 
been completed and the approxlm.ate costs; he is responsible 
for his own inventory of supplies and materials and submits re-
quisitions for purchases to the ·Public Works office after he 
has determined the most efficient material for the purpose; 
work of all men in the Division is checked at least once each 
day in progress and on completion; all work in the D;i.:vis ion 
is planned and ·laid out by the Assistant Superintendent and he 
assigns the necessary. men and equipment to the jobs to utilize 
all of the facilities of the Department most effectively. 
****"'*** EX.A.MP .IES 
OF WORK 
PERFOBMED 
.. Schedule work to avoid duJ?.lication of equipment or personnel 
time in particular areas (sidewalk~ curbings, streets); super~ 
vise all activities of City ;yard except operations pervaining 
directly to other Divisions; direct all activities of Public 
Works Department for snow removal and spreading salt and sand; 
direct installation of street signs and painting of streets; 
plan and program work-projects in coordination with Supt. and 
Engineer j estimate costs of proposed projects af'ber confer 1"'-t 
ing with Engineer; report daily in writing and verbally to 
Supt~ on work in progress and work completed with cost per itent; 
maintain records of stock on hand and inventories of conditions: 
of supplies and equipmentJ plan and lay out work for Fore~ 
in nivis ion1 assign men and equipment to job to attain maxi-
mum efficiency for Divis ion and · Department; coordina to work 
with other Divisions to utilize all facilities of Department; 
prepare periodic reports and compile data to assist Supt. in 
policy dec is ions; inspect work projects at least nice daily 
and advise Foreman as to methods of producing desired results; 
ex:plain regulations and policies of the Department to the pub-
lic; schedule rersonnel to have help available at all times to 
cover emergency; draw rough sketches and plans of proposed 
work; consult with other Divisions to insure coordination of 
activities. 
NECESSARY 
KNOWLEDGE, 
SKJ:LL .&I D 
ABILITIES 
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ASSIST.AlifT SuPERINTENDENT - HIGflVil.A.Y .#> .·~ 
... .Ability to detel"mina type of covering for street or s ida-walk, de-
pendant upon use they receive; ability to direct activities of eA-
tra large ·crews of mon in snoW' removal activities; considerabJ.e 
knowledge of ma.t~rials~ mothods and equipment used in Highway and 
side-walk const:ru~.~tion.1 maintenance and repair; ability to to::lt; 
and :repo:rt o::J. eha:r~;~.cteris cics of various materials and suppLte8 
used by Dhds~.o:.1.~ abillt:r ·bo draw rough plans and sketches cf wc~·k 
completod o:r plann8d projF?cts; ability to plan, lay out and d~~!'er:d~ 
the v:oi•k o~ o·i-;LaTs.~ a'hility to assign men and equipment to :roo.) .... 
d.ze ma.<'t::Wm e.,fi "lie~:~y_, e.bility to maintain and compile filE>~ and 
reco:;.~ds 3 al:> ilJty to c;.:,mpD.o data and write informative reportq 
abil:.ty +o inte:!'pret~; oxplain and apply policies, laws and :\·eg:qJ.3."' 
tionc of '3..lld ver·';;e.i:.l:ing bo the Divis ion to the general publ 'I.e~ 
ability to r:Jfl.ilJ.tn=..:n bood working relationships with con·bractcz-~& 
othe:r· C'i.t? cmploy~.:~s ::lnd C~.ty officials J skill in the opezo,-., ti:-ns 
of ve.r ious types of mo c}ha:n:Lcal and power-operab ed equipmc nt;: .Jk:t:a 
in estilna:bh"'lg coflts of proposed work programs; ability to into:r.., 
pret engineering sp13cifications and drawings; ability to doter"'' 
mine type of ma.teriaJ. to be purchased according to needs and m!:dn·$ 
tain sufficient inventory of equipment supplies and materials for 
all .conditions .. 
* * * * * * * * NECESSARY - Ability to pass Civil Service Examination; ability to be quali-
SPECI4L fied by recognized physician for rugged outdoor work. 
Q.UALIFIC.A.TIONS 
:_•.' '-.: 
~ ':. 
.:. ·. •': 
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'! . 
KIND OF WORK .. 
EX.Al'1PIES .. 
OF , .. ORK 
PERFORr.mD 
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kSSIS Tll.NT SUPEiaNTENDENT ... SEWER 
This is difficult and responsible administrative and technical 
work with 1 imi ted general supervision a va ila bl e in supervis ing 
and participating in the construction, maintenance, repair and 
management of all of the Sewer facilities in the City; Engi-
neering advice and counsel is available from the h$st. Engineer 
and the City Engineer and Supt. of Pu:bl ic Works_, but tho .A.s st ... 
Superintendent is responsible for carrying out of a job from the 
time it is turned over to him until it is completed; incumbent 
must estimate the cost of projects submitted to him by the Supto 
and obtain the necessary information from the Asst. Engineer to 
make the estimates accurate; maintenance work is left up to the 
discretion of the asst. Supt. and he reports daily to the Supt~ 
as to the work to be done, work th11t has been completed and the 
approximate costs; incumbent is responsible to either be on 
call or have a responsible person in his Division on call at all 
times including holidays and week-ends; tho A$st. Supt.requisi-
tions the tools and equipment and men that he will need from the 
Departnent pool and assigns them to the specific jobs; he is 
responsible for his own inventory of supplies and materials and 
submits requisitions for purchases to the Public Works office 
after he has determined the most efficient material for the pur-
pose; work of all men in the Division is checked at least once 
each day in prog:r•ess and on completion; all work in the Divi-
sion is planned and laid out by the asst. Supt. and he assigns 
the necessary men and equipment to the jobs to ~tilize nll of 
the fncilities of tho Department most effectively; ~11 public 
inquiries regarding the work or duties and policies of the Divi-
sion are referred to the incumbent and he supplies the necessary 
assistance to relieve the Supt. of detail or routine work. 
* * * * * * * * Plan and program work projects in cooperation with Supt. and 
·Engineer; estimate costs of proposed projects after conferring 
with Engineer; report in writing and verbally daily to Supt~ on 
work in progress and work completed with cost per itemJ maintaixl. 
records of stock on hand and inventories on conditions of sup- ; 
plies and equipment; plan and lay out work for Foreman in Divi-
sion; assign men and equipment to job to attain maximum effi-
ciency for Division and Department; coordinate work with other 
Divisions to utilize all facilities of Department; prepare per-
iodic reports and compile data to assist Supt. in policy deci-
sions; inspect work projects at least twice daily and advise 
Foreman as to methods of producing des ired results; explain 
regulations and policies of the Department to the public; sohedi 
ule personnel to have help available at all times to cover emer·•: 
gency; draw rough sketches and plans of proposed work; consult · 
with other Divisions to insure coordination on activities; in-
spect culverts periodically and direct cleaning when determined 
necessaryJ check daily on pumping stations; supervise and par-
ticipate in clearing blocks in sewer lines either in service con1 
nectiona or main lines; supervise drainage during and after · 
storms; compile temporary field records and transfer these to 
permanent books; plan and lay out, in cooperation with Engineer_, 
the work for drilling and blasting in ledge areas; cooperate ~ 
comply with M.D.C. sewer division and its regulations; cooper-
ate with Health Department in regard to unsanitary conditions due 
to poor sewerage o~ lack of sewerage service; supervise activi-
ties of olean-out crews for ma,n holes and catch bas ins and s ched-
(Cond) 
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... 
uie work to meet demand. _, 
' ~ 
* * * * ' lie * * NECESSARY 
EN Ofil.EDGE, 
SIITLL 1\ND 
ABILITIES 
~ Thorough knowledge of the Melrose sewer system and all connections~ 
ability to determine and explain :fluctuo. ting costs in operation o:f f 
pumping stations; ability to schedule clean~out programs :for catch 
basins and manholes, based on load; ability to estimate amount o:f 
b1a.eti:mg necessary to lay sewer lines and determine whore manhole; 
can effectively and economically be built; ability to determ5ne 
and explain causes of sewer blocks; ability to draw rough plans 
and sketches of work completed or planned projects; ability to 
plan, lay out and direct the work of others; ability to assign 
men and equipment to realize maximum efficiency; ability to ~ain­
tain and compile refer~nce files and records; ability to intE•r-
pret, explain and apply policies, laws and l'egula tions of and per-· 
taining to the Division to the general public; ability to main-
tain good working relationships with contl'actol'&# other City em~ 
ployees and City officials; skill in the operations of various 
types of mechanical and pt:Jwer-operated equipment; ability to es-
timate .costs of proposed work programs; ability to intel'pret en-
gineering specifications and drawings; ability to determine type 
o:f material to .be purchased according to needs and maintain suf-
:ficient inventory of e.quip:ment supplies and rno.terials for all con-
ditions. 
* * * * * * * * NECESSARY - Ability to pass Civil Service examination and ability to be qual-
SPECIAL ifiod by recognized physician for rugged outdoor work. 
QUALIFI"CA.TI ONS 
KIND OF HORK -
EXAMPLES 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
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l~SISTilNT SUPERINTENDENT -WATER 
This is difficult and ~esponsible •. administ~ative and technical 
wo~kwith limited general supervision available in supervising 
and participating in the construction. maintenance, repair and 
manngement of all of the Wate~ facilities in tha City; all pub-
lic inquiries regarding the work or duties and policies of ~b:1.o· 
Divisiori a~e ref.erred to the incumbent and he supplies the na0-
essary assistance to ~elieve the Supt. of detail or rout:i.n.:.J· vn:;;<k; 
Engineering advice and counsel is available from: the .Asst. Eng,. 
-and the· City Eng., & supt., of Public Works~' but the Asst., S ~rr..-. 
is ~esponG ible·. •':or carrying· out a job from the time it :i.s ·ct: rncd 
over to him lll,t:\.1 :1. t is cbmploted; all work in the D:!.vis ::.on 
is planned and laid out by the .l\sst. Supt. and he assigns ~;he 
necessary m~:a and equipment to the jobs to utilize all of ·:::b::~ 
facilities of the Dopt. m·ost ~ffectively; incumbent must os ·jl·"' 
mate the cost of projects submitted to him by the Supt., anti c"'..:l-· 
tain the necessary info~mation f~om the APst. Engr. to maku the 
estimates accurate; wo~k of all men in the Division is checked 
at least once each day in progress and on completion; mainten .... 
ance work. is left up to the discretion of the ~st. Supt. and he 
reports daily to the Supt. as to the work to be done, work t.l-J.at 
has been completed and the approximate costs; he is responsible 
for his own inventory of supplies and materials and submits re-
quisitions for pu~chases to the Public Works office after he has 
determined the most efficient material for the purpose; incur.1..-. 
bent is responsible to either be on call o~ have a responsible 
person in his Division on call at all times including holidays 
and week-ends; the Asst. Supt. requisitions the tools and equi~ 
men~ and men that he will need from the Department pool and aG-
s igns them to the specific jobs. 
* * * * * * * * Consult with other Divisions to insure coordination of activi-
ties; d~aw ~ough sketches and plans of p~oposed work; schedule 
personnel to have help available. e.~ .all· ti!I!os ~o cover eme~goncy; 
plan ·and ·program work projects· in ·oo.cird..ina.tiori with Supt. and 
:E!ngJ explain regulations and policies of ·tb,-Q. Department to the 
public; . estini.a. t0 costs of' proposed proj.ects after-·:-o.onferring 
with·EngrJ report daily to Supt. on work in p~ogress axrtt work 
c-ompleted with c.ost per item; · niaintain records· of. stock on .Mnd. 
and irive:ritories on oondi"bions of ·.s:upplies .. and -equipment; .. in- . 
s<peot work p~ojects a:t least 'h*ico .daily and a:.dvis.e Foreman as tc;> 
methods of producing des ired .. results; ;plan a.nd lay out work for 
Eorellia.n in Division; prepare periodic reports. and compile data 
to:.assist Supt. in policy decisions I coordinate .work with other 
Divisions to utilize· all facilities of· D.e.pa.rtment; assign men· 
and equipment. to job to attain JJl!i.ximum efficiency f'o~ Division 
and. Department; examine distribution system: periodically and· 
confer with Fir·e Chi~f' and Supt. of·Public Viorks. cin·conditions1: 
consult·with a.nd assist in emergencies. df Metropolitan Water 
System and adjoining Cities and Towns; cooperate ·with, and com• 
ply with M.D.C- and its regula tiona; ·evaluate qualifications of 
all types of wate~ distribution: supplies; ."di~ect and:participate 
iri··d~awing plans showing locations of lines·. gates_, hydrants and 
all t;Ypes of' services;. supervise·Wol'k of ·meter readers and re-
pairma:n; record wa.tE?r consumption periodicall.ly; . develop arid 
mairl.tairi water practices with the first consJd.era.tion for life 
and property of the community and at the most economical cost. 
:: •. (Coild) 
NECESSARY -
EN OVvLEDGE • 
SKILL AND 
.A,BI LITIES 
.ASSISTllNT SUPE-RINTENDENT - W.A.TER • Oond. 
ThoroUcgh knowledge of Melrose --water distribution ~ystem and all 
connections and outlets; skill in determining iocat~ons of leaks 
and causes of leaks; ability to compare capacity' 'of meters under 
all conditions and o~cumstences; sufficient knowledge of Ci~ 
conditions and water system to explain variations'. in consumption; 
30 
ability to estimate needs of system in various parts of City to 
satisfy needs of consumers and fire usej ability to ascertain de-
fects in meters and determine ·causes; ability to draw rough plans 
and sketches of work completed or planned p~ojeots; ability to 
plan, lay out and direct the work of others~ ability to assign men 
and equipment to realize n'la.Ximum efficiency; ability to maintain 
and compile files and records; al;lility t¢ 6ompile data and write 
informative reports; ability to interpret) explain and apply poli-
cies, laws and regulations of and pertaining to the Division to the 
general public; ability to maintain good working relationships with 
contr~otors, other City employees and City officials; knowledge 
of the opex-ations of various tyPes of mechanical and power-operated 
labor-saving equipment; ability to est~ate costs of proposed work 
programs; a~ility to interpret engineering specifications and draw; 
ings; ability to determine type of material t.o be p\lr.chased aocordr 
ing to needs and maintain sufficient inventory· of' equipment supplie~ 
and materials for al~ conditions. : 
* * .• * * * * * NECESS.t\RY - Ability to pass Civil Serrtoe examination; ability to be qualified 
SPECIAL by recognized physician for rugged outdoor work. 
QUALIFIC.ATI ONS 
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KIND OF WOR!{ ... 
B~TER-DRILLER-COHPRESSOR OPERATOR 31 
This is difficult and responsible work invol'V~d in performing 
the blasting for al):. of 'the CityDepartments; the work !'a-
quires determining the number of-holes to be drilled with pneu-
matic tools, their placement and depth, drilling them, placing 
the necessary charge of explosive in the holes and detonating 
the explos ivet the most time-consuming pa:rt of the job ls 
Milling the holes in rooks or ledges with oompress'or-operated 
special steel drills,; the plac-ement and depth of the hole is 
determined by the amo"®.t of ledge that has to be moved; the 
type of detonator is also determined by the type and amour1:L 0f 
rock to be_ .t<emoved and is determined to some extent by tho su:r·-
rounding area; incumbent must determine the amount o:C explo·· 
s ivo needed to do a. job and all other phases of the wo:.•k; w1-..on 
pavement or rock must- be broken to perform a certain job,. it is 
also done by the Blasters; incumbent mo.y ala o be calla d up~:u 
to operate heavy or light equipment from -tdmo to time and drive 
his own compressor truck; it is necessary on occasion to per.-
form routine labor work or to do such special work as laying 
pipe, etc;- helpers of a labQring group may be supervised by 
Blaster in order to facilitate the work. 
* * * * * * * * EX.Al~IES 
.OF WORK 
- Drill holes in large rocks or ledges to pre-determined depth 
PERFORUED 
NECESSARY 
KNOWlEDGE, 
SKILL 1\.ND 
1\BIL!TIES 
and according to plan laid out in advanoe; clear dust and any 
other obstructions from hole and insert charge as required; de-
termine type of detonator to be used on explos iva; direct cran<.? 
operator and laborers in the distribution of logs and mats ove1• · 
the area of the blast, contact all home owners and occupantn 
in the area of a proposed blast and- tnform them of the blast 
and the approximate tme and the number of explosions; insure 
that adequate safety measures have been met with in the blast-
ing; drill holes and insert VIEldges to split rooks too small to 
be blastred or in areas where it is not feasible to set off a 
blast; determine depth -o:r hole necessary to ins.ert proper blas-t; 
required _t-o ,build specified- gra.·de- in ledge;· oper-ate' compressor· 
and. pneurnat1o tool'S ·t-o perf'·orm' variou·s~ jobS· -as :required by var-
i-ous City ·Departments-; ,. :operate :other heavy 1>r light equipment 
in Department as.· o:ft~n as requll-edr· perform 'rela ~.d work as re~ 
qu-ir.ed • ' . : . - · : .- .. . . ··- ·- .. · : 
- . ' .. -:. * .• '* :*.-- * * * • . . ' 
Ability 1:i~" lay out. pat_te;rn fO'r work to. be- d;one;: : skill in deter,.. 
mining-_ the ,proper: type ·of:. dynamite t.o be: u:sed to perfol'l!l a cer-
tain- j,ob,;; .. skill. in determining the, amount_. of .explosive necos-
sal'y: :t.o- ·pr._oducev~ .des ired .job;.· kp.owledge".o£ how- to: ~pera.te and 
mainta_i~.~-'o,omprassqr-·a.nd -its_v:e.ri:otis· a;ttacbn1ents; . ability to 
oJ?er_ate,.heavy .aquipmenj:;J , 'co}:lside~~ple·:skilJ,. in: tho: handling o£_. 
exp.los~veal knoW-ledge of: sat~ty precautions .e;nd .to keep·- thosa.-
in :V.ioi1;l,i:ty_.awar-e_ .of, .. blast,ing. being set off:; .. ability to deal 
with people., , , .·· . ,_ ._ ·· ,, 
: - .. ·.- .• -. *- * * * * * ·*· . . . --
NECESS.ARY Ability to- be. -9'e,rti:tie51 · .b:t~ ·c;t tY Phya i.~:ian as qualified f'or .t-ug-
fr:P.Egi~:.: "' gad phy:&i(}$1 :work,.. . . <::•.' 
SU4LIFIQi\TIONS , ,·. -:· .- --;·:. : -·· .. ~_, .. : 
_.-· ·.:··. •·. ~- .... . ' 
.. 
·. ~ 
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BUILDING COMMJBS IONER 
KIND CF WORK - This is responsible administrative and technical work involv-
EXAMPlES 
OF V'lORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
KNOV'liEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECU.L 
QUALIFICATIONS 
ed in exocuting the Building lAws of' the City and chGck:...':lg for 
conformity in all buildings in tho City;. incumbent rnu.st. SrJcul"'e 
compliance with laws, ordinances~ regulations and accepted prac-
tices relating to construction and alteration of buildings~ 
work necessitates examining plans and applications for building 
parmi ts and ohe eking f' or c omplia.nc e with laws and ord iuano es" 
discussing building plans and giving general building and zon~ 
ing information to persons calling; all buildings must be 
visited and these vis its recorded; vis its are mado ol,;o chock 
on :materials used 9 dimensions~ locations, signs; extbs,, zon:l.ng 
requirements as to building use and make safety mspoctions 
including elovatorso 
* * * * * * * * 
,.,. Read building plans and discuss with builder to insure com ... 
pliance with laws and regula tiona; give out, general informa .. 
tion and answer specific questions pertaining to Building D&--
partment; -~e field inspections for other Departments; 
make field inspections to inspect building operations, soil 
conditions, lathing 9 etc; investigate for compliance with 
zoning and building regulations; mako continuous routine in-. 
speotions, chocking each building operation for Which permit 
has been issued; inspect all elevators in the City; inspect 
all lodging houses, nursing homes, hospitals and public build~ 
ings in the City; maintain records of' all field inspectionsp 
permits issued, amendment to Building CodeJ ate; investigate 
complaints of' violations of building or zoning laws; perform 
related work as required, 
* * * * * * * * ~ Considerable knowledge of' modern building construction; abil-
ity to deal tactfully but firmly with people; reasonable de-
gree of agility and good physical condition; ability to eval-
uate a project from plans and prints; thorough knowledge of' 
Melrose building,, plumbing and gas Codes. 
* * * * * * * * 
" Incumbent must be graduate Engineer or Architect or be reput" 
able buildere 
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FIRE DEP A,m'MENT C.APTluN 
KIND. OF WORK - This is responsible supe~visory and ~echnical work itivolved 
in participating and directing the work of fue-fighting and 
in ~he maintenance and repair of station apparatus and equip-
ment and other Fire Department activities .i Incumbent is 
charged with the responsibility for the personnel and the 
property of the Department during tour of duty and undsr the 
rules and regulations of the Department and orders of the 
Chief. In the absence of the Chief> the incumbent l.S respon-
sible for all activities of the Department at and away from 
E:.UMPI.ES 
OF WORK 
PBFF OR11ED 
NECESS lillY 
KNOViLEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
DESIRABLE 
QUA,LIFIC-4.-
TIONS FOR 
WORK 
NECESSARY 
SPECI.A.L 
QUALIFICATIONS 
a fire and assumes command at a fire; must know and be able 
to apply and teach modern !'ire-fighting methods and tachni,., 
ques ~nd be able to lead men in an emergency; is required 
to know thoroughly all departmental rulos and regulations, 
General orders and policies are handed down f'rom the Chlef 
and incumbent is required to see that they are carried out • 
. Incumbent trains and drills subordinates in all phases of' 
f'ire-f'ighting and emergency work. 
* * * * * * * * Responds to alarms, drives apparatus 1 directs the route to 
be taken to the f'ire and determines what equipment and ap ... 
paratus are necessary; makes decisi0ns as to best methods 
of' extinguishing f'ires and directs fire-f'ighters until re-
lieved by Chief; directs the work of fire-fighters 1 both 
at the station and at f'ires; sees that all equipment is 
returned to the proper place af'ter a f'ire and supervises 
the maintenance; repair and cleaning of .quA.rterfl and equip-
ment; prepares reports of all fires at which he has com-
mand at any time; makes inspection and engages in fire 
prevention work; makes personnel reports to Chief and also 
a complete report of' all activities during his tour of duty; 
instructs and examines subordinates in departmental duties • 
engine operation, First-aid, fire-fighting and prevention 
methods and proper use of' tools and equipment; performs re-
lated work as required. · 
***.***** 
Considerable knowledge of modern !'ire-fighting equipment~ 
principles, me~hods o.nd techniques; ~horough knowledge of 
First-aid and its application; knowledge of' rules, regula- · 
tions and laws relating to £ire-fighting and prevention and 
the liniits of authority;· thor·ough knowledge of' the geogra;;. 
phy of' the City; f'amiliari~y with all public structures in 
the City; ability to lead and command men effectively, 
maintain discipline, promote harmony, exercise sound judg-
ment under emergency conditions, cooperate wi~h other offi• 
cers·, personnel and the general public; ability to instruct 
subordinates; ability to undergo physical stress and strain 
involved in f'ire-fighting • 
. * * * * * * * * Considerable experience as· a Firef'ighter; graduation f'rom a 
s~ndard Senior High School; any equivalent combination of 
experience and ~raining; experience in assuming command in 
emergency and fire-f'ighting. · 
* * * * * * * * 
.. Ability to meet phys ioal, modical, mental and heal~h require-
ments and requirements of Civil Service and City. 
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J?OLICE C4PT.AIN 
KIND OF WORK - This is responsible and specialized administrative and tech-
nical work involved in the protection of lifo and property 
through the direction of the operations and functions of tho 
Police Department; the Captain-in-Charge is responsible for 
the efficient oper~tion of the Department through the plann-
ing of activities and the training~. assigning,. supervisinf: and 
disciplining of all Department members and by taking measures 
to prevent crime. The Captain is administratively responsi .... 
ble to the Mayor and consults with him in determining major 
policies to be obs e.t'ved in the conduct of police operations -
otherwise, he.works independently in controlling the functions 
of the Department. 
EX.Al~IES 
OF \fORK 
.pERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
ENOOIEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
AniLITIES 
DESIRABLE· 
PREPARATIQ'i 
FOR WORK 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFICATIC!lS 
* * * * * ** * 
- Prepn.res rules and regulations pertaining to the Police De-
partment for .approv9.l by the Mayor and the Board of' Alderman; 
pl'omulgates and enforces such rules;: formulates and pre-
scribes work, methods and procedures; roprima.nds or suspends 
subordina:tes f'or improper or disordet'ly conduct pending ap-
peal; plans and supe.t'vises enforcement of traffic and safety 
regulations and programs of' cr~e detection and prevention; 
controls the expenditures of' departmental appropriations; pre-
pare the annual budget and submits annual and other required 
reports and statements;_ prepares court cases; approves com-
plaints arid acts as public prosecutor; cooperates and con-
sults with State and Federal officers and other agencies in 
regard to police matters; instructs members of' the Depart-
ment on police procedures~ duties# training and use of equip~ 
ment. 
·****lll*** 
- Thorough knowledge of' modarn principles, practices and methods 
of' police administration, organization and operation; thorough 
knowledge of' departmental operations as related to the func-
tions of the over-all town government; thorough knowledge of' 
the technical and administrative phases of' crime prevention 
and detection, law enforcement, rules of' avidonceJt investiga-
tion, patrol, traffic aontrolJt saf'ety~ record-keeping, care 
and custody o~ persons and police planning and training; thor-
·ough knowledge of' local,. State and Federal police laws; abil-
ity to establish and maintain tactf'ulJt effective and coopera-
tive relationships 'With subordinates, other town officials 
and the general public; ability to analyze and take proper 
action in emergency situations; ability to prepare and pre-
sent court cases; ability to prepare and present public ad-
ch-esses; sound phys ioal condition which may be determined by 
exa.mina tion. 
* • * * * * * * ~ Extensive experience as a policeman, some of' which shall have 
been; in a supervisory capacity; graduation f'r~ a standard 
senior high school; any combino.tion of' training and exper-
ience .. 
• * * * * * * * 
- Ability to meet preseribed physical_. mental. health and medi· 
cal requtiements; requirements of' City. 
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C~RHdN - DOLJID OF HEALTH 
KIND OF WORK - This is responsillle ~dril.inistl:'ative a.n.d policy-making v;ork in-
volved in the planning and direction of the public health pro-
grams of the City; new policies and procedures may be evalu-
ated thl:'ough the performance of the administrative portion of 
the job; the need for new policies and procedures and the 
means of satisfying these needs is determined a.nd presented 
EXAMPlES 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSliRY 
RNOIIVLEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
.Ar:ILITIES 
to the Doard of Health for. its approval and adoption; admin-
istra.tiv:-e work includes initiation of new services and pro-
cedures in the Depqrtment, assignments and supervision of work 
of staff, conferences and consultations with staff members and 
other agencies, budget control and compilation and formula-
tion of data and reports; the Chairman also na kes periodic 
inspections of public buildingsj hospitals and nursing homes 
throughout the City and checks them for compliance with 
health standards~ 
* * * * * * * * 
- Plan, lay out and direct the work of the Health Department 
staff; check work of the staff .either in process or on co~ 
pletion or both; evaluate procedures of Department operation 
and initiate more efficient systems and methods} consult 
with staff on Department policy and on specific pl:'oblems; 
determine desirable policy changes and make recommendations 
to Doard of Health; evaluate Department services and their 
consistency with needs of the City; meet with other Depart• 
ment heads and public health agonciesj prepare budget and 
control expenditures; handle correspondence of Department; 
plan long~range services and programs according to latest 
public health and medic~l knowledge and predictions; keep 
informed on current public health legislation, policies, aima,, 
procedures and problems through reading reports and bulletins, 
prof ass ional meetings and staff reports; perform related work 
as ·required.. · 
* * * * >1<·>1< * * ~ Considerable knowledge of diseases, symptoms, causes and their 
relationship to public health; ability to deal tactfully and 
firmly with people; ability to plan, lay out and direct the 
work of others; skill. in evaluating administrative procedures 
and initiating new efficiencies; ability ·lho forecast public 
health problems from available data; skill in planning ser~ 
vices and programs to counteract any future public health prob-
, lams; cons idarable knowledge of modern public health aJ.ms:; 
policies, problems, systems and methods; ability to maintain 
good working ~elationships with other agencies; ability to 
explain, interpret and apply rules, regulations and laws }?er-
tinent to Department; .ability to compile data. and write in-
. formative reports based on this data; ability to prepare 
addresses and deliver them persuasively before groups. 
F~RE DEPARrli!IENT CHIEF 
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KIND OF WORK ~ This is specialized,. responsible, .technical and administrative 
EXATl'IPIES 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESS liR.Y 
RNOWIEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
il.BILITIES 
DESIRABLE 
QUllLIFICA-
TICNS FOR 
WORK 
work involving full responsibility £or all activities o£ the 
Fire DepartmentJ inc.umbent is charged with responsibility for 
formulating all department~! rules, regulations and prooeduresj 
incumbent must set up and promote training programs, inspection 
programs and £ire-prevention programs; must set up and execute 
Department budget, purchase all equipment and supplies, reo~mmand 
personnel and procedural changes to the Chief Executive of the 
City; must invest~gate all fires and emergency calls; maintain 
complete records pertaining to all phases of Department and rec-
ommend prose~tion :,or further investigation on all suspicious fires; 
is charged with responsibility to ol'g.<inize and train auxiliary fire 
department under oivil defense program; must plan programs to fam•, 
iliarize all citizens with fire-prevention work and make lectures 
to groups in regard to samee 
* * * * * * * * 
... Respond to alarms,; .determine what apparatus R.nd equipment are nE:lc ... · 
essary,; make decisions. as to best methods to distinguish fires; · 
direct work 9f Firefighters; determilie all personnel policies' and· 
punishment for violation by Fire .D€lpartment personnel of Department 
rules, regulations and procedures; personally supervise training 
programs for rElgular ·and auxiliary Fire Departments; draw up spec ... 
ifications for all Department equipment and supplies t~ be purchased; 
investigate all fires al:l.d submit reports to State Marshall's office 
for further action where necessary; work with local business and 
industrial groups to insure conformity with local fire regulations; 
perform related duties as required •· 
* * * * * * * • . 
.,. Considerable knowledge of modern £ire fighting eqttd.pment;- princi- · 
pals, methods and techniques; thorough knowledge_ of first aid and 
its application; knowledge of rules, regulations and laws rela~ 
iD.:g to fire fighting and prevention and the limits of authority,; 
thorough knowledge of the geography of the City; familiarity with 
all public structures in the City; ability to load and command 
men effectively; maintain discipline; promote harmony,; exercise 
sound judgment under emergency conditions; cooperate with other 
officers 8 personnel and the general public; ability to instruct 
subordinates; ability to undergo physical stress and strain in-
volved in fire fighting; al;d.lity to set up budget and make e:x:pen .... 
ditures from same; ability to enforce discipline and maintain co.-
operation among all subordinates; ability to recommend and iliiti-
ate improvements in all phases of departmental activities i ability 
to keep accurate records and compile statistics; ability to dis-
patch men and equipment to achieve greatest efficiency of organi-
zation; ability to assume responsibility for purchase and main-. 
tenance of all types of fire fighting equipment~ 
* * * * * * * * 
... Considerable experience as a firefighter; graduation fro:tn a stan-
dard Senior High School; any equivalent combination of experience 
and training; experience in assuming command in emergency and fire 
fighting. 
* * * * * * * * NECESSARY - Ability to meet phys ioal requirements of City. 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 
KIND OF TiORK 
EXAI:PIES 
OF WOE.K 
PE.RF ORi: ''ED 
NECESSARY 
KN' OIH.EDGE, 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
CITY AUDITOR 
This is responsible and complex administrative and tech-
nical work in auditing all of the accounts of the City; 
S omo of tho work is routine but requires tho use of indi-
vidual judg:r.J.Ont; ·. all appropriations, bills, payrolls, war-
rants and conmitments of tho City as well as all contracts, 
must ~e checked by tho auditor or one of his staff for legal-
ity, funds available and allocation; all records of the Re-
tirement System are maintained by the Auditor and he is a 
member of the Retirement Board; records must .be made of all 
actions, all transactions and current financial positions; 
the Auditor must check all cash funds in all Departments of 
the City; check all Trust funds and initiate and direct all 
subsidiary accounting systems in all of the City Departments; 
written reports and financial stl3.tements are made periodi-
cally to the various Departments and Boards of the City re-
garding appropriations, new accounting .laws, expenditures, 
status of appropriations; etc; the Auditor administers the 
m.e.did~~ plans in which the City ei!lployees participate as 
well as the Retirement plans; the Salary Administration 
Plan is also administered by the.Auditor and this necessi-
tates a knowledge of Civil Service.regulations as well as 
a complete familiarity with the personnel plan of the City. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Check all bills submitted for payment for legality, qalance 
in appropriation and charge to correct appropriation; Check 
all payrolls submitted for payment for rate of pay and allo-
cation to proper appropriation and payroll title; sign war• 
rants to authorize payment by Treasurer for payrolls and 
bills; compile and write financial statements for Boards 
and Departments and write 4'unual Financial Report of City 
for n~yor, Aldermen and Division of Accounts; administer 
and adjust group memberships of employees in medical plans: 
call and attend meetings of Retirement Board; direct form-
ulation of report of Retirement Board for me~bers, lf.a.yor, 
Aldermen and State Division of Insurance; prepare data for 
disability'retirement hearings and appeal hearings, super-
vise all accounting work and record keeping· for Retirement 
System; maintain current file of legislative acts pertain-
ing to City or employees and inform all authorized parties 
of pertinent Statutes; examine tho Trust funds of the Treas-
urer and Library a.nd a·ll securities, coupon and bank books of 
the City; check Treasurer-collector's cash intermittently 
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and any petty cash funds in any of the City Departments; per-
form related work as required. 
. * * * * * * * * Considerable knowledge of modern accepted mothods of MUnici-
pal accounting and bookkeeping methods .and practices; thor-
ough knowledge of laws pertaining to MUnicipal finance; 
skill in tho collection and compilation of data and report 
writing; ability to determine and analyze needs and devise 
a~countillg system which will satisfy the needs; ability to 
supervise the activities of others to attain maximum effi-
ciency at a minllllum cost; ability to deal tactfully and 
firmly with other City employees and .to explain Department 
activities to them. 
CITY c.LERR; ,38 
KIND OF WORK - This is responsible and comple~ administrative work of a }ligh ~a­
gree of difficulty in a specialized field of administrative pro-
.cesses; the City Clerk is governed to a great extent· by statute 
and ordinance which neces~arily makes. the work exacting a.nd pr.e-
cise but the methods of' satid'ying these requirements is left., to 
some degree~ to the indivigqal; most licenses and permits are is-
sued from the City Clerk's office and it is here that all vital 
statistics are recorded and kept on file; the City Clerk is the 
Clerk of the Board·'of Aldermen and is required to keep records of 
all of their orders and actions; as ex-officio Clerk of' the Board 
of Registrars of Voters~ he must have. precise knowledge and make 
.correct applications of all constitutional and statutory provisions 
relative to qualifications for voting, keep records of' proceedings 
of Registrars and give effect to their acti.ons 1 including complete 
and accurate compilation of' annual list of residents, annual reg-
ister of voters and ju.ry list., IllUSt also participate, to a sub-
sta.nt~l degree, in the examination of' persons applying to regis-
ter to vote to determine their qualifications and to register 
those found to be qualified; incumbent is responsible for super-
vising conduct of all elections held in the City and all Election 
Officers and other persons engaged to serve thereatJ and for the 
performance of' all duties of a City Clerk prescribed by law with 
respect to Priroa.ries and Elections; incumbent can install any new 
methods he believes would increase the efficiency of his office 
~i:Es 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECF$S.ARY 
lmO\TitEDGE; 
SKILL .A.ND 
ABILITIES 
· and. this would necessitate instructing subordinates in their dutiefJ; 
. he must lay out and supervise the work of the office staff but the: 
'program must be flexible to allow for exigencies of everyday opera-., 
tiona; all records must be kept current and accurate and reports 
are taken f'rorq these records and sent to State authorities or to 
authorized persons; the ciark IllUst interpret and apply all legis:.. 
lation pertaining to his Department Whether it emanates from the 
State Rouse or the Aldermanic Chamber; as Clerk of' the Board of' 
.A.ldermen, he must be thoroughly familiar with Parliaroet~.tary law .. 
• * * * * * * * 
- Conduct coX'respondenoe concerning all matters coming within the sc9:t 
of the duties of' City Clerk; record minutes of Aldermanic meeting~ 
and prepare agenda for meetings; compile and maintain record of ~ 
Aldermanic orders and ordinances; direct eo~pilation and filing of ~ 
vital statistic~; supervise and participate in the compilation of~ 
list of' registered voters; supervise the activities of' and assign·: 
Work to the ~sistant Registrars of' Voters and the Election worker~j 
plan uctivities of the office staff' and assign work to subordinates; 
receive a.nd interpret new legislation pertaining to the City and its 
operations inSofar as the City Clerk's office and activities are cob 
.cel:'ned; direct filing of' required reports with various State Depart 
ments; perform related work as .required.,. 
* • * * * * * * 
- Considerable knowledge of State laws pertaining to Municipalities a:o 
their operations and activities; comprehensive and precise knowledg 
of all laws, City Charter and ordinances relating to power and duti~ 
of' City Clerk, including laws relating to elections, registration .o£ 
voters. and muni.cipal finance; considerable knowledge of' and abi.li.ty 
to explain and interpret Parliamentary law ·and procedures; knowledg 
of luderroa.nic .rules of' order; ability to instruct subordinates in e 
phases of :M..lnicipal clerical· work; skill in delegating work.to au~ 
ordinates to maximize their abilities; skill in evaluating existi+lg 
procedures and installing new etf'ioiencies; ability to compile a:nd 
· :ma.mtain complicated files and reoerds; ability to compile data ape 
prepare inf'orniative reports f':rom complex data.: ability to deal tact 
fUlly and firmly with peoplE!• 
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CITY ENGINEER AND SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC WOR~ 
KIND OF WORK - This is responsible and complex administrative and supervisory 
work in the direction and coordination of all activities and 
functions of the Public Y'iorks Department; as Engineer, the in-
EXAMPLES 
OF WORK 
:PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
XN'OWLEDGE, 
SKIJ.,L AND 
.A.BI LI TIES 
. cumbent is responsible for the Eng;ineering work for all Depar·!:;-
ments of the City and for the design, alteration, repair and 
construction of all public buildings except Memorial Buildingj 
the Superintendent of Public Works is responsible for the main~·· 
tenance, repair, construction and management of all Water, High~ 
way and Sewer physical facilities in the City and for all tree 
replacements, treatments, removals, spraying and pruning; Ci~ 
Ordinance demands that the Superintendent effect all insurance 
for the City except sur~ty bonds and manage all off.-street lots i 
by custom, the Superintendent is Chairman of the Traffic Com- , 
mittee; the incumbent determines all policy for the Departmantf 
some of which becomes Ordinance on approval of the ~yor and 1 
Aldermen; the incumbent must plan long-range tmprovements for : 
·all phases of Public Works and investigates methods for financ-
ing these programs to keep budgets at minimum; methods and p:r<or 
cedures for maintenance and repair must be laid out with prior-
ity of work to be done; the City Engineer is responsible for 
the billing of all assessments by the City for services 1 con~ 
struction and repairs where applicable and for the accuracy of 
all estimates from his Department. 
• * * * * * * * Prepare plans and specifications and evaluate bids for work to 
be contracted for by the City; plan extensions of services and 
revision of existing services to balance systems to s e.rvice new 
areas or service present areas more efficiently; maintain con,., 
tact with M.D.C. to avail City of all possible advantage they 
have to offer and to insure compliance with their requirements, 
determine design and construction on public buildings for con~ 
struction arid alteration for repair purposes; act as ·Chairman · 
of Traffic Committee and d·ecide on priority of matters to be· 
considered by the Committee as a whole and delegate specific 
tasks to individual Conmiittee members; .investigate all recom-
mendations and. reports for Department action (purchasing, adop-
tion of new procedures, etc.); determine items to be purchased' 
after weighing needs to be satisfied for all materials, .equiP-
ment and. supplies of the Department.; maintain contacts with 
vendors, other City officials and officials of other Cities 
t~ough attendancQ and participation in meeting and conferences; 
determine priority· of wark to be done bY all operating divis ion!i; 
determine policies ~nd regulations· of the Department according : 
to needs and circuinsta.noes; prepare reports and compile data . 
:for consideration of Mayor or Board of li.ldermen; confer with · 
other City officials in regard to their needs which must be sup: 
plied by this Department; effect all insurance for City and de~ 
termine amounts of coverage and distribution of commiss b:ris; 
recommend for purchas eJi des.ired available off-street areas; 
plan long-range programs in all. 'phases of PubliQ VvorksJ ' perform 
related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * ' 
- Qdns idera.ble knowledge of all phases of Public Works construction 
maintenance and management; five or more years of engineering 
experience comparable to the field of MUnicipal engineering and 
a degree from an accredited engineering il::wtitution or a. regie-
t~ed engineer With the same experience; ability to plan, lay 
out and d ireot the work of several operating divisions; skill 
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CITY EN"GINEER AND SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC WORE3 • Cond. 
in evaluating the capacity of others to carry out necessary 
functions; ability to determine design pf construction, oper-
ation and repair of buildings to satisfy needs; ability to 
evaluate and appraise property; considerable skill in com-
piling data, drawing plans and charts and various designs to 
determine which will best satisfy needs of City for all types 
of fublic ~rks services; ability to plan long-range ~provG­
ment programs and explain needs and possible methods of fina:lo-
ing·tb Mayor and Aldermen; ability to devise fo~ulas and prow 
cedures to insure more efficient operation of the Department1 
ability to deal tactfully and f~y with others; ability to 
maintain good working relationships with other City officials 
and the public; ability to actively participate in the af-
fairs and activities o:f professional groups; ability to sug-
gest new Ordinances to Aldermen and to interpret, explain and 
apply ~11 legislation pertaining to Department. ,. 
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CITY SOLICITOR 
KIND OF WORK - This is responsible and complex technical and administrative 
work of a somewhat ·diversified nature with precedent rather 
than advice being available and the incumbent must search for 
the precedent; much of the t:ime is spent in conference and 
consultation to ascertain facts and to give verbal opinion 
EX:AI1PLES 
OF iiJORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
RN"~iiEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
A.DILITIES 
NECESSARY . 
SPECIAL 
Q.U.l\LIFICATI<NS 
to City officials, employees or Committees; part of the con-
ference time is spent in sottl~g claims and explaining the 
posit ion of the City to fe.rties making claims against the City; 
incumbent interprets all legislation, State and National, per~ 
taining to the City and its activities and explains its appli-
cation and ramifications to City personnel; obtains informa~ 
tion from City officials and drafts ordinances and regulations 
to effectuate the des ired results·. 
* * *' * * * * * 
- Prepare documents and drafts requiring legal phraseology for 
all City Departments; appear in Court to prosecute cases on 
behalf of City or its Departments or to act as defense agent 
for City; dictate opinions to stenographer to be forwarded 
to various City D·epnrtmerits; perform legal work. research 
and study, in personal office and use personal property and 
personnel; obtain data and ·information from City employees 
and submit opinions a,s to legal status of City;. meet with 
parties to explain posit ion of City in regard to obligations 
and cla:hns; negotiate with parties having claims against the 
City to make settlement without Court action; issue legal 
opinions to City employees as to legality of securities and 
other -negotiable instruments and documents; prepare final 
copy of all types of' legal papers for various c;ty Departments. 
* * * * * * * * Considerable knowledge of all.laws that might be encountered in 
Municipal operations; ability to estimate or opine as to Cityfs 
position in various circumstances; skill in negotiating with 
parties who have claims against the City; considerable ability 
in tactfully and effectively explaining the position of the 
City in legal matters; ability to segregate facts and fiction 
in information received verbally or in writing; ability to 
write complete and concise opinions and reports; skill in 
drawing legal documents to protect the City against all even-
tualities; skill in presenting facts and prosecuting cases on 
behalf of the City in various Courts throughout the Common-
wealth; sufficient knowledge of City ordinances and statutes 
to suggest proposed amendments or ordinances to the Doard of 
Aldertnen or the lifayor • 
* * * * * * * * Pass the Dar Examination and be qualified.by Massachusetts 
Da.r examiners ~ 
. KIND bF WORX 
EXAMPlES 
·OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
KNOWlEDGE, 
.SKILL AND 
. ·ABILITIES 
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ClERK BOOKKEEPER 
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KIND OF WORK .,. 
CLERK OF COHHITTEE3 
This is responsible and technical work of a high·degree of 
difficulty in a more or less specialized field of adminis-
trative processes; incumbent is called upon to execute 
special tasks to relieve Aldermanic Committee and Special 
Committees of duties and details; maintain correspondence 
file which necessit~ es thorough knowledge of policies and 
procedures involving organization and exercising of judg-
ment and discretion in performance of job; incumbent as-
sumes responsibility for efficient functioning of unit and 
quality of work produced by carrying out correct procedures 
t6 maintain maximum efficiency; knowledge of Department bud-
gets and make-up thereof. 
* * * * * * * * EXAl!rPIES 
OF rroRK 
PERF ORl'/IED 
~ ~aka minutes of meetings of Board of Aldermen; exercise dis-
cretion and judgment in dispensing information and answering 
inquiries; compile data necessary for major dec is ions and 
reports; plan agenda for Aldermanic meetings; receive com-
plaints and tactfully explain position of Alderma.ni9 Commit-
tee as far as remedial action is concerned; channel mater-
ial properly and bring to attention of Aldermanic Committee 
when necessary; expedite1work for .Aldermanic Committee by discreet planning of work; send notices for Aldermanic Com-
mittee; maintain file of actions and cases for Conmittees; 
assist in preparing orders, Ordinances and resolutions giv-
ing effect to recommendations made by Aldermanic CommitteeSJ 
required to attend all meetings of the Board of Aldermen to 
perform such services as required by him., 
NECESSARY 
EN OVfiEDGE • 
SIITLL AND 
1\,BILITIES 
.. 
* "' * * * * * * Considerable knowledge of Afu.nicipal Iaw, rules and regula-
tions pertaining to Department; skill in applying and ex-
plaining Department procedures; familiarity with functions• 
operations and procedures of oth13r City Departments; abil-
ity to handle and channel top level correspondence for Board 
of Aldermen; ability to exercise and dispense information 
and answer inquiries; sufficient knowledge of Departmental 
procedures and pertinent legislation to suggest lm.proved 
methods to Aldermanic Committee; ability to anticipate needs 
of Aldermanic Committee; ability to dispo~.e of minor inci-
dents for Aldermanic Committee; ability to see that Commit-
tee actions are followed as outlined; skill in assisting 
new members of Board with procedures and policies to be fol-
lowed; considerable knowledge of make-up and break-down of 
Department budgets of City. 
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ClERK AND TYPIST 44 
.KIND <F WORK .. This is general clerical work of ordinary diffioul ty and ro-
spons ibility under suporvis ion; work calls for caro and accu-
racy in detail ~nd for individual judgment in tho application 
EKAMPLES 
OF 'Vv-ORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY. 
EN 0\H.EDGE , 
S .KILL 1\ND 
ABILITIES 
of a ste.ndardizod routine and compli!lnce with definite instruc·" 
tions or regulations; work may require knowledge of a special~ 
izod vocabulary and may require knowledge of Department process-
es of laws pertaining to a particular Department; work might 
include mimeograph or duplicator work, transfer of data from 
ono record to another or completing standardized report forms; 
incumbents are called upon to give out information in accord-
ance with established policies; selection or interpretation 
of material is usually subject to verification; assignments 
are usually routine or repetitive. 
* * * * * * * * Prepare material to be placed in filos and keep all files up 
to date; set up payrolls, apportion total amount to various 
accounts and determine deductions from gross wage; type let~ 
tars, reports and memoranda from rough drafts or clean copy 
where subject is such that a knowledge of established proced• 
ures and independent judgment are not required. 
* * * * * * * * 
- High School graduate, typing, grammar, punctuation,. spelling, 
bookkeeping, mathemo;tics for simple computations; operate new 
equipment or extra equipment; apply laws to specific instances, 
maintain sufficient supply inventory~ ability to type 40 words 
per minute; good knowledge of English grammar, punctuation and 
spelling; ability to learn operation and maintenance of nuw 
office machinery and/or equipment; ability to uso proper phrase-
ology in answering routine or semi-routine correspondence; 
ability to explain De:rzartment ts routine procedure to public 
(give out :info:rma.tion); ability to maintain files· up to date 
and in good· condition; ability to make reasonably simple math-. 
ematical computations accurately; ability to interpret and 
apply s :hnple laws pertaining to Department; ability to maintain 
ordinary invontoriOSJ ability to pass Civil Service examination~ 
KIND OF WORK -
ClERK 1\.ND STENOGRAPimR 
This is general clerical work of ordinary difficulty and re-
sponsibility under supervision; work calls for care and ac-
curacy in detail and for individual judgment in the applica .... 
tion of a standardized routine and compliance with defi...'lite 
instructions or regulations; work may require k:qowledgo of a 
specialized vocabulary and may I:"equire knowledge of Depa:rtmGrrt 
processes or la~ pertaining to a particular Department; work 
might include mimeograph or duplicator work~ transfer of da~a 
from one record to another or completing standardized r.opor·!; 
forms; incumbents are called upon to give out information ~ 
accordance with established policies; selection or interpro.--r 
tation of material is usually subject to verification; as_, 
signments are usually routine or repetiti~e. 
* * * * * * * * EXAMPlES 
- Take some dictation in shorthand and transcribe to proper 
forms and perform minor s ecretarie.l duties to relieve super-
ior of details; prepare material to be placed in files and 
keep all files up to date; set up payrolls~ apportion total 
amount to various accounts and determine deductions from 
gross wage; determine settlement of new- applicants .and pro~~ 
ces.s new applications for public assistance, 
. OF V:ORK 
PERFOID1ED 
NECESSARY 
RN 01-;IEDGE .-
SKILL .AND 
ABILITIES 
* * * * * * * * High School graduate, shorthand, typing,.. grai!lillar, punctuation7 
spelling, bookkeeping, mathematics for simple computations!' 
operate new equipment or extra equipment; apply laws to speo..., 
i:f'ic instances; maintain sufficient supply inventory; abi1··· 
ity to type minimum of 40 words per minute; . good knowledge 
of English graroma.r·i· punctuation and spelling; ability to 
pass Civil Ser~ice Exa.mination-4 ability to learn operation 
and maintenance of new office machinery and/or equipment; 
·ability to use proper phraseology in m. swering routine or 
semi-routine correspondence; ability to eocplain Departmentvs 
routine procedure to public (give out information); ab~lity 
to maintain files up to date and in good condition; abili,'::y 
to take shorthand at minimum rate of 80 words per minute ~r.1 
transcribe same; ability to make reasonably simple mathemat-
ical computations accurately; ability to interpret and apply 
simple la.ws pertaining to Department; ability to maintain 
ordinary tnventories. 
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RIND OF WORK -
EXAMPlES 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
COMMCN Ll~BORER - unskilled 
This is closely supervised routine w;~rk of a wide variety 
requiring expenditures of varying degrees of physi-cal exer-
tion but little or no mental attention or concentration (in-
cluding casual or student labor); a man may produce well in 
this group but not havo capacity for rapid promotion or in-
cumbent may train for a higher grade of work while carrying 
out their regular duties; work is usually done as member of 
a crew; all jobs are assigned in detail and some are checked 
only on completion; work may occasiona.lly include the opera-
tion of a motor vehicle or performance of some group leader-
ship responsibilities • 
* ... * * * • * * Dig holes or trenches with pick or bar and shovel; smooth . 
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walls or bottom of trench or hole; patch streets or sidewalks; 
shovel earth~ sm d, salt, etc:. from pile to truck and. unload 
at designated site; load or unload truck, trailer, etc; rake 
leaves, hot top, grass, etc; mix salt and sand; ~ement~ mor-
tar, ate; assist in laying pipe, setting edgestone, patching 
sidewalks, ate; assist Skilled laborers or Craftsmen in pel'-
formanoe of difficult work; may drive truck to bring men to 
job; water grass, flowers, shrubs, eto. with hose; set pumps 
in operation to drain water or foul air; clear ~ow from 
walks, hydrants, manholes, eto. by handJ spread salt, sand, 
seed; etc; perform related work as required• 
* * * * * * * * SPECIAL .. physical examination to qualify for rugged. ma.nual labor • 
QUALIFICATIONS 
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CUSTODIAN 
KIND OF WORK - This is diversified work of a semi--routine nature involved 
in the maintenance and minor repair of any of the public 
buildings in the City; incumbent works under the general 
supervision of the person in charge of the Department who 
has jurisdiction over the building and has charge of all 
custodial work for the building; incumbent may have one or 
more assistants on a full or part-time basis or may do all 
of the work himself during regular working hours; inou~·· 
bent perforos duties such as making minor repairsp a'ctenc'l.r. 
ing low-pressure boilers_, sweeping,. washing and polishiug 
floors and shelves, cleaning toilet facilities, polis:.ing 
furniture, emptying waste baskets, installing screens and 
storm windows as needed, shovelling snow, maintaining 
grounds in good condition~ t~king care of flags and decor-
ations and distributing supplies to building; in.addition 
to these duties, the Custodian requisitions, receives· and 
stores supplies for building; inspects building daily to 
insure safety of occupants and public and to insure that 
standards of cleanliness are maintained; check emergency 
equipment periodically and ascertain that it is in work-
ing order (fire hoses and sprinklers, extinguishers, fire 
alarms, burglar alarms and fire exits and emergency lights; 
make minor repairs in all lines of building trades. 
EXJUIT'IES .. 
OF WORK 
PERFOIDI!ED 
NECESS.A,RY 
I®OViLEDGE ~ 
SKILL lillD 
.ABILITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
Q.U.A.LIFI Cii.TI ONS 
* * * * * * * * 
- Sweep~ ~~~a and polish floors in offices, halls, corridors, 
wash rooms and toilets and special rooms; clean toilets and 
administer disinfectants or deodo~ants as required; attend 
heating system and electric motors; dust and polish furni ... 
turo; empty waste containers and ash trays; wash windows 
and walls and polish windows and metals throughout the build-
ing; wash venetian blinds; perform minor maintenance work 
such as replacing light bulbs and fuses and installing fau-
cet washers, oiling and adjusting miscellaneous items such 
as door hinges, swivels, etc, replacing sash cordsj replac-
ing broken windows and repairing furniture or equipment; in-
stall screens and storms sashes as required; perform various 
maintenance functions on grounds surrounding building such as 
snow shovelling, lawn trimming, shrub and hedge trimming and 
cleaning drains; requisition, receive and store ~upplies as 
needed and determine type or brand desired; lay out and dir~ 
ect work of Junior Custodian or casual workers and part-tnne 
employees; inspect building daily for conformity with stan-
dards; distribute supplies in building as needed; rent hall, 
collect fee and make record in accordance. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Ability to perform minor repair jobs; knowledge of condi-
tions in building (layout, most used or weakest spots, etc.); 
knowledge of comparative qualities of building cleaning sup-
plies; ability to perform routine or semi-routine tasks of 
a strenuous nature; ability to keep simple records; ability 
to plan work progra~ in advance and execute schedule; abil• 
ity to deal with people; ability to improvise as nocess~ry~ 
* * * * * * * * Ability to pass Civil Service examination and be certified by 
Civil Service physician as capable of performing strenuous 
labor tasks" 
ENGINEER III 48 
KIND OF WORK - This is difficult and complex, responsible, technical and ad-
ministrative work necessary to relieve the City Engineer of 
~ch of the Engineering duty of his of~ice so he can devote 
~ore t~e to administration problems; much of the work is, or 
would soon become, relatively routine to a duly qualified in·• 
cumbent; assistants are available to handle field work and the 
related inside work but the Assistant Engineer must direct and 
be responsible for their results; the incumbent must be re-
sponsible for designs for proposed installations and the do• 
signs must conform to local conditions; estimates of proposed. 
jobs are computed by the incumbent and these necessitate a 
knowledge of many phases and types of engineering in addition 
to considerable knowledge of the Department operations and an 
ability to make complicated computations rapidly; the work 
performed by the incumbent is comparable to the work performed 
by most City or Town Engineers; Engineering advice and assist~ 
ance is available to all City Departments through this posi-
tion; incumbent is often called on to write descriptions, 
draw plans, etc. to carry out Department operations and to as-
sist other City Departments. 
*· * * * * * * * EXAMPlES 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
- Assign tasks to subordinates to satisfy Engineering needs with 
ma.x imum efficiency; mee>t with and advise all other C tty De- · 
partments on problems requiring Engineering work; maintaih 
file and accurate index of all work done, plans drawn, etc; 
meet and consult with general public to define..,. ~p~Jt; .. and. 
apply rules, regulations, ordinances and operating procedures 
of Department and City as related to Public Works and l'elated 
problems; draw up and approve contracts and give f' inal approv .. 
al on specifications for all work awarded to private contract 
by City on public buildings and Public works .projects; assis;t 
and consult :with City Engineer on all technical matters. per-
taining to Department ·and suggest new methods or procedures; · 
execute and approve· new methods and procedures in all Divis iop.s 
at\.-or public inquiries directed to Engineering Division;. De-·· 
partment Public Works; perform related work as required. 
• * * * * * * * NECESSARY 
KNOWlEDGE• 
SKILL AND 
ABI LI TIE'3. 
... · Broad knowledge of Engine~ring work- (registered engineer or "GhE: 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
Q.tJ.l\LIFICA,TigjS 
equiva:lent in responsible· charge of engineering problems); $• 
. perience in a Municipal Engineering Department; ability to 
·plan; ·lay out, eoordina.te and supervise the work of. others;· 
ski;Ll in analyzing· and solving engineering problems j knowlbdg< 
of the operations ·of other City Depar~nt::J; considerable 1 
knowledge of the topography and land conditions in the City;: 
ability to design difficult layouts from verbal. or written 
instructions; considerable knowledge of' all rules, 'regulation 
statutes'and ordi.Iiances·pertaining to the Public Works Depar'f-
ment; ability.to interpret and, expla·in all City engineering"· 
l:il!iitations and functions to the general public; skill in 1 
writing specifications for work to be done or items to be pur• 
cha.s ed by the Public Works Deipartme:nt for PU.bl io Works projerit 
or Public Buildings;: .. ability to deal. with other employees and 
tho general public firmly but tactfuliy; .ability to analyze 
and evaluate··Department methods j opel;'ations and procedur~s and 
. suggest new efficiencies to City :Eng:ineeil· . · 
- ·~ ~·. ~ * •.• ~ * 
.;i; · Q.ualified to pass .Civil Service EA:amination• : 
KIND OF WORK ... 
EXA.MP~ 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
RNO!'.l..EDGE, 
SKILL AND 
AniLITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFI Cli.TI ONS 
ENGINEER II 
This is responsible and difficult, complex, administrative and 
technical work under general supervision in the Engineering 
Division; incumbent is responsible for the supervision of and 
participation in all field work of the Division and inspection 
of a.ll work done by assistants; on completion of inspections 
of contractor's work, estimates are made and submitted to the 
office for payment; there is a good deal of related inside 
work that must be performed following field ~rk and inspec-
tions; the incumbent is responsible for the propor performance 
of this work; when not engaged in these activities, incumben·t 
draws layouts of proposed streets a.nd draws designs, plans and 
sketches of other proposed projects; £ield work is only check~ 
ed occasionally on completion by the Asst. Engr. and the incum• 
bent ~ecommends work procedures to supervisors on the jobs; 
estimates must be computed and submitted with plans and sketch(rr 
ea for proposed p~ojects and the incumbent is responsible for 
the accuracy of this ma. te:rial .. 
* * * ... * * * * Di:reot and participate in the operation of tran~it in field and 
direct activities of various ass istflllts; make entries in field 
book for later computing o:f dati:\. in the office; establish 
lines and grades as required for all outside i!ublic Works pro-
jects whether perfor.med by other Divisions or by contractors; 
supervise and participate in preliminary and final surveys for 
any projects or activities of Publici· ~\orks Department; inspect 
work in progress and upon completion; lilEk e recommendations to 
Supervisors on field jobs as to methods to be followed ~ car-
rying out work; prepare estimates of work completed and submit 
data to office for payment to contractors; draw plans and 
sketches of proposed jobs and record final jobs in record books 
for office use; lay out work infield according to designs, 
plans and sketches; answer inquiries of public and contractors 
and perform other duties of Assistl:\.nt Engineer in his absence; 
perform related work as required. 
* * * * "' * * * Ability to draw designs, plans and sketches from numerical data; 
ability to plan, lay aut and direct the work of others; skill · 
in the operation of transit and rod; ability to design pro~ jects to achieve desired result at minimum cost; ability to 
maintain good working relationships with contractors and other 
City employees; considerable knowledge of mathematics, calcu-
lus, geometry and other branches of arithmetic; ability to de.: 
sign projects and structures to produce max~ efficiency; · 
considerable knowledge of modern accepted Civil Engineering 
practices, procedures and policies; considerable knowledge of 
materials and methods and equipment used in Public W'orks oper-
ations; skill in estimating and reporting characteristics and 
qualities of ma. teria:ls and supplies used by Department; know-
ledge of laws, rules and regulations pertaining to Department' 
ability to compile data and write informative reports_-
'******** Pass Civil Service Examination; qualify for rugged outdoor 
physical work .. 
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ENGINF..ER I 
RIND OF ViORK - This is somewhat responsible, technical work under general 
supervision in the Engineering Division; incumbent assists 
in the supervision of and participation of all field work 
EXAMPLES 
OF V{QRK 
PERFORNED 
NECESSARY 
Ri.~ OViiEDGE, 
SKILL .AND 
ABILITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECIA.L 
QUALIFICATIONS 
of the Division and inspection of all work; performs re-
lated inside work following field work and inspections; in-
cumbent assists in drawing layouts of proposed streets and 
draws plans and sketches of other proposed projects; incum-
bent may also pe:r•form above work with limited supervision; 
direct work of summer personnel in absence of Engineer II; 
operates transit in field; 
* * * * * * * * 
- Assists in the operation party in field; makes entries in 
field book for later computation; assists in establishing 
lines and grades for ali outside public works projects; draws 
plans and sketches of proposed jobs and records final jobs in 
record books for office use; assists in prel imina.ry -and .final 
surveys for any projects or activities of Public Works Depart-
ment; assists in inspecting work in progress and upon com-
pletion; makes final plans for record. 
* * * * * * * * . 
- ability to draw designs, plans and sketches from numerical 
data; skill in the operation 0f transit and rod; ability 
to design simple projects to achieve desired result at min-
imum cost; ability to work with Superior and subordinates 
to complete desired result; considerable knowledge of mat-
erials and methods and equipment used in Public Works oper-
ations; knowledge of accepted Civil Engineering practices# 
procedures and policies. 
* * * * * * * * Qualifie-d to pass Civil Service Examination; qualify for 
rugged outdoor physical work. 
•. 
5o 
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EN" GINEERIN G l\.IDE II 
KIND OF WORK - This is responsible and technical work under direct supe~vision 
in the Engineering Divis ion; incumbent is responsible for the 
proper running of a transit; takes field notes and inspects 
work of Department and contractor; incumbent gathers informa-
tion concerning specified projects, makes field sketches and 
assists party chief; incumbent is responsible for keeping sup• 
plies for the Division; makes preliminary plans. profiles and 
sketches from note-book data; responsible for b~ck-and-white 
printing machine. 
OF WORK 
PERFOEHED 
NECESSARY 
KtiT CJr.LED GE , 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
QU.A.LIFIC •\.TI ONS 
* * * * * * * * Operates trans~t in field; takes notes in field; inspects 
work of Department and contractors; gathers information re~d­
ing projects; makes field sketches; assists party chief; 
keeps track of supplies; makes sketches, plans and. profiles 
from note-book data. 
* * * * * * * * 
- 4hility to draw plans and profiles from note-book data; skill 
in the operation of transit; considerable knowledge of mathe-
matics, algebra, geometry and other branches of arithmetic; 
ability to take field notes; ability to inspect work of Depart-
mont and contractors; some knowledge of laws, rules and regu-
lations pertaining to Department. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Pass Civil Service Examination; qualify for rugged outdoor 
physical work. 
ENGINEERING LJDE I 
KIND OF V!ORK - This is responsible and technical work under direct supervi-
sion of ranking Engineers; incumbent is member of a. field 
party, carries rod, holds tape; incumbent learns to run in-
strument, read tape and drive stakes; responsible for equip-
ment usod in field; incumbent works in office when not in 
field filing plans, note books and records in proper place; 
Aide I is expected to clean and repair tapes used in the field 
and have ready tor each job; incumbent assists in making 
prints, simple sketches and give street numbers when called 
for; Aide I is expected to be accurate in making s lll1ple oa.l• 
cula.tions and deductions. 
EXAUPLES 
OF v:·oRK 
PERFOR'IED 
NECESSARY 
EN O"'."IEDGE , 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
* * * * * * * * Carries rod, holds tape, learns to run instrument .. reads tape, 
drives stakes, cares for equipment, accompanies field party, 
keeps records in office, cleans and repairs tapes. 
* * * * * * * * 
... .Ability to rnnke prints and simple sketches; ability to check 
simple calculations; ability to care for equipment; ability 
to compile simple data. and file in proper place; willingness 
to cooperate with associates in the operation of field work; 
skill in performing varied minor tasks assigned by Superior. 
RIND OF WORK ...-
EX./U:.'IPIES 
OF WORK 
PERFOR:11ED 
NECESSARY 
KNOV;tEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
EXECUTIVE .ClERK ... ASSESSOR3 
This is wurk of a high degree of difficulty and responsi~ 
bility in a more or less specialized field of administra-
tive processes; incumbent must _direct and coordinate the 
activities of two subordinates and be responsible for the 
efficient functioning of the office and the quality of 
work produced through proper assignment of work; office 
procedures must be evaluated and new systems :installed and 
supervised where feasible ~o increase efficiency; a corres-
pondence file is maintained and the incumbent answers all in ... 
quiries for tho Board; incumbent must be familiar with tho 
laws of taxation and assessment and have a knowledge of ac-
counting to ans·wer routine inquiries and to prepare material 
£qr the cons ider'l.tion of the Board; minutes and 11ctions of 
the Board are recorded by the incumbent and copies are for-
warded to authorized persons; incumbent must keep all files 
and records up to date and these are often complicated. 
* * * * * * * * Draw plans# maps and charts; compile data and write anal• 
yses and reports for presentation; instruct subordinates 
in office procedures; check quality of work produced; re• 
cord minutes and actions of Boord; forward copies of Board's 
activities to all authorized persons; maintain contact with 
Registry of Deeds and Probate· Court; direct preparation of 
Personal Property tax listing; apportion and compute inter-
est on betterment assessments; attend meetings and confer-
ences; prepare reports for other Departments as required; 
report all non-routine matters to the Board in as great a 
detail as necessary; perform related work ns required. 
* * * * * * * * Ability to plan, lay out and direct the work of others; 
skill in evaluating office procedures and initiating new 
systems 1 knowledge of laws of Taxation and .Assessment; 
ability to interpret, explain and apply Department proced-
ures and pertinent laws; familiarity with functions, oper-
ations and proceduros of other City Departments;. ability 
to exorcise discretion and judgment in dispensing informa-
tion and answer:ing inquiries; skill in compiling data and 
writing reports and statements; skill in maintaining com-
plex files and in an orderly ~nner. 
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F IREJ.l' I G!IXER 
KIND OF WORK - This is specialized fire-fighting work, including driving 
and operating fire-fighting apparatus and immediate parti-
cipation in the work of controlling and extinguishing fires; 
about one-hall of the time is spent on inspection and main-
tenance of apparatus and quarters; drill work; work on 
alarm desk; checking and refilling fire extinguishers be-
longing to other than the Fire Department; inspection of 
homes and public buildings. Work is performed in accordance 
with instructions in the well-defined routine and under di-
rect supervision of superiors; work involves the performance 
of hazardous tasks under emergency conditions~ Incumbent 
must respond readily to discipline and execute promptly and 
efficiently, orders received from a superior. Occasionally, 
EXAMPLES 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
RNOVHEDGE~ 
SKILL AND 
.4BILITIES 
DESIRABlE 
QUALIFICa-
TIONS FOR 
WORK 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFICJI.TI ONS 
a Firefighter is assigned to supervise or instruct other Fire-
fighters. 
* * * * * * * * Drives fire apparatus or rides to scene of fire on apparatus; 
lays and connects hose lines and directs water systems; 
raises and climbs ladders; uses chemical extinguishers and 
other equipment; drives or rides to emergency scene on emer-
gency truck; removes persons from danger area and applies 
necessary first-aid;. spreads salvage covers; mops and 
s~ps floor clear of water and debris; makes emergency re-
pairs to protect property from elements or looters; parti-
cipates in drill and .attends classes in all phases of fire-
fighting and First-aid; inspects oil burner installations 
and public buildings for fire hazards as directed by super-
iors; olea.ns,. pal.ishee,. pailllts and .tilaka-s minor repairs and 
adjustments to quarters and equipment; performs related 
work as required. 
***"***** 
- Some knowledge of fire prevention and fire-fighting; apti-
tude for mechanical work; working knowledge of First-aid and 
its application; ability to learn a wide vari~ty of duties 
quickly; willingness to perform any task assigned; ability 
to get along with others; cooperate and subni.it to discipline; 
ability to understand and follow oral and written instruo-
. tiona; ability to keep cool in an emergency; good knowledge 
of City and .the buildings in it; a good degree of agility;. 
good physical condition and considerable strength. 
* * * * * * * * Graduation from standard Senior HighSchool;"· any equivalent; 
combmation o£ experience and training. 
* * * * * * * * 
Ability to meet physical, medical, mental and health require-
ments and requirementG of Civil Service and City". 
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FOREll!N 
KIND CF WORK - This is difficult and responsible technical work under super-
vision of Department Head in laying out work and directing ac-
tivities of nan and equipment in various work projects in the 
City; different types of work are performed in different De• 
partments, but in each case, the Foreman is responsible fot the 
performance of all men assigned to hful and fo:t' the quality of 
the work produced; a Foreman would have assigned to him on a 
job any of the following- Craftsmen, Heavy Equipment Operators, 
Light Equipment Operators, Truck Drivers, laborers.; Skilled f 
Laborers, Unskilled Laborers and casual employees; incumbent : 
must coordinate the work of men and equipment to perform the 
EXA.l.1P LES 
OF WORK 
PERFOmaED 
NECESS.A.RY. 
ENOVfLEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
NECESSaRY 
SPECIAL 
QUAUFICATIONS 
job at a maximum efficiency; records are kept and submitted 
to Superior daily on the time spent on each job for each man 
and each piece of equipment; incumbent checks out equipment 
and supplies as needed on the job and reports material used to 
Superior; incumbent supervises and participates in various 
tasks performed by men working for them on a job; when not on-
gaged in outdoor work, incumbent supervises and participates in 
maintenance and minor repair of tools and equipment of the De- · 
partment; assigns men to Working Foreman and r;orking Foreman 
to jobs. 
* * * * * * * * 
- In cooperation with Superior, plan work schedules and figure 
, material,; equipment and man needed for job and estnnata cost; 
assign workers to duties; instruct and train men in perform-
ance of work and chock on quality of work performed; requisi-
tion equipment through Superior for work on job and submit re-
ports of time us ad to Superior; prepare reports of men and 
equipment per job daily for Superior; supervise and partici-
pate in the location and repair of leaks or blocks; investi* 
gate troubles and complaints and take necessary action; direct 
work of crews involved in construction, maintenance or repair 
of streets.; sidewalks,.vater-lines, sewer ... lines, playgrounds or 
other recreation areas; carry out duties and assume responsi-
bilities of Department Head in his absence; plan and lay out 
work for labor ~roups in all phases of landscape work; per~ 
form related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * 
.. Knowledge of City facilities to be maintained by Department; 
ability to coordinate activities of L'l.en and equipment; ability 
to read plans and prints; ability to fill in as required to 
cover absence of men; ability to maintain time records; suf-
ficient knowledge of departmental operation to estimate costs 
of jobs; thorough knowledge of construction and maintenance 
procedures and nethods pertaining to particular Department; 
ability to supervise men and participate in work of men and re-
tain proper working relationship; skill in estimating materials 
supplies and equipment necessary for job; ability to control 
inventory of all materials checked out for jobs. 
* * * * * * * * 
- ~bility to meet Civil Service requirements. 
KIND. GF WORK ·-
/ 
Diflticult and responsible, ~~c,bnica.l ai1d adm~istrativl;) -skilled 
work in several· trades i%1 the- l:"'epair and~mainte-na.'-+Ce. of a. wide 
"tfari,ety of mecha.nieal eqUip!!lent; only administrative supervi• 
sion is available from the Superintendent of Publio Workff and 
the incumbent is responsible for the technical ex~ellence of 
all .work done in the Public Works Garage; this responsibility 
is fulfiiled through proper purchase of all equipmont. tools 
and mater~ls, assignment of men and equipment; inspection of 
all work dono either during performance on completion or throug~ 
reports; equipment failures or slow repair result in increa.s- ~ 
ing operating cost to Department and decreasing efficiency- . 
to avoid these incidents, incumbent must de•ise and direct pre• 
ventative ma.intena.Q.ce procedures; the work requires c onsider• 
able mechanical skill and resourcefulness ai1d aptitude and a 
thorough knowledge of various types of.meohanical equipment; 
the Foreman is the final determinant as to trouble causes. 
means to be used to effect repairs and mprovisations. 
* * * * * Ill * • ~IE$ 
OF WORK 
PEliFORMED 
- Maintain records of all equipment and repairs made; determine 
NECESSA,RY 
Im'.OW'LEDGE • 
SKILL AND 
1\.BILITIES 
-
cost of repairs; recommendations for items to be purchased by 
all City Departments; determine priority of work to be donet 
purchase all equipment. tools and materials for garage.: plan, 
lay out and assign work to •cha:.nics; inspect work in process 
and jobs on completion; read all repair t-eports of mechanics; 
plan types and methods of preventative maintenance and super ... 
vise their execution; make reports as required to Superinten-
dent of Public Works; design and mprovise equipJP.Snt and tools 
as required; supervise work o£ mechanics directly on all ex-
ceptional jobs; perform related work as required. 
• * * ... * * * * Graduate Senior Trade School- at least 10 years experience tn 
operating. maintenance and repair of all types of mechanical 
equipment; considerable experience in major and minor mechan-
ical repair; hold or have held Mass. Hoist License; exper-
ience in supervising men; knowledge of modern accepted methods 
for writing specifications. 
56 
GENERAL laSS IS TANT - LI 13RARY 
KIND OF WORK - This is reasonably responsible and difficult work perfor.med 
under the supervision and jurisdiction of the Professional 
Assistm. t; work consists· of assisting in the technical rou ... 
tine of classifying and cataloging material• the mechanical 
preparation of materials for circulation1 administering 
EUr.fi>I.ES 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
some of the less technical services of the Library and per-
forming the routine or semi-routine tasks of the Library or-
ganization • some of work is accomplished while on duty at 
desk (circulation); duties necessitate use of typewriter 
and adding machine in preparation of catalog and book cards·, 
reports and records 1 correspondence, book lists and index 
cards; incumbent assists patrons in selection of books, sat-
isfy requests for information, l'ecommend mater ia.l which would 
satisfy demand of patrons and assist patrons and other per-
sonnel as required to ease situation or problems that may 
aris ee 
** * * * * * * Type catalog cards, book cards, pockets, cbrreepondence, book 
listsj index cards and statistical records; paste pockets 
and identifying material in books to prepare for cirou~ation; 
cut stencils and operate mimeograph; charge books in and out 
at desk; answer reference questions or qqestions pertaining 
to Library'procedure or material; register new patrons; 
assist patrons in selection of material; assist Supervisor 
in special purchases appropriate in operation of circulation 
and book statistics; select books £rom stacks and assist in 
weeding boo~ shelves; mend books; recommend books for pur-
chase; supervise activities of pages. 
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KIND OF VIORK 
EXlu~.IT> I.ES 
OF WORK 
PERF'OBHED 
NECESSARY 
.KNOWLEDGE, 
SKILL ltND 
ABILITIES 
GROUNDMAN 
This is difficult n.nd strenuous work under supervision involved 
in assisting tho Lineman from the ground o.nd in performing the 
various laborious duties involved in the installation and ma:t..'rl~~ 
tonance of the alnrm and signal systems; incumbent must ar.t:i...., 
cipate the needs of the Lineman in order 'bo keep h:i.m suppl !.~:d 
with the necessary tools and equipment to perfo.l:'m hi~ ·.v._::rk w·i.t;h 
a minimum of delay and risk; the Ground.man is rospons il'~J 0 ·t;o 
see that the area of work i..a posted and that adequa·t;(j moe.SH.ros 
are taken to protect people and property in the .• ,rorking; O..L •):1. .: 
much of the Groundman's time is spent in ma.inta.~ni.11.g; supp:i. · .FJ.:: 
and equipment of the Department in the p:ro-per p;.ac,-: r . .r.1d :ln i_;':tori. 
condition; this means checking supplies on Jdi.1.o ·i:;~ uc::.: p(:/ i·;d L·· 
cally and r.c,~ifying the lnspeotor of v1irea when w·ren·i;::.:-:;r ~s 
low; wher.. tl1e Lineman is out on inspeo·t;ion wo ... -k_, "tho G-.,ound;mn 
is working on tools and equj.pmont in the shopj much of the ou+. ·• 
side work i":lvolves general laboring; duties of a. Vf.l.l'ied nuturoo 
*******!!< 
.. Paint alarm and signal hcze;3 <J.n.J o:-oss<t~·pR; a.L;te.ch too1.s and 
equipment to handlines fo1.· :G~n~r:an;; ru.U hA.nd:U..tms and wires 
off reels; proparo orossr.::'l.1fl fc.:t· :L."lG';a.iJ.a-!;:i.on; pr-:1r.e tr :Jes 
to ole9.r way for lines; r;.oun't b•.JJ>:0s n.nd S;;);}•,uo them:: wc.rk in 
manholes tci install undergr(,mJd od.bJ.ea; dig holes for pedot. ... 
t!lls; check equipment on tru--:lk and snppJ.y vrhen and where nee-~ 
essary; pl!3.ce s ig;ns conspinuour lz and oe:.:rry out other :mi'e\y-
procedures in working; area; as E.: ist LinAman in proper align-
ment of crossarms and lines; perform :relatod work as roqu::.red,-
* * * * * * * * Some knowledge of line work on s igna.l and alarm systems; wo:;.~k ... 
ing knowledge of safety procedures of Dep11.rtment; ability to 
make up arms without direct supervision; ability to estimate 
supplies and equipment needed on tJ:·uck for jobs; ability to 
perform strenuous tasks under adv-erse· conditions; ability ·co 
a.nt;i.cipate no.ods of Lineman. 
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I0ND OF WORK -
EX.Al!?LES 
OF Y:ORK 
?ERFOR1ED 
• 
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READ CLERIC 
This is difficult and responsible clerical and administrative 
work of a high degree of specialization in adm:inistrat;ive pro" 
ceases performed under general supervision; :Incumbent is re-
sponsible for all clerical work in the Department and must 
dil'ect and coordinate the activities of other clerical person-
nel; the IIead Clerk supervises and participates in all book-
keeping and ledger entries; work involves execution of var-
ied special tasks and duties to relieve Executive of detail; 
incumbent must initiate n~• clerical procedures and office 
procedures to attain maximum efficiency; incumbent assumes 
responsibility for efficient functioning of unit and quality 
of work produced by carrying out previously devised proced-
ures and installing_new procedures as he must determine; the 
Read Clerk must plan work and methods and instruct subordi-
nates in perfortnance of their jobs and reconnnend personnel 
to the Department Read for employment. 
* * * * * • * * Interview people coming into office a.t;~.d supply des ired infoi"m-
ation where possible; analyze needs of Department and recom-
mend new procedures to Executive for adoption; compile data 
and foi"mulate reports for Executive, consideration regarding 
policy :matters; draw off and submit trial balances periodi-
cally,; analyze and explain ohal'ges to people owing the City 
money :for services or construction rendered; inspect all 
bills payable and determine discounts before submitting to 
.Auditor for payment_. interpret and explain laws pertaining 
to the Department to other personnel and the general public; 
interpret and apply statues, ordinances and Executive orders 
to various accounts handled by Department; Wl"ite complex re-
ports in accordance with modern accepted bookkeeping prac-
tices; plan and lay out work to be perfonned by·membera of 
office staff; instruct members of staff in n&W procedures and 
methC?ds of work; assist Executive in writing reports and com-
piling data; perform related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * NECESS.A.RY 
lmOVIT.EDGE, 
SRILL A.ND 
.A.BI LI TIES 
... Considerable knowledge of modern accepted bookkeeping and ao-
counting methods; skill in the compilation of data and writ-
ing of inf'orma tive reports; ability to deal tactfully but 
firmly with others; ability to plan, lay out and supervise 
the work of others; ability to analyze needs of Department 
and install more efficient methods to satisfy these needs; 
ability to supply information without involving superfluous 
data; s~ll in managing all office detail without resort to 
Executive decisions except on policy mattersJ ability to per• 
suasively recommend new policies to Executi~e; ability to 
draw off accurate trial balances; thorough knowledge of laws. 
rules and regulations of and pertaining to Department; :fam-
iliarity with functions, operations and procedures of other 
City-Departments; ability to handle and ans~r all but top 
level correspondence; ability to exercise discretion and judg• 
:m.ent in dispensing· information and answering inquiries;· skill · 
in maintaining complex files and records in an orderly fashion. 
HElill LI DRARIAN 60 
KIND OF WORK ... This is responsible~ difficult and complex administrative and 
technical wol:'k involved in determining the means of execution 
of the policies determined by the Library Poard of Trustees; 
the Libral:'ian is expected to keep the Board informed on all 
Library affairs and to recommend new policies for adoption in 
addition to presenting all of the available data pertinent to 
any proposed policies; incumbent is the final detel:'mination 
on.all material purchased by the Libl:'ary or for the Libral:'y 
EXAMPI.ES. 
OF ViORK. 
PERFOI&[El) 
NECESSARY 
KN OVTIEDGE, 
SBILL .AND 
ADILITIES 
and is the Pars onnel Department fo:r the Library; incumbent 
suggests improvements in facilities, then dil:'ects any l:'enova-
ting undertaken; the Librarian conducts staff meetings to ex-
plain pl:'ocedures to othel:' personnel; consults with Senior 
Libl:'arians as to pul:'chases, policies, routine functions~ etc; 
conducts the public relations activities of the Libl:'al:'y and 
cal:'r ies out many functions to increase the services the Library 
can offer to the public with a minimum increase in cost and to 
increase the use of the Library by the general public; pl:'o-
fess ional meetings are attende4 to keep informed as to modern 
and proposed Library policies and procedures; incumbent has 
final decision in book selection and bontrols the withdrawal 
and disposition ~f books. 
* * * * * * * * Assist and supervise compos it ion of work schedules; conduct 
staff meetings; purchase it~s for Library; consult with 
staff fol:' recommendations as to purchases, needs, methods, etc; 
interview agents of publishing companies; detel:'mine material 
to be rebound, discarded., placed in stacks, etc; plan impl:'ove-
ments in Library building facilities and report to Board; handle 
pars onnel of Libral:'y as to vacations 1, time off 1 etc; hire and 
discharge employees; address groups of City as pal:'t of Public 
Relations progl:'am; consult with other Department heads of City 
in regard to Library business; meet with Doal:'d of Trustees; 
compile repol:'ts fol:' Doard; make final determ:ination as to fea-
sibility of proposed projects or publicity for Library; pl:'e-
pare book reviews for public; pe.rform related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * 
« Degree in Library Science from an accredited college or uni-
versity; experience in a.dministering the affairs of a Library; 
broad cultural background; thorough knowledge of modern ac-
cepted Library policies, aimS, methods and procedures; con-
siderable skill in performing all phases of work l:'equired in 
Library operation; skill in reviewing books and in e,-aluating 
l:'eference material; ability to prepare and deliver addresses 
before groups of citizens or particular groupss considerable 
skill in evaluating the_ needs of a Library and ability to de~ 
termine the ways to satisfy these needs; ability to compile 
data and incorporate the compilation into a report; ability 
to deal tactfully but firmly with subordinates; ability to ex-
plain Library functions and regulations to the public and en-
courage public use of Library material and facilities; wide 
knowledge of modern Library organization; ability to operate 
a Library independently of technical supervision; ability 
to size up people and situations accurately and to get a1 ong 
well with others:; whatever special qualifications the Doard 
of Trustees may set down in their requirements. 
61 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 
KINO OF WORK - This is difficult and responsible work in~olving operation of 
and assistance in maintenance of heavy equipment; general 
supervision is available and work is often assigned with the 
manner of performance, being left to the discretion of the oper-
ator; different pieces o£ equipm~nt perform different func• 
tions and are operated through different procedures; methods 
of operatingJI a.l though variable Jl all are complex; all equip-
ment is manipulated through the oFeration of clutches~ pedals, 
levers and wheels; close attention must be paid at all t~es 
while operating to safeguard other workmen in the area to pre-
serve the life of the equipment and to insure the safety of 
others and of the operator; all operators who specialize in 
one piece of equipment are· charged with the responsibility for 
its lubrication and any necessary minor repairs; mos.t of the 
work requires a degree of precis ion for proper Qompletion of a 
job and for the safety of the oper8tor Jl other workmen and the 
equipment, 
EXAMPim ... 
OF V.'ORK 
?ERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
m OWLEDGF.: .. 
SKILL .AND 
ABILITIES 
NECESS li.RY 
SPECIAL 
QU!LIFICATI ONS 
* * * * * * * * Compact earth fill 1 smooth road sub-grade or compact and smooth 
bituminous road surface by guiding a gasoline-driven roller 
over the surfaces; operate a power shovel and back hoe. attach~ 
ment; operate a power shovel consisting of a power plant : 
mounted on a four-wheel chassis; operate a power bucket con-
veyor to load snow from streets into trucks or earth into 
trucks or piles; operate a truck equipped with a ·crane used 
to hoist heavy st"WTI.ps, logs, stones, etc; op.erate a sweeper 
equipped with side brushes and center boom to sweep streets; 
operate a tractor with a concave steel scraper blade mounted 
in front of the chassis to level, distribute and push earth, 
stone1 stumps, snowJI etc; perform related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * ' ~bility to operate various types .of heavy equipment; skill in 
maneuvering heavy equipment; sufficient knowledge of heavy 
equipment to make minor repairs and lubricate as necessary; 
sk:$..11 in determining the. ability of equip:ment to do various 
jobs; abil;i.ty to, know safe. operations; lmowleqge. of maximum 
capacity.. . 
' * * * * • * ~· * 
Ability to be certified by City Physician as capable of per-
forming rqgged physical wor~; ho~ting Engr•s .• license if as-
s.igned to cableJI crane or truQk operation ... 
. KIND OF WORI( 
m:.AMP.IES 
OF TmRK-
PERFORMED 
:NECESS lutY 
--ENOVI"LEDGE, 
SKILL AND .. • 
ABIUTIES-
NECESSARY, 
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J.AN'Ilf-OR · 
- Tnis is _d.ilrers ified~-work ·of- a sanii-routh!,e nature u;_voived :in. 
the. maintenance and minor. repair. oi'·:a.ny o:t the publiQ. buildings 
il:t the City; .incumbent -works under the gene~ supervision of 
the person ·in charge -of thS. Depa~tmen.t -vVho has jurisdiction 
over the bul.ld:ihg:; .- assiits Cu.PtQdi!ID fu ovorall functions of' · 
the job; incumbent_ma.;r'perform s_u()h duti~ as ·m:inor repair 
jobs,· sweeping-~ washing. al1d poll:S:hing flo_ors. and shelves., clea.n:;o 
. •ilig toilet .f'acilj:ties-, polishing furniture·, emptying wasta con:-
. t&iners; care~ of heating and ventii~tine;- syst\3m8; . sae tha.t. ~ 
building· .is prope~ly clos€id and: look~- before leaving. _ 
. * * * * :* * "*. * - . - . 
.. Sweep; -~sh- and poli~h f'l(;ors'·ui offices_. hails, corridors, 
wash rooms and tol,le-frs; clean ~toilets: and adminis~te:r dis ini'eo-
tants or .deodorants as required; - dust: and polish :furniture; 
empty :waste ~containers and ash trayS; __ perf'orm m:inor mainten...; 
alice worksuoh:as replacing 1 ight. bulbs and :fuses; check heat-. 
ing system· d:urln.g. 8lld be:fore leaving and closing building for 
nip:h-t;e ·- · · : - · ·· 
*··* * * * * * '* -Ability to perform minor. re_pair jobs;· c lo:Iowledge of comparati-ve 
qualities ·Of building o}e{3.hing su.pplies;- . ability i>o perform . 
routine or semj.-rou:ti:tiectasks .of' a s_tremuous nature; ability to ICeep s~ple record~ { ~a bili'ty.to plan wo,rkprogra!ll9 Jn aci-_ 
vance. a.nd e:x;ecute schedule;- :abUity to deal'wi~h people;- abi;L-
ity to_ ~rovis& as lie~e_s'sary~ · · · -
. . .. - . : ·* * * *c ·- '* *' * ... 
--- Abi.iity to -:pass Civil Ser\fj.o&~6.mlna.tioxl.J¢d' be ce:r;tified. by ·_ 
City Phys-ician asc· ~ap~b~t7~ot :P~rfo_rming .strei:l.upus ·h.bor. tasks. _ S.PECilU; 
QUALIFICaTIONS-
-- . -~. -
-:.--
- . - ' ~-
- ·~ : . 
JUNIOR MECHANIC 
.KIND OF WORK - This is difficult and somewhat responsible skilled and se:r.J.i .... 
skilled work in several trades in assisting in the repa:l·: and 
maintene.me of all Public Wor1rs Department equipmenJ~ and o'\:11.a'r' 
equipment of the City; some of the work is routino a.!l.d ·ls per~ 
f' armed under gen era.l supervision but a la.r ge portion of. ch e work 
involves responsibility and is performed under direct :~u.p:_,rv;1 ..... 
a ion ol' as ass iBta.nt to a. Senior Mechanic or the Master M\~ahan­
io; work involves operation of all Department equipme:..lv t:·.n:i ~n., 
struotion ot other employ~es in operation, cutting a.nd 'VI~lc'l ing : 
·with gas and arc, and learning to improvise when tools c: ~arts 
aJ'e not available; failure to do work effioientlyp p:::'OID}?-\;l.y 
and in a .WOrkmanlike n:a:nner may result :i,n lowering Depa:r·tim.ent 
efficiency and increa.s*.Lg Department cost; work requb·es a high 
mechanical aptitude, a degree of resourcefulness and a. kn:'wlodg~ 
of m~chanical equipment; . incwnbent ~st instruct othe:.:• anploY'"' r 
ees.in the operation of heavy equipment and operate equipment 
when necessary. 
·* * * * * * * * ~IES • 4asist ~enior'Mechanic in the overhaul, repair·, replacement and 
OF WORK adjustment of engines, pumps and other machinery and equipment; 
PERFORMeD examine equipment fol'! faulty operation; as-sist in diagnor.: is of 
defect; dismantle equipment to gain access to defective part, 
remove part, repair part or replace with new part; mako neces~ 
sa.ry adjw;tments and reassemble equipment; oil, greases main-
ta.in o.nd clean all Departme:nt equipment machinery including tir~ 
repair; repair and adjust manual and gasoline pumps; operate ' 
welding,. eutting and brazing equipment;- make minor repairs on 
equipment outside when necessary; dismantle and set up equip• . 
ment to satis£y seasonal needs; operate all Department equip... · 
ment EllS> .rett}l):hitach-· instruct other emplo!t"ees in equipme.nt opera-
tion a.rrd maintenance,; perform related work as required. · 
* *' * * * * * • NECESSli.RY - S OlD.9 ab il i-by in~~ the diagnosis of ca.. us ea of fa.ul ty op~ra tion~. -
ENOWIEDGE., ability to learn .the meth~ds of disassembling, overhauling and· 
SKILL .A;ND repairing and teassembling engines and o~her major units; skil1 
.ABILITIES ih effieientiy_ performing main.tenab.ce jobs and minor repa-ir jbb~J 
knowledge o:f. ~he tools, :tila.terials and methods used in the repabr 
a:nd maintenance of Department eqeipment; knowledge of the coii..4~ 
struotion and,. operation of engines ahd related pa..r.-ts; yel:'~atJ.:li . !""" 
ity and resouroefulnes_s. in' all types a:rld phases of m~c}'l.ab.ical · i 
work; wUlintn..e!i!~ ·to p~rfonn:~ ~~k e.-fa~~;· a.ollity to . ; 
p~eTnl: liie~Vfj ;l~l"ty, ,phya:i.l;}~1 te.!l!b u~~t ~~ve.r~!$1 .~u~•a.t.~e~. 
'*****•• . . . . -~~ ~ Dfil}a"'"~ ~ R>1l>~,.~,g, "'i~~~~ ~r- ... ·. :'{[~~ mr-. ~' ~;&C:.IM "" -~---~ ~~~tf~~1Fi~l;!~·~;·. ~:!:;;~~-~~:. 
•· .......... ~ -~_-_;"ttl~_: .• · •. lt.-=t~.-~ .. *~ ~~ ... ·l!h!l. ~\;~~ , ... £;' .': .~-~ ~.~v:::,v .. 
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LA.BORER III - Craftsman 
KIND <lF WORK - Thi~ is skill-ed work of a laborious na.ture requiring experience 
and ability to perf olin one or. mote specialized maintenance job$ 
such as finish building re·pe.ih;; plumbing• b.t"iok laying. cement 
finishing, generally o't a journeyman level; incumbent may have 
one or more assistan'bi to aid hiin in C:a.r:tying out duties; 1>(0rk 
invoives the re~ponsibility of personally pe~for.ming a variety 
of a~l1ed mnual taake lind the perforJQanc·e ot related worka 
~eh.ltUld apeoitio •••iplil8ltt• are r•oein4 from S\l~ior &nc~ 
,.,..~.. ot cita •1••• U'~ Plli~>all)P r••Pei\81ble te' ,. Pf' .. r 
progress of work a.1 though the .ark il 1ub6ect to .review during 
thB prooess and upon completion; opportuhity ia ofter~d for 
the use of individual initiative and judgmant.i may be required 
to drive automotive equip~nt or operate various types of equip7 
mant as i,noid,enta.l. to work as Skilled laborer. ; 
!OCAMPim 
OF tfORK 
PERFOliMED 
~ II! • • * • * • 
- Finish bu~ld~g repa~s • plumbing~ brick laying, cement finish-· 
ing, masonr~ work4 majol" pipe-laying projects; make conne<rl>ion~ 
of major importan,q~ in :main lines or service lines; lay out . ; 
and sat edgesto~es r operate heavy equipment J operate power 
tools to per.for.m va~~o~~ tasks in Department: perform relat~d 
work as required, 
. • * * • * * * * SPECI.U, .. Physical e.xam:j.na.tion to qualify :for rugged na.nua1 labor. 
QU.A.LIFICATI ONS 
KIND OF WORK··'-
EXAMPlES • 
OF WORK 
PERFO:ffi1ED 
SPECI!L • 
QUJU,IFICATI ONS 
r:cl :? t ..•.. ~ · j· .. i) 
-·-··-·· 
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J4BORER II - Skill~d-'labor 
This is skilled work of a laborious nature requiring experience 
and ability to perform specialized jobs such as semi-finish oar~ 
.Poritry, rough concrete finishing, rough laying of brick, making~ 
swple cement forms, simple pipe fitting and similar tasks not : 
of a journeyman level; conditions of work are similar to those 
of general labor and incumbents often perform unskilled labor 
prior to starting or after completing several jobs or special 
work; incumbent may have one or more assistants to aid him in 
carrying out duties but is required to make minor decisions and 
some independent action in the performance of the work; some 
mental or visual concentration may be necessary to efficiently 
complete work; work includes a wide variety of tasks and all 
work is not necessarily performed outside; routine work is per~ 
formed pursuant to general instructions but detailed assign- ' 
ments are made for a special task; work is usuully performed 
under general supervision but individual assignments may be 
given and work inspected only occasionally or upon completion; 
persons of this class may occasionally be assigned to driving 
truck or operating other equipment or gang leadership respon-
sibility to carry out specific jobs. 
* * * * * * * * Perform specialized jobs such as semi-finish carpentry, rough 
concrete finishing! rough laying of brick, making of simple 
cement forms, simp e pipe fittiiig; laying pipe accoi'ding to 
grades laid out by engineers; installations, removal and minor 
repairs of meters; inspect and repair hydrants; miscellaneous 
masonry work on installa tiohs, walls, etc; make connections in· 
main lines or service lines; repair vario'.lB Department light 
equipm~nt; supply materials and equipment to crewa by truck; 
assist in building manholes of brick and cement; storm servic-
ing of br'ooks, bas ins and culverts for surface drainage; oper-
ate power tools to perform various tasks in Department; oper~ 
ate various types o£ mechanical equipment; perform routine 
ltfbor'ing· tas·ks·:;' :perform rel~t~d work-'as· :r:e'qu'ii'ei;J.~··: ~-· ::;~:· ~~ ·:: 
'-·C '.· r•·;:<;::-:;y;;*:'*-'·iti~*.L* *;,jf;:l!iJ';";.-,:·,,.. -::· •;::.~·;· ·:~· · .i.'.:,·,•.'f '', .. : :;·· .. ·,·. 
Phys·ica.r~examil1a.tiorl to .. quaLify r0r-~ tugg~d- man~al' lahor .:.- ;,,_ ,. 
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KIND OF WORK -
LABORER I - Semi-skill-\lc}. 
This is supervised vrork of a routine nature requiring 'varying 
degrees of physical exertion and requiring ability to use a 
.Variety of hand tools,; painting, rough carpentry, etc; oper ... 
ate equipment suoh as Truck, Tractor, Power-mower; expe~ience 
required to carry out a wide variety of semi-skilled tasks and 
does not always mean strenuous work outside; work is usually 
done as a member of a crew under supervision of a Foreman but 
persons of this class may be assigned to individual or group 
labor requiring a check only upon completion - each nevr task 
is described in detail at the beginning of the job• 
******** EX11,1.1PIE3 
OF VlORK 
PERFOillllED 
• Use variety of hand tools; operate equipment such as fruok, 
SPECI-aL 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Tractor, Power-mower; painting, rough carpentry, etcJ assist 
in laying pipe, setting edgestone, patching sidewalks, etc; 
assist skilled laborers or ·craftsmen in performance of diffi-
cult work• 
* * * *·* * * * Physical examination to qualify for rugged, manual labor. 
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FIRE DEPARrl!lENT LIEUTENANT 
RIND OF WORK - Responsible supervisory and technical work involved in par-
ticipating and directing the work of firefighting and in the 
maintenance of station; apparatus and equipment or in other 
Fire Department activities. Incumbent is charged with the 
responsibility for all activities of his platoon during tour 
of duty and under the general rule of the Departme~t and ~1e 
orders of the Captain. Any absence of the Captain is covered 
by the incumbent and he is responsible for directing activi-
ties at a fire. Incumbent must know and be ablo to apply 
modern firofighting.methods and techniques and be able to 
load men in an emergency. General orders are recoived frcm 
the Captain and general supervision is received by personal 
observation of the Captain or the Chief. Incumbent drills 
and trains subordinates in firsfighting activities and pro-
cedures. 
EX!UU'IES 
OF ViORK 
PERFOimED 
NECESSARY 
.RN OVITEDGE, 
SKILL ..t'IDD 
ABILITIES 
DESIRABLE 
QUALIFICA-
TIONS FOR 
WORK 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFIC.lt,.-
TICNS 
* * * * * * * * Responds to alarms, drives apparatus, directs the route to 
be taken to the fire and determines what equipment and appar-
atus are necessary; makes decisions as to best methods of 
extinguishing fires and directs Firefighters until relieved 
by a superior; directs the work of Firefighters 1 both at the 
station and at fires; sees that all equipment is returned to 
the proper place after a fire and supervises the maintenance, 
repair and cleaning of quarters and equipment; prepares re-
ports of all fires at which he has command at any tXroo; 
makes inspection and engages in fire-prevention work; makes 
personnel reports to Captain and also a complete roport of all 
activities during tour of duty; instructs and examines sub-
ordinates in departmental duties, engine operation, First-aid, 
firefighting and prevention methods, proper use of tools and 
equipment; performs related work as required. 
******** . 
~ Considerable knowledge of modern firefighting equipment~ prin-
ciples, methods and techniques; thorough knowledge of First-
aid and its application; knowledge of rules, regulations and 
laws relating to firefighting and prevention and the limits of 
authority; thorough knowledgo of the geography of the City; 
familiarity with all public structures in the City; ability 
to lead and command men effectively_, maintain discipline, pro-
mote harmony, exercise sound judgment under emergency .condi~ 
tions, cooperate with other officers, personnel and the gener-
al public; ability to instruct subordinates; ability to un-
dergo physical stress and strain involved in firefighting. 
* * * * * * * * 
- .Considerable experience as a Firefighter; graduation from a. 
standard Senior High School; any equivalent combination of 
experience and training .. 
* * * * * * * * 
·Ability to meet physical~ medical_, mental and health require-
ments and requirements of Civil Service and City. 
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POLICE LIEUTEN.OO 
KIND OF WORK - Responsible, technical and supervisory work involving the dir-
ection of activities of a Police Department for a set tour of 
duty under the general supervision of the Captain-in-<Jhargo; 
incumbent perfor.ms clerical work in the line of assigni~g 
routes to patrolmen~ signing violation reports, servicing wa'!',., 
rants, making investigation reports and making shift repor":s 
for the Captain; work is performed in accordance with de.p')x·t., 
mental rules and regulations; incumbont is required to exor"" 
cise .independent judgment when faced with an emergency and I!'u;t. 
be prepared to assume responsibility for any actions of patrol·-. 
men performed under orders; discussions, inspections ancl o:rs.::. 
and written reports from patrolmen provide the means of check-
ing on work performed; incumbent must investigate all com-
plaints or delegate this duty to a patrolman and report to Cap·~ 
tain on findings; all arrests on shifts must be reported to 
the Captain with all necessary infor.mntion for further action; 
incumbent is in charge in absence of Captain. 
EXAUPIES 
OF ViORK 
PERFORUED 
NECESSARY 
mov;IEDGE~ 
SKILL JUm 
ii..DILI TIES 
DESIRABLE 
QUALIFICA.-
~IONS FOR 
ltORK 
NECESSARY 
SPECiaL 
QUALIFICATIONS 
* * * * • * * * 
- Patrol the City and check on all traffic posts and beat off:. ... 
cers and inspect activities personally; investigate all com~ 
plaints; interview witnesses and nake reports with recoiili!lell ... 
dations for further action to Captain; ~intain rocords of 
a~l arrests, complaints, accident reports, investigations, 
stolon and recovered vehicles, fire-arm permits, etc; make 
out assignments for regular and reserve patrolmen; answer pub-
lic inquiries by mail, telephone and at the desk; investigat~ 
applicants for municipal permits and licenses; instruct patrol~ 
men and auxiliary police in proper maintenance and use of fir~ 
arms, application of fir~t-aid and approved methods and princi~ 
ples of modern law enforcement techniques. 
* * * * * * * * Thorough knowledge of modern approved principles~ practices and 
p·roceduros of police work, Federal, State and local police }aws .: 
knowledge of the geography of· the City; knowledg,o of first·-a.id;; 
ability to lead and coiiliDD.lld men effectively, maintain discipline 
promote harmony, exercise judgment; instruct subordinates.:.· oo!D. .. 
mand mon under emereency conditions; ability to instruct men 
in maintenance and use of police equipment; ability to operato 
a motor vehicle, ability to react quickly in an emergency; 
ability to carry out general instructions of Captain and resume 
responsibility in his absence; sound physical condition and 
roasonable agility. 
* * * * * * * * Experience in police work and in dealing with the public in a 
supervisory capacity; graduation from a standard Senior High 
School or any equivalent combination of experience and train-
* >IF * * * * * * 
- Ability to meet physical,. medical. mental and health require-
ments; requirements of Civil Service and City. 
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IaN!) OF WORK ... 
EXlU:lPLES 
OF ~-;oRK 
PERFORHED 
NECE$SARY 
KNOVfiEDGE • 
. SiaLL AND 
ABILITIES 
-LINEMAN 
This is difficult and responsible, technical work in the in-
stallation and ma.intonance of the Police and Fire Alarm Systems 
and traffic lights; all o£ the work above the ground is per-
formed by a Lineman under the general supervision of the rn .... 
spector of Wires; work includes mounting crossarms • running 
and tieing :tn lines 1 cutting in new boxes on existing lihes ani 
maintaining the lines in good working order; foul weather is 
the main cause of line troubles so the Linoma.n is often work'-•:; 
under adverse and hazardous conditions; a Lineman also con-· 
nects boxes on tho ·poles and ins ide the Stations and mainto.ic:.::: 
th~e-e in case of troubles; a Lineman also assists thef:'iro 
Inspector in the inspection of work performed in the City by 
electrical contractors; inform."~. tiotl and advice is given to 
electricians and home-owners in the City· in regard to their 
wire installations and the laws~ rules and :regulations aro in-
terpreted and explained. 
* * * * * * * * Climb poles with cl:imbing hooks, rig pole with pulley to clear 
lines 'below, lower hand line O:nd assist Groundman in pulling 
up crossarms. wires and various tools and equipmont; mount 
crossarms 3nd attach lines on designated pins; assist in :re-
moving poles after cutting lines and attaching to arms on now 
pole; repairing storm damage to polo lines; trim trees to 
clear path for lines; mount and connect Fire .Alarm and Polioe 
Signal Boxes; diagnose and locato and repair troubles in S ig·-
nal and Alarm Systems;. explain laws. rules and regulations '!io 
ele-ctrical contractors and home-owners; install underground 
cables and pedestals for lighting circuits; test, adjust and 
repair registers. reels, gongs •. signal boxes and circuits; 
install, maintain, test, adjust and repair traffic lights and 
signals; inspect work done by electricians in City and perfo:;-m 
related duties of Wire Inspector in his absence; perform re-
lated work as :required. 
* * * * * * * * Considerable skill in climbing and maneuvering on poles; 
(alarm lines in Melrose are mostly on top gains); skill ~n 
rigging poles for changeovers, pulleys and :removals; abL.~. tf 
to run conduit for new installations; knowledge of operation 
and function of parts o:f all typos of circuits; considorablv 
knowledge of National Electrical Code and ]JJass. Elect:r-ica:•. 'J•;t' ~-~. 
ability to interpret, apply and explain rules • regulation£' c..::.\i 
lo..ws of and porta ining to electrical installations; abil i':;;r 
to diagnose, locate and repair troubles; ability to deal ta .. :: ... · 
fully and firmly with people; skill in installing, testing and 
adjusting electrical equipment. 
KIND OF WORK 
EX.Al!IP!&S 
OF WO:{U{ 
PERFORHED 
NECESSARY 
ll!roVILEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
ADILI1'IES 
DllS IRA.DLE 
QU¢1FlC~~o~· 
TICNS FOR 
WORK 
NECESS1i.RY 
SPECUL 
QUA.LIFI CAT!. ONS 
MECHANIC • FIRE DEPAimOOl':C 
This is skilled and semi•skilled work in several trades in 
the x-epair and ;maintenance of' a wide variety of' mechanical 
equipment. Some of the work is routine, but a breakdown in-
volves responsibility for making efficient and workmanlike 
repairs; work iff usually performed with a minimum of super-
vision and is checked on completion. Failure to make l'epairs 
rapid~y. may x-esult in lowering the efficiency of operating 
crew or plants and. increasing oper~ ting costs; work requires 
a considerable amount·of mechAnical skill~ resourcefulness Rnd 
aptitude and a. considerable knowledge of mechanical equipment 
of various types; assignments are received orally or written 
with sketches and the incumbent makes his own decisions as to 
causes of trouble and means to be used to eff~ct repairs. In-
cumbent instructs others in operation Qf all apparatus and 
mechanical and cutting equ.ipment and aids at :niul tiple alarms • 
• * * • * * • • 
- Instructs and approves men in operation of equipment and ap-
paratus, recommends purchase of parts, tools and equipment 
to Chief l oils, cleans and cheo~s gas ol ina, electric and hand-
operated pumps; determines an~ corrects mechanical failu.x-es 
in Department equipment; perfonns .mipor electrical wiring and 
repairs; l'eplaoes switches and f~es; outs and thl'eads pipe# 
nozzles· and ~ittings;. operates ~lding, brazing and cutting 
equipment; pel'forms major and :minor repairs to gasoline en ... 
gines • trucks and other mechanical ~quipment; tri4Y operate a 
truck or automobile to reach scene of repair jobs; engages 
in carpentry, plumbing, electrical or mechanical wol'k in con ... 
junction. with departmental activities; perfori®. a wide vari-
ety of miscellaneous repa.irs and manual labot • 
******** Working knowledge, methods, practic-es, tools and materialS, 
us ad in the Fire Department; considerable knowledge in hand ... 
ling equipment and the materials • methods and tools used in 
the repai.x-- of such equipmab,t; skill in the use bf tools and 
equipment in the various ma.intenanoe and repair tasks; ver-
satility and resourcefulness in· diagnosing and correcting 
breakdowns in mechanical equipmen•: general mechanical apti-
tudeJ phys ioa.l etrength a.nd abil.ity to do heavy work and to 
w~r.k long hours under adverse c~nditions; willingness to per-
form an:'{ task assigned; at loa.st three years• experience in 
ma.intenano~ t~.nd repair of heavy equipment. 
.. • * * • • • • 
- Experience in general maint~nanoe and repair work on Fire DepW 
pa.x-tment equipment and apparatus; experieno.e in the perform-
tmce of mechanical repairs; graduation from Senior Trade 
School; any equivalent combination of experience and train-
ing., 
.... * •.••• 
• 4bility to meet physical, medical. mental and health requirao. 
menta; requirements of Civil Servi¢e and City; at least 
three years' experience in maintenance Cl.nd repair of heavy 
equipment.. · 
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11ECRliNIC - Pi\RK 
KIND OF WORK - This is difficult and somewhat responsible skilled and semi-
skilled work in several trades in the repair and maintenance 
EXA!1P!ES 
OF WORK 
PEBFO:ffi'lE.D 
NECESSARY 
ENOViLEDGE I 
SRILL !illD 
ABILITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECI.A.L 
QUL\LIF I C.A.TI ONS 
of all Department equipmentc tools and supplies> perfonned 
under general supervision but a large portion of the work in-
volves responsibility and is performed with no tochnica~ super-
vision available in the Department; work involves operation 
of all Department equipment and instruction of other employees 
in operation, cutting and welding with gas and arcs and learn-
ing to improvise when tools or parts are not available; fail-
ure to do work efficiently, promptly and in a workmanlike man-
ner may result in lowering Depa.r'tment efficiency and increas ... 
ing Department cost; work requires a high mechanical aptitude, 
a degree of resourcefulness and a knowledge of mechanical 
equipment; incumbent must instruct other employees in the 
operation of equipment and operate equipment when necessary. 
* * * * * * * * Overhaul, repair, replace and adjust engines, pumps and other 
machinery and equ~pmont; examine equipment for faulty opera-
tions; diagnose defects, dismantle equipment to gain access to. 
defective part, remove part; repair part or replace with new 
part, make necessary adjustments and reassemble equipment; oil, 
grease~ maintain and clean all Department equipment machinery 1 
including tire repair; repair and adjust manual and gasoline 
pumps; operate welding, cutting and braz;ing equipment;' make 
minor repairs on equipment outside when necessary; dismantle 
and set up equipment to satisfy seasonal needs ; operate all 
.Department· equipment as required; instruct other employees 
in equipment operation and maintenance; perform related work 
as required 11 
* * * * * * • * Ability in the diagno~ of causes of faulty operation; ability 
to learn the methods of disassembling, overhauling and repair-
ing and reass ambling engines and other major units; skill in 
efficiently performing maintenance jobs and minor repair jobs; 
knowledge of the tools, materials and methods. used in the re-
pair and maintenance of Department equipment; knowledge of the 
construction and operation· of engines and related parts; ve:r-
satility and resourcefulness in>all types and phases ·of mach~ 
~nical work; willilignes·s to perf'orn1 any task assigned; abil-
ity to perform heavy, dirty physical tasks under adverso con ... 
ditions·. · 
* * * .* * * 
- A.bility ·to pci.ss phys ioal 
rugged; physical work. 
* * &xamina.tion· of City Physician for 
P.A.TRO.I.M/iN ... POLICE 
KIND OF WORK - This is general duty police work in which the incumbent is re-
sponsible for the protection of life and p~operty4 preve~tion 
of cr:ime, app~ehension of c~iminals and the general enforce··· 
ment of laws and ordinances; work is performed in accorda~r;e 
with departmental rules and regulations; the incumbent :i..s t-e~ 
quired to exercise independent judcment when faced with an 
emergency, but ·the work is ord:ina.rily comprised of routine +a1Y.s 
performed in the district or beat assigned with the necess:>.ry 
instructions by a Superior; work is checked throush reports; 
discussions and perso~l inspections ... Superior is present in 
72 
extreme cases. ~ 
EXAMPlES 
OF 'ITORK 
PERFORMED 
WCESSARY 
.KN oraEDGE, 
SIITLL 1\.ND 
Al'ILITIES 
m:ES.s!Mff. 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFIC\TIONS 
* * * * * * * * Iatrols specified beat on foot or in patrol car; tries doors 
and windows m business district orjand vacant res idenoes; 
checks parking, watches for wanted vahicles; controls flow of 
traffic and pedestrians through general traffic duty; admin~ 
isters first-aid; conducts preliminary investigations; gath-
ers evidence; obtains 'witnesses; makes arrests at scene of 
crime or mishap; watches for wanted, missing or lost people; 
provides information and assistance to general public; re· 
ceives complaints, information and requests for information 
from public and duty calls from beat men; receives and recorcs 
all calls on radio and reports motor vehicle accidents; oper.•· 
ates police radio and signal boxes; investieates complaints 
of disturbances and nuisances; assists in creating good will 
by arbitrating or preventing arguments, fights, etc; investi-
gates vario~s cases on orders of Superiot and files reports 
and may make arrests as result of investigation; operates 
o.mbulances; performs related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * Some knowledge of modern, approved principles, practices and 
procedures of police work; some knowledge of Federal, State 
~1:?:9-. .1. 0.(}!:3..1 .• lq:ws;, . )QlQWledge. ,,of geography: .. o:f': C.i.ty; ~-:v,<Torking knov.ii-
ledg:<? of f.ir,st-:-aid; ... ~b.ility· to Cl!lrry .o:'l,lt sd.m,ple. ox.al and ~'l'it::­
ten.~structJol;LS;' .r~asonaJ?.le:,sli~l:L in.:us.e l!lPd ~~tei;.~ance or 
fi,tea,rms ;. abil'i,ty to 9oa1: Ti.,rihly yet. co~rt.e.oqsly wi:bh. the gen~­
~.r~t.' p\lhlic;: abili~Y: ~o.rea~t quiclc1y,i~:an·,em~rg~r~:~y-;· abil-
J.:jiy t·o operate motor vehl.cle; sotlnd physJ;oal·condJ.tJ.on and 
~eas\).iilible 'arility as shown= by exam:ination.;' . :. '•• . . .. · 
·j~ ,•: :.,: . . =: ··*.:* '*'.*' * * *''*;· .••·· .. : . . ' ... :·· ;, .: ... : .· 
G:&duation· from sto.nda;rd Senior High School; any equivalent 
combination oi'"'e'xp'·~r'ie'nc·e 'lind training. 
·>. >·" .: ·: .. ·:: *·; *'* .•. * *· *:* '·. ; ; . . 
.: . . -~ . . . . ' . · .. ;· :--
ll;i,;il·ity 'to: meet. pnysical ·arid mental requfreme~ts ··of' Civii Sc.rv-
i'~e: and c·ity.. . i. .·~ ' ••.. 
t...·. 'i,"'. . .. •.. . ., ,··: -' ... · 
.· .... : .. ·. p .... 
1-:: .. . ~ ., . . . . • 
'-•.: 
,., 
:-- .. 
. ·. • -:.! .•_: ... 
. }, .. 
.,. I~·'·· ,.-, ... 
.: -:·.·;·' •'· 
?.ARK SUPERINTENDENT 
KIND OF WORlC - This is responsible and complex administrative and technical 
work with only advisory assistance available £rom the Park 
Conuniss ion; the Superintendent plans new prog:.•ams o£ re<~rea­
tion and determines the faoil:i.ties available ll.c'lrl the nest of 
effectuating the proposed activity and presar..tt> i~ to Uw 0om..-
mies:i.on £or· ap:p·oval£ d'3velcpment of any ex:isJG;ing a!.-~;o. u:r 
utilizing of ar.y e~3stbg fo.c5.li"bies is also loft up {;.:: the 
Super btondent; ha directs the a.ctivi ties of all J:~::;r.:Lr·~;:n.e:::rt; 
employees to have all. facilities available and t.o in<.:Ul'l) the 
safety of all uti:i.izing these facilities; he anaJ.yerJs ·the cos~ 
o£ each function and determines the charges to be ma.d'7$ t;h0 
cost and tentative revenue £rom any proposed facility m:ct be 
doterminGd by the Superintendent; the Superinte!ldon'b pln!lS 
EXJU;iPLES 
OF ViORK 
l?ERFOiiMED 
NECESSARY 
I<NOW'IEDGE 1 
SRILL .ANP 
.ABILITIES 
: ;~~.~~~;;:'·~:}: ..• _,~z:._ 
....... -., ....... ~ ~ .... -···~ ....... 
-
the work of the outs ide crews l.Uld the o£i'ico staff to ta}:e ad-
vantage o£ all cond-itions and to gain the maximum of e.ll t('ols 
and equip!!lent; he supervises the keeping o£ all :reco:t•ds r> oom-
pil ing of reports 1 collection o£ fees and charges: d~awing up 
of now £orms ·and pure has ing of materials and s uppl iec; ths 
incumbent writes all specifications for work to be dono by con-
tractors and approves the work on completion; he is tho final 
authority oh determining the application of ol'dinanoes a.rd sta-
tutes to the Department a.nd on the availability of £aoili"G-i.es 
£tl~ pri~ate use~ 
* * * * * * * * Check cash on hand received from ~arious £acil:i.ties againf3:t 
stubs and cash book entries and deposit with Treasuru~; plan 
and lay out work for office staf£; handle all correspondence 
directed to Department; compile data and prepare reports and 
statements for submission to ·commission; recommend new poli-
cies or facilities to Commission or l'fayorJ prepare budgets, 
trial balances. and progress reports £or Comnission; plan:~ 
lay outj assign and direct w0rk o£ outside crews .in construe ... 
tion-anc;l ·lii!'I.intena·nc.e; ·determine ·suitability o£ mot; erials ~ · 
supplies and equi~ent to.be purchased; :supervise ·keeping of 
f-;iles . and reco_rds -including inventories; evaluate propos od 
facilities or new -or .. expanded uses of existing facilities; 
appraise .value .of services rendered and determine cost and reo-. 
omnend -new faa schedules; ·plan 1 ong range programs· £or nevt . 
ser.'J"ioes or fac:ilities and' improvements; -s uper'Vise maintmiance 
of: supplies and equipment ahd determiner whether to repair or. 
sal-v-a,te· equipment·; assign men and equ·ipment to specif'ic_ jobs; 
ins·pect .. 'Work in• :progress :a.:nd- o.ir"completionj .· a.mrd work to -out ... 
side c·ontru:ctors and appro'VEf.:jobs b'efore· submitting bill fo:r:- · 
payment; perf'orm related':work as re·qui'red. 
--: .. · ::.,!· .. ··-*;* * **-*;"*:'* :. ·,. : 
.~, .A.bili-ty t·a -plfl.;rt·rec·reational act'iv'it·ies ;··':knowledge of legis;l.a-
tion' per.ta:ining'. to Piirks. ·and Playgroun:dS:; ability t a:-- interpret, 
expla;in and:··a.pply ·ru.J.asJ re'gu'lat:j:ob,s and pol'icies of···and per- . -
ta:inmg: :to .. nepartmentj ·t'G: employees and: .. the- :PU blio; ability· tb 
analyze. o.osts and .income:; '.skill. ih:· ·plannin'g new· -recreational' .• 
faciil:i ties; and. methods : o£. £·ina-ne ihg them; .. 0 ons iderable knoW ... 
l:edge>;of· lnhdscaping; ability to plan1 lay out and direct the 
work of othel"s and to··o'bord'ina.te the work of outside crews with 
tful.t: of·. the ·olerieal·staf£·-;~ a::tJility,-to::-ooiilpiie' data and write 
i.nfo:nrative reports; a.b'ility to. eva.1u~te ~:Xistibg' policies~ :-.. 
ptooed.u.res :and: fi:locilitie.S.'Iithd to' sugge~rt 1mprove~nts to pr·op·er 
ati.thori'bie-s·i >ability t.o instrU()t sul:iordiri.ates ·in .. the perform.;. 
a.ilb e of the ii' work;: . :ability ·t~ <f:eB.l· With p'aople. . . ' 
:~· :::. ·· __ :_ :· .. ::.•.. ~.-: =< ···,j:·· . - ~ '.4 _. • ·• • 
·r ., . 
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PARK SUPERINTENDENT • Cond. 
NECESSARY .. Qualified to pa-ss Civil Service Examination. 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 
74 
PWMmNG INSPECTOR 
KIND OF WORK - This is responsible technical and administrative work 
EUI'.1PLE9 
OF WORK 
PERFOR1~D 
NECESSARY 
KNalfiEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 
under the general supervision of the Building Comm.issioner 
involving the inspection of all plumbing and gas installa-
tions in the City; Inspector must check for conformity in 
all public buildings and must secure compliance with tho 
laws and accepted practices ·on all proposed installations 
of fixtures; applications and plans must be examined and 
advice and information given to builders, plumbers and the 
general publ io; field inspections are ma.de on all jobs for 
which permits have been granted after discussion of plans; 
investigations are made· of all. complaints'> septic tank and 
cesspool installations and leaching beds~ advise Building 
Commissioner of all violations and suggest new·procedures · 
or ordinance amendments where feasible; prepare reports of 
all inspections and maintain office records and files" 
* * * * * * * * 
- Examine plans :for plumbing and/or gas installations and dis-
cuss with Plumber or Builder to insure oompl~oe with la~ 
and regulations; confer with Building Commissioner on ex-
traordinary oases or on proposed changes in Department pro-
cedures; give out general information and answer specific 
questions perta~ing to Plumbing and Gas Codes; inspect old 
installations for other Departments; make field inspections 
to check pipe size and :fittings; investigate for compliance 
with Plumbing and Gas Codes; maintain record of field in .. 
spections, permits issued and jobs completed; investigate 
all complaints of violations or unsanitary conditions; per-
form related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * Considerable knowledge of modern accepted plumbing and pipe... 
fitting practices; ability to deal tactfully and firmly with 
people; reasonable degree of agility and good physical con-
dition; thorough knowledge of Melrose Plumbing and G.as Codas; 
skill in diagnosing and locating troubles in pipes and fitt-
ings; ability to detect weaknesses in Department procedure 
and offer constructive ideas to Building Commissioner. 
* * * * * * * * 
- lfu.st at least hold Jour:neyman Plumber's License of Common-
wealth of Massachusetts; ability to pass Civil Serviee re-
quirements for pos itiont~ 
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KIND OF WORK -
E.XAMPIES 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
RNCJ\."lLEDGE, 
SRILL AND 
ABILITIES 
PRINCIPAL ACCOUNT CLERK 
Under general supervl.SJ.on of a high degree of difficulty and 
responsibility in a moro or less specializod field of admin.., 
istrative processes; .incumbent may.be called upon to diroct 
and coordinate the activities of a few assistants on details 
of such work or a group of subordinates in performing rout1no 
work; may bo goneral office work in the execution of varied 
spacial tasks to relieve E:x:ooutive of duties and details; 
maintain correspondence :file which necessitates thorough kn~~~ 
ledge of policies and procedures involving whole organization 
and exercising of judgment and discretion in performance of 
daily tasks; incumbent assumes responsibility for efficient 
:functioning of unit and quality of work produced by carrying 
out previously devised procedures and suggesting installation 
·of new procedures or changes in procedures to maintain maxi-.. 
Illl,lm efficiency; plan work and mothods and instruct subordi-
nates in performance of their dutieso 
* * * * * * * * Interview people coming into office and directing to necessary 
party if situation cannot be solved by incumbent; answer 
phone and handle routine correspondence for E:x:ecutive; mako 
up complex reports and statements according to modern accopt~ 
ed bookkeeping and accounting practices; interpret and ex-
plain financial and accounting lo.w to other personnel; intor ... 
prot and apply statutes, ordinances and.E:x:ecutive orders to 
various appropriations handled by Department; exercise dis ... 
cretion and judgment in dispensing information and ans111rering 
inquiries J ass'ist Executive ill compiling data necessary :for 
major decisions and reports; make up agenda for Board moot•" 
ings; receive com plaints and tactfully explain pas i tion of 
organization so far as remedial action is concerned; prepare 
statements and reports for Executive - consideration without 
check for technical. perfections; receive and disburse cash . 
and negotiable instruments; completing receipts and making 
related records and entries. 
* * * * * * * * Thorough knowledge of laws, rules and regula tiona of and per ... 
taining to Department; ' skill in applying and explaining De~· 
partment procedures; ability to supervis a and be responsible 
for work of other employees; familiarity with :functions" 
operations and procedures of other City Depar:tnents; ability 
to handle and channel all but top level correspondence of D~~ 
partment; ability to exercise discretion and judgment in dls~. 
pensing information and ansvrering inquiries; skill in com.p:i_l., 
ing and writing complex and difficult reports and statemo~bs 
drawn from detailed and heterogeneous data; skill in main~ 
taining complex files in an orderly fashion; ability to majn-.. 
tain complete set of complicated accounts up to date; sufri~ 
cient knowledge of Department procedures and pertinent legis-
lation to suggest hnproved methods to Superior; skill in 
analyzing costs and charges and posting to proper account; 
ability to qualify :for Civil Service Examination. 
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KIND OF WORK 
EXAMPlES 
OF WORK 
PERFO:ffi.IJED 
NECESSARY 
KNOVHEDGE, 
SEILL AND 
.UILITIES 
PRINCIPAL CLERK & S TENOGRAPBER 
Under general supervision of a high degree of difficulty and 
responsibUit"y in a more or loss specialized field of adm~ ..... 'l .... 
istrative processes; incumben~ may ·be called upon to diroo't 
and coordina.te a few assis~ant.e: on details of such work o:r a 
group of subordinates ill perfon11~ng routbe work; Ir.a.y be g:our 
eral office work in the exocuti011 of ·vQ.r:led spec~.al bl.sks to 
relieve Executive qf duties a.l'l.d de~e.ils.:; ma.:!.ntain co.!'l"'o2po:..1·., 
dance file which necessitates tho1'ough knOtv1odgo of poli•YiG;.: 
and procedures involving wholo Ol•gan:i.zo.tion and exercici:a.g 0!? 
judgment and discretion :i.."l porf0:t'lning de.iJ.y taska t inournben·~ 
assumes responsibility for ei'fi'Jienrl:;'. functioning of unit and 
quality of work produced by carrying out previousl7 dovisod 
procedures and· suggestmg instalhtion of new procodu:~·os or 
changes m procedures to mai..."lb.in. maximum efficiency; pJ.an 
work and methods and instruct subordinates in performance of 
their duties I> 
* * * * "' * * * Interview people coming into office and d i:recting to necessary 
party if situation cannot be so~::.ved by incumbent; ansv•or phone 
and handle routine corros pondenoe for Executive; take d:i.ctn" 
tion in shorthand for E.K:ecutive and take minutes at meetings 
and conferences; transcrj.be no-t;os on typo'VI.-riter and distr;t ... 
bute to authorized parsons~ exercise discretion and judgi!Ie.i.l·b 
in dis pons mg inf orma.t ion and answar ing inquiries ; assist 
Execu~ive in compiling data. neces8ary for major decisions and 
reports; lill:k e. up agenda for Board meetings; receive con.-· 
plaints and tactfully explai."rJ. poaition of orgm ization so fnr 
as remedial action is conoaronedb prepare statements and re,' 
ports for Executive - consideration without check for· techni·.,. 
cal perfection. 
* * * * * * * * Abil~ty to type minimum of 60 wol'ds per minute; ability to 
take shorthand at minimum :rate of 100 words per minute and 
transcribe; thorough knowledge of la~~ rules· and regulations 
of and pertaining to Department; skill in applying and e:JP ... 
plaining Department procedures; skill in application of En~~ 
lish grammar~ punctuation and spelling; familj.a:rity wi·bn fun·~"" 
tions, operations and procedures of other 0 ity Depa.rtmen~:;s J 
ability to_ handle and channel all but ·bop leveJ. co·rr·;spor.d'3!1cs 
of Department;. a.bil:l.ty 'to e::ce1•c:i.so discre-tion a.nr.i j'..1dg~on.j 5.n 
dispensing information and answor:lng :i.nq~i.!'iiJS J1 tJk!:;.l in j!JD '-::or· 
taining complex files in an o.r·:lerly fa.s!l.ion; suff5 cif'n'\j kn<-TV<.., 
lodge of Depa.rtmenii procedures and portinsnt legis la·i:iion to 
suggest improved methods to Super:i..or; abil1:t;,-- to s-..nli:.:';) ~··cf:' 
Civil Service Examination~ 
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K:n\JD OF WORK .,. This is difficult and responsible technical ~rk in perform-
EXAHPIES 
OF "\";QRK 
PERFORHED 
NECESSARY 
:KNOWlEDGE. 
SKILL A'J:ID 
ADILITU.S 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL. 
QUALIFICA.-
TICNS 
-
-
ing public he~J.l th nursing duties in tho Health Department; 
nursingwork is performed in homes, schools. clinics and ccn-
£eronoes and includes communicable disease prevention and con-
trol; one of the !na,i:n functions of this job is to educate 
people ,in tho -ways and methods o£ public health so they cnn do 
their part in preventing disease and its sprend and in cantrall, 
ing and curing diseases; this function of tho job is carried 
out in connection with and at the St\me time as the nursing 
function; work might be classified into groups such as, in-
fant care, care of· pre-school children, care of school chi.~d­
ren, adult care and care of tuberculosis pati~ts; incumbent 
assists the School Physician in the physical examination of 
school children and contacts the parents to inform them of any 
defects found in their children including haaring·and vision 
defects; another phase of the school work is the teacher in-
struction for children and the first-aid kits in the schools 
are used in connection with this - these kits are checked and 
maintained by the nurses. 
* * * * * * * * Give health-supervision in homes relative to the care and 
feeding of infants and children; instruct parents on the· im-
portance of routine physical examinations periodically and on 
the correction of physical defects of children} stimulate 
the interest of children~ parents and teachers in early immu~ 
nization of children; assist School Phys ioian on childr3n~ s 
physical examination; contact paTents to explain any dofects 
found in e:x:amin~ tion of children;· assist parents in arrang-
ing for correction of childrents defects; assist at various 
clinics; _ make homo vis its on communicable diseases explain-
ing isolation and quarantine regulations to families; make 
home vis its on reported cases of tuberoulos is; assist fam-
ilies in making t:\,rrangements for admission to Sanitarium; 
advise family on necessary precautions; arrange for out-
patient visits to Sanitarium for treat~ent; assist in x-ray 
a.nd -f olloww-up for patients-;· perform r.ela·ted werk :as required• --
:: . . . .. ·. . .. -~· * * * '*·' * * *'·:*.' . . : - . 
Considerable knowleqge of'.·moderil accepted publie'health:·nurs~ 
:±n-g~·pra;ctices:; ability. t.o.~ r.ecogni?;e.~ph:ys ica.l .. defe·C.ts and 
symptd.nls of· d-isease:'in· indiV:id'Ue.lSj' knowledge' of the· ;lnci- . 
<tence,-· caus<'}s 'and ·fuoae·rn control 'measui'es: ie-iatine ~~.o<nnmun .... 
·ioa.ble: dis·aases·;- .: .. b:i.sie· 'knowleiige ·o£--~~rn5.1-· hygiene· and -· 
child .. · heal th··~d-deverlopm~nt from infanay'·•th:i:-ough school agar 
'lm<mledge ·of· hygiene. in:clu<l:Ulg ·physical~ niental. and.denW. hy-
'g·iene/' nutrition a.nii env.ironmental.·sanitation;: .. knowledge of· 
:t;}ie.:s·tate Raal:th· laws . and :r:agulat·ions. and state. r'EfS ources ; .. 
·mewledge of· ·s'chooli.fac~lty orgf.tni.zation a..nd: lines• of' adminis- · 
·tria.tao:h; abil'ity i;o.··work with School authorities and teachers 
in accomplishmg a 'WETll ... obardina.ted health service to school 
oh;Udr:en:;; ·Skill~··m the mterpret'O;tion~"; axplahation and appli-
.¢ation ·of State a.nd.G.ity hea1.th: la:Wac Ml.d ·regula:t'ions..and mod-
:arti· a:e:oeptBd··heBJ:.th t)r.ac.t±~8s··•·· .. '. · .:. - · · ·: · ~; ~: ·· -~ ·~~-
' • <'.. * *. * •:,: ·*"* * * . :. i ·: .:·; . ' .·. . . . 
- lnculliben:t tnU.st be r.eg.isterc:;d·· ·by Mass. S·tate Tioa:r.d o:f" :Registt'a-
t.ioi:f· in nurS'ing:; · ·· a't- lea.s:tL-one yeS:~.r-: PUol ic: HeU:'th 'No:rs.i.n g.' · 
:CQUr·sa;: at !least two years 'supervisory·· experia:ilce· m Publi.c 
Rea:lth<Nursing; : thes·e· quali.f:ieat~ons ina~ be-· substituted by .. 
suce"-es.sful·~oompletion o£· bhe .abadamic r.equir-ements-.'; 'inclUding 
'SUpervised· f.ield-work', · . .f'or _:a.·-(}-e~~Er fu. public heE!llth n\U"S ing 
.in; a .recogn:ized, accred"i'ted, .. c-ollege t>r s ahoo~ of'l publ ia .. health 
'nurs :ing,_~ · . · ·• · . .: .,_ . , 
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PUDLIC BEJU,TH NUISING SUPERVISOR 
IcrND OF WORK - This is responsible and complex~ administrative and technical 
work performed under the general supervision of the Chairman 
of the Board of Health; involves the supervision of and part-
icipation in the general public health programs of the City; 
incumbent plans, adjusts and improves nursing, dental ruQd 
school examination schedules; incUlllbent assigns various staff 
members to phases of work and receives reports of their acti-
vities £rom them on completion of a particular job; incumbent 
addresses organized groups explaining the funotiohs of the 
Heal_th Department; the Supervisor meets and consults with · 
Superintende:nts of Schools; the Chairman of the Board of 
Health and other City officials in regard to present programs 
and proposed programs for p~blio health; meetings with staff 
are arranged periodically to discuss routine oases a:nd as re• 
quired, to discuss specific problems; incumbent coordinates 
work of Department with that of other agencies in the area. 
EXAl>!PLES 
OF WORK 
PERFORi'IED 
NECESS-ARY_ 
RN OVfiEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
AniLITIES 
NECESS.A.RY 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFIC.A.-
TIC!iiS 
* * * • ··* • * 
- Supervises and participates in public health nurs'ing program; 
schedules VoJOrk of nurses to assist School Physicians and make 
necessary, home and institutional vis its; assi@ls dentist, 
School Physician, Hygienists to duties in schools at speci-
fied t±mes; ~rranges appointments for chest x-rays; addresses 
various organized groups as requested to explain functions, 
policies and rules of Department; meet and confer with var-
ious City officials to discuss Department program and means of 
expanding and improving services in future;" interprets, ex-
plains and applies laws, rules and regulations ·or and pertain-
ing to the Department ~nd to the general public; prepare per-
iodic and special reports on Departmental activities; _purchase 
supplies for school, for first-aid purposos and for dental 
clinic; perform home nnd school nursing duties and mnke in-
spection of public buildings. 
********-
- Ability to plan, lay out and direct diversified activities o£ 
othelt'S; ability to interpret needs and program work for' fu-
ture; ability to oompile· data and make informative reports 
orally and in writing; ability to maintain effective WOJ'king 
relationships with other service agencie'; ability to evalu-
ate quality of supplies and purchase them economically; thor-
ough knowledge of laws, rules and regulations of and pertain-
ing to the Department; ability to interpret# explain and ap• 
ply the above;. ability .to prepa~ and deliver 1eetuJ:"e& t.o or-
ganized groups; ability to determine need of applicants fo~ 
i'inancial ass ista.noe (premature )i skill in recognizing irreg-
ularities or undesirable conditions as regnrd sanitation and 
public health. 
• * * * • * * * 
- Registered by Mass • Board of Nura ing Examiners; degree trom 
accredited institution (publio nursing);- ability to work out-
side under difficult ciroumatanoes; ability to tass Civil 
Service Examination; possess and operate own oar. 
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SAlUTARY INSPECTOR 
KIND oF r.:ORIC' - This is responsible and complex technical A.nd administrative 
work involved in enforcing complia.nco with heo.lth standards 
through inspection, examination and analysis of substances 
EXJJ.U>LES 
OF 'ViORK 
PERFOIDllED 
NECESSARY 
KN' OVi'I.EDGE I 
·SKILL AND 
AniLITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECIAL 
QUALIF IC.ATI CNS 
and conditions in the City and outside the City Where goods 
aro moved into the City; incumbent visits plants to inspect 
the premises and the personnel and to take samples which he 
later examines in the laboratory; incumbent visits retail 
selling establishments of all types in the c'ity A.nd inspects 
all establishments dispans ing food or drink - samples o:re 
taken when necess~ry and these are also brought to the labor-
atory for examination;. incumbent par:fo~ms various types of 
chemical ano.lys is in the laboratory and :forw.tl'ds reports of 
h~s findings to authorized persons; is dO.ll ed upon to inves-
tigate all nuisance complaints submitted to the Health Depart-
ment and inspects all places where animals are housed and all 
p~oposed·sites :for cesspools; incumbent utilizes required 
methods of rodont control on City property ~nd conducts 
courses :for the public on rodent control and various other as-· 
pacts of sanitation; at ~im$~ incumbent conducts restaurant 
surveys and ooursos of instruction for food handlers. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Vis its dairy plants outs ida the City limits to inspect prem-
ises and take samples of all pr.oducts to be sold or consumed 
in the City; vis its retail stores of all types in the City. 
to inspect premises, employees a.nd goods to be .sold; inspects 
restaurant and fountain facilitias1 examines all utensils and 
cleaning :facilities and takes samples of items for oonsumption; 
samples water in swimming pools throughout the City; visits 
sites of proposed cesspools with fuilding and Plumbing In-
spectors and determines suitability of facilities for permit 
purposes; investigates all nuisance ~omplaints or reports of 
violations submitted to Health Department; analyzes all sam-
ples and performs various types of chemical and bactariologi~ 
cal tests on all samples brought to laboratory; keeps accur-
ate record of all visits made and results of same; maintains 
file of all laboratory work and of notices of findings mailed 
out; f'orwards report of laboratory findings to authoriz_ed per-
sons; enforces compliA-nce with Health Department standards 
throughout the City; asasts City Solicitor or State He.alth 
Department in-prosecution of court cases as required. 
* * * * * * * * . Degree in bacteriology from an accredited college or un1ver-
sityl considerable knowledge of chemistry; ability to take 
accurs.te samples of all typos of consumption items in order 
to retain original condition; ability to examine premises and 
facilities in all types of establishments and determine con-
formity with sanitary regulations; skill in the analysis of 
substances to determine bacteria count; ability to deal tact-
fully but :fir:mly with the general public; ability to maintain 
files of a specialized and complicated nature; ability to in-
terpret and apply all rules and legislation pertaining to 
Health Department; ability to analyze conditions of any type 
from a sanitary point of view. 
* * * * * *' * * 
- ability to qualify for and pa.'Eis· Civil Sorvice Examination. 
SCHOOL TR\FFIC SUPERVISOR 
RIND OF WORK - This is responsible and somewh~t difficult work under limited 
supervision of the Police Department; work consists of traf~ 
fie control through manipulation of traffic lir,hts and ma~ual 
direction of tr~fic at various street crossings adjacent. to 
schools or along well-traveled school routes; assist child-
ren in crossing streets; incumbents have limited authority 
and report infractions of the vehicular laws to the police 
station; incumbents also note parking violations in school 
liDU\MP LEE 
OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
KN' OV'l!EDGE. 
SRIIL AND 
.l\.DILITIES 
areas. 
* * * * * * * * 
... Manipulate traffic lights at various. crossings and push button 
for pedestrian lights when children wish to cross the street; 
hold children on sidewalk while traffic is in motion; infor.m 
operators of parking regulations in school areas; give 
street directions to vehicle operators. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Some knowledge of geography o:f City~ skip in handling child-
ren and anticipating their actions as accurately as possible; 
ability to direct traffic to create minimum of congestion; 
ability to work outdoors for limited periods of time in all 
kinds of weather. (Two-week course of ins.truction by members 
of the Police Department supplies the necessary knowledge for 
the job) 
8l 
1-
RIND OF WOR'lr 
EXA.UPLES ~ 
'OF WORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESS.ARY 
EN OViLEDGE, 
SJITLL AND 
JU;ILITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECUL 
QUALIFICATIONS 
; . '~-· _ .... 
--. 
·-··· ........ -····· ..... , 
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-
SEAlER OF T~EIGHTS AND ~-ffi:ASURES 
- Responsible and complex administrative and technical work left 
to the discretion of the .iridividual. as to the time of perform-
ance and quality of work performed within statutory limitations.; 
work involves testmg:1 adjustmg. oond.$l!Iling and sealine; all · 
weighing: and measuring devices .ue ed or loca. ted within the City 
· limits (used in buying e,.nd selling-wholesale or retail h in-
cumbent tests liquid-measuring devices both stationary and por~ 
able (truck§) with a series of measures carried as equipment · 
(used in buying and selling-wholesale or retail); all weigh-
ing devices, stationary and portable, are tested in like man-
ner (used in buying and selling-wholesale or retail); the 
Sealer I!J8.kes minor adjustments· but no repairs and either con-
demns the device until proper repairs are made or seals the 
deirice certifying its accuracy; a Field Book -is kept with en-
tries of all calls made and the result of the call; records 
are kept in the office designating type and location of all doT 
vices, 
* * * * * * * * 
- Visit gas stations in the City annually and check all meters 
as to accuracy and seal them or condemn them until repairs are 
made; visit all retail establishments in the City and check 
scales and weig:)ling d(}vices for a:ccurate weights used in buy-
ing and selling; check all wholesale establisbments in the 
City and test all weighing devices used in buyinf; ·and selling; 
check penny-weighing: scales throughout the City; check work-. 
ing weighing and meas:uring devices with State requirements, 
here in the City Hull~ make proper entries in Field book as 
work is performed; transfer material from F iold book to office 
record; collect foes for work performed and submit to Treas-
urer periodically; e:x:plafn policies and procedures to the pub~ 
1~. .· . 
* * * * * * *· * 
-. Ability to deal tactfully and firmly with people; ability to 
mte~prot, 6:l(p1airi: an"t'l apply all laws pet-taining •to the' . ' 
·.seaierts du-'ties,; ability ·to read measurements accurately; .·. 
lmciwled:ge of locations in City where weighing or meas:~.~ring: de-
vices II1a.y be used;. ability to lllR.intain favorable re-lations 
with dealers; knowledge. of all laws pertaining to Sealerts. 
,activ:i,ties;. abH.ity to maintain re.cords -of De.pa,rtment aotivi"'! 
ties,; ·skill m rnakip:g the. nec:essa:r:r, adjustin.ents .on devices te 
at,ta.in desired :results •. 
c:* *"* *. * * * 
Ability. to pass Civ.i+ Service E:lCrurtination. 
··~ .-
-·-
-. 
'.: k' 
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SECRETl:UtY TO ?Ere ONNEL BOlUID 
KIND OF WORK .. This is responsible administrative and clerical work involved 
in preparing agendn for Personnel Board meetings, compiling 
data and information; formulate reports of Board actions and 
policies and forward them to authorized persons, handle all 
correspondence for the Board and direct their attention to 
matters requiring policy decisions; incumbent receives and 
files all orders and ordinances from Board of Aldermen, pre-
pares Personnel Board budget, makes purchases and prepares re-
ports as required; minutes of meetings are recorded in short-
hand and transcribed and copies distributed and filed; incum~ 
bent serves as liaison agent for Board and frequently handles 
material as agent of Board to relieve members of details; in-
cumbent assumes responsibility for efficient functioning of 
unit and quality of work by carrying out previously de~ised 
procedures and suggesting installation of new procedures or 
changes in procedures to maintain maximum efficiency; incum-
bent executes varied special tasks to relieve members of do-
tails. 
EXA.lll'IES 
OF WORK 
PERFOffi1ED 
NECESSARY 
KNOVliEDGE~ 
SKILL UD 
ABILITIES 
NECESS-ARY 
SPECI-AL 
QUALIFICATIONS 
* * * * * * * * 
• Prepare agenda for Personnel Board meetings and have copy of 
all material to be considered for each Board member; record 
minutes of meetings and trnnscrib~ on type~iter; compiie 
data pertain inc: to agenda for meetings; schedule appointments 
for Board; take dictation in shorthand from Board members and 
later transcribe on typewriter; confer with employees and Dew 
partment Heads and explain-Personnel Boardts policies and pro• 
cedures; obtain information by mail or phone for Board and 
make up charts and graphs; maintain files and records on all 
employees; maintain files and records of all Personnel Board 
actions and requests; exerois e discretion and judgment in dis-
pensing information and answering inquiries;. perform related 
work as required. _ 
* * * * * * * * ~ Ability to take shorthand at minimum rate of 100 words per min-
ute and transcribe; ability to type at the minimum rate of 60 
words per minute; ability to maintain files up to date; co.t+-
siderable knowledge of Personnel Board procedures and policies; 
ability to initiate new office procedures; skill in composing 
letters; skill in compiling data and formulating reports; fa~ 
iliarity with functions~ operations and procedures of other 
City Pepartments; ability to exercise discretion and judgment 
in dispensing information and answering inquiries; ability to 
deal effectively with people and maintain good working rela-
tionships with Department Heads and City officials. 
* * * * * * * * 
.llbility to pass Civil Service Examination. 
SENIOR :ACCOUli)"T ClERK 
KmD OF WORK ... This is somewhat diff:i,culti complex and responsible clerical 
work under general supervision; the work may require special~ 
· ized knowledge in a particular f'ield gained through experience 
or advanced education or may require knowledge of a largo n~ 
bar rules or policies that require exercise of considerable 
judgment in application; incumbent may be responsible for a 
particular phase of work in a Department; work requires fam-
iliarity with office procedures; individual judgment is often 
used to carry out established procedures and in applying pro-
visions of the laws and regulations; in some cases 1 incum~ 
bent must supervise a small group of other employees on rou• 
tine work. 
EXAMPIES 
OF v~-oRK 
PERFOIDJED 
NECESS.A;RY 
ENOWIEDGEi 
SicrLL AND 
ABILITIES 
... * * • * * * • 
• Determine items to be purchased and explain selection of one 
item rather than another (this involves cost vs quality com• 
parisons which require knowledge of many aspects on a wide 
variety of materials and equipment); maintain cost records 
and draw up trial balances on all Department a.ccounts period-
icallyl make up payrolls and warrants, proving various dedu.c~ 
tiona and net amount of payrolls; determine discounts to be 
taken on bi~ls payable and avail City of all possible dis• 
counts; post all cash received to proper ledger accounts and 
make up bank deposits (on warrants for correct appropriation 
and prove same); maintain files of complicated nature and 
~raw up reports of contents of records in file (this often 
involves compilation of exactitlg data); aheok and prove all 
waJ:'rant commitments of the Department for collection or pay ... 
ment; handle correspondence of a semi-routine nature that 
may involve knowledge of Department processes, rules or regu.-
lations or of law; maintain a complete and systematic set of 
rooords pert>:~.ining to all business transa.ctions of a Depart~ 
mont or pertaining to only one phase or section of a complete 
set of records; receive and disburse cash and negotiable in~ 
struments,, cQmp1eting receipts and making related records and 
entries,· 
* * * * * * * * 
... Skill in interpretingJ applying and explaining laws pertain• 
ing to Department; thorough knowledge of English grammar• 
spelling; punctuation, maintain ·files; ability to maintain 
reasop.aoly qom.ple:x: and difficult ;t'il~s in good working order; 
knowledge of materials and supplies used by D~partment and 
City adequate enough to ins~re a;ccura.t.e d~so~iptions.;- know;l;. 
lodge of; modern accepted princtplea o;t' puraha~ing; ability 
to analyze tot~l .cost and- apportion to proper· accoutl,ts; skill 
in allocating charges to proper appropriations; skill in . 
handling applicants for public ass istanee and determining ex.;..· 
tent -of need1 ability to draw up complete detailed reports 
from distribution dataJ draw of£ trial balances; skill in 
answering correspondence directed to Department without bur~ 
dening Superior: with detail; ability to pass Civil Service 
Examina ti an. 
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SENIOR CLERK BILLING MACHINE OPERld'OR 
KIND OF WORK - This is somewhat difficult$ complex and responsible clori~~l 
work under genol"ll.l suporvis ion; the work !J.J:J.Y :requi'~e cpe:J~a;J, ... ' 
izod knowledge in a particular f'ield gained thl·o';;l.gh experience 
or advanced education or may require knowlodgo of a Jarg:e l,'.l.tllr• 
ber of rules or policies that require exercise oi' 3or.s l<lorc.b:t.(; 
judgment in application; incumbents are res pons :l.bla for n. pa~·"" 
ticular ph3.SEl of work in a Department; work requirf'ls :l:an1i.::l.<'l.i· .... 
ity with of:.:'ioo procedures; ind.ividual jui!g..."ll-?rtt i$ of+.e:t. u.z oa 
to carry out e~t!lblished procedures and ~-n app1y::.ng pl."c.rvi~'l io:-w 
of tho laws an:'! rGgulationS; in some co.sos,, :i.nCw"'lb .. mt I!\U; .. ;t; 
super'V·ise a small group of other employees on routine o.f.f:l.ce 
work. 
EXil)ft.P IES 
OF YiORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
KNOOLEDGE, 
SKILL 11ND 
ABILITIES 
-
~******* Operata a Billing o~ Bookkeeping machine (this neceRsitates 
setting up the machine f'ol:' the operation to be undertaken ani 
:t:nliking all neeesso.ry minor o.djustmen:ts )3 maintain f.i_los of 
complicated ll!l.ture and draw up reports of contents of' r€\co:rds 
in file (this afton involves c·ompilation of exacting data)g 
check and provo all.wa.rra.nts committed by the Department for 
collection or payment; handle correspondence of a somi ... ro\~tioo 
nature tho.t may involve knowledge of Department processes_, 
.rules or regulo.tions or of laws; maintain a complete and sy<3~~ 
tematic sot of records pertaining to all business t:!.•o.n~;;ac+;l0!1.S 
of a Department or pertaining to only one pho.s e or s oct:i.0;1 o-:: 
a complete sot of recordso 
* * * * * * * * 
.. Typing, English grmmnar, punctuation, maintain fil3s; rld11 
in interpreting.D applying and explaining laws partainiu:; to 
Department; ability to maintain reasonably comrlex oo. ·1 d iffj_,., 
cult files in good working order;· ability to efficion'!';:q.r so·~ 
up and operate complex billing or bookkeeping l!Ul.Ghi.nes) ;.ld~~J. 
in allocating charges to proper approprilitions and abi:dty t0 
recognize errors or inconsistencies in material prcscntnd. f.'o~· 
billing,; ability to pass Civil Service Exa:raination., 
85 
SENIOR CLERK liND STENOGRAPHER 86 
KIND OF WORK - This is somewhat difficult, complex and·responsible clerical 
work under general supervision; the work may require special-
ized knowledge in a particular field gained through experience 
or advanced education or may require knowledge of a .large num· .. 
ber of rules or policies that require exercise of considerable 
judgment in application; incumbent :may be responsible for a 
particular phase of work in a Department; work requires fam· .. 
iliarity with office procedures.: incumbent may be required to 
take dictation of more than ~verage difficulty; often requiring 
specialized terminology; individual judgment is often used to 
carry out established procedures and in applying provisions of 
laws and regul~ticns; in some cases, incumbent must supervise 
a small group of other employees on routine office work. 
EX.W.IIP.LES 
OF TIORK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSARY 
KNOWI.EDGE, · 
SKILL AND 
ABILITIES 
* * * * * * * •. 
... Maintain files of complicated nature and draw -up reports of 
contents of records in file (this often involves compilation 
of exacting data); check and prove all warrants committed by 
Department for collection or payment; take·dictation and trans~ 
cribe shorthand. of a more than average difficulty; . handle cor-. 
respondence of a semi-routine nature that may involve knowledge' 
of Department processes, .rules or regulations or of law; main-
tain a complete and systematic sot of records pertaining to all 
business transactions of a Department or pertaining to only one 
phase or section of a complete set of records •. 
* ;c * * * * * * 
.. · Type, shorthand, English grq,mmar,. spelling, punctuation, main-
tain files; skill in interpreti,ng,. applying and explaining 
laws pertaining to Department; ability to type minimum of 50 
words por minute; ability to take shorthand at 90 words per 
minute; thorough knowledge of English grammar, spelling and 
punctuation; ability to maintain reasonably complex and diffi-
cult files in good working order; skil-l in allocating charges 
to proper appropriations; skill in answering correspondence 
directed to Department without bur.d.ening Superior with detail; 
ability to qualify for Civil Service Examination •. 
KIND OF WORK -
EXA.UPIES 
OF VlORK 
PEl!F OIDI!ED 
... 
87 
SENIOP. CLERK & TYPIST 
-·'--~-....-··-·--'-',;...._-
This is somewhat t1:i.fficul t,q complex and responsible clerical 
work under general superviaion; the work may require speciaJ. ... 
ized knowledge b a partbu.lar field gained through exped.enoe 
or advanced educ<:~.tj_nn or may require knowledge of a large nun-.. 
ber of rules oJ.' -polici0s thBt :r~quire exercise o:f considerable 
judgment in applloation; jn~urr~ent may be responsible for par~ 
ticular pho.se c.f -v·.rork in a Department; work requires fo.mil w~ 
ity with offj.oo p~·occdm·es ~ individual judgment is often used 
to carry out established procedures and in applying provisions 
of the laws and regulationsa in some cases,. incumbent must sup"~ 
ervise a small group of other employees on routine office work~ 
. * * * ~ * * * * 
Type required· information on special forms with ma.xinnlm of ao ... 
curacy as to both content and quality of work; issue informa-
tion pertaining to Department procedures und policies to au-
thorized persons either in writing or verbally; ·maintain con~ 
trol books for various accounts and allocate charges to proper 
accounts; maintain cost records and draw up trial balances on 
all Department accounts periodically; make up payrolls and war ... 
rants 1 proving various deductions and not amount of payrollS_; 
determine discounts to be taken on bills payable and avail City 
of all possible discounts; post all cash received to proper 
ledger accounts -and make up deposits.~ on warrants for correct 
appropriations and prove same; determine eligibility o:f appli-
cants for public ussista.nce:; check resources, etc. and make 
necessary recommendations to Superior; maintain files of com-
plicated nature and draw up reports of contents of records in 
file (this often involves compilation of exaotin~ data)~ check 
and prove all warrants committed by the Department for collec-
tion or payment; handle correspondence of a semi-routine nature 
that may involve knowledge of D~partment processes, rules or 
. regulntions or of law; maintain a complete and systematic set 
of recor-ds pertaining to all business transactions of a. D~part""' 
ment or pertaining to only one phase or section of a complete 
sot of records,. 
* * * * !I' * * * NECESSARY 
RNOOIBDGE, 
SKrLL AND 
ABILITIE3 
""' Skill in interpreting, applying and explaining laws pertaining 
to Department; ability to type 50 words minimum per minute; 
thorough knowledge of English grammar, spelling, p~nctuation, 
tnaintain files; ability to maintain reasonably complex and 
difficult files in good working order; a.bility to analyze total 
costs and apportion to proper accounts; skill in allocating 
charges to proper appropriation_; skill in handling applicants 
for public assistance and determining extent of needs; ability 
to draw up complete detailed reports from distribution data; 
draw off trial balances; skill in answering correspondence 
directed to Department without burdening Superior with detail; 
ability to qualify f"or Civil Service Examination. 
/ 
SENIOR LIDRhlUAN PROFESS ION4L 
KIND OF WORK - This is work under the general supervision of the Librarian 
:Involving the cataloging and classification of all Library 
materials; responsibility for and participation in proper 
operation of circulation desk; purchasing and indexing of' 
periodicals, pamphlets, bulletins and other reference mater-
ial; maintenance and operation of the Branch Library; sel-
ection, classification and cataloging of ohildrenfs material 
and conducting operations of childrens' rooms; work necessi-
tates typing out index cards, maintaining bibliography, sel-
ection and requisition of materials to be purchasedi class-
ification and filing of index cards and other Library mater-
ial, charging and discharging books at desk and assisting· 
pa-trons in material selection, answering inquiries of patrons 
pertainirig to various Library functions ovel" the phone or in 
person, answering inquiries of patrons and advising them as 
to location ~of information desired by the:rn; work entails a 
high degree of difficulty and complexity and can be checked 
only through results; incumbents are responsible for quali-
ty of work produced by carrying out previously defined pro-
ce~ures in a manner determined by individual judgment. 
EXAMPlES 
OF WORK 
PERFOliMED 
:io * * * * * * * Compile bibliographies and maintain index of reference mat-
erials; classify and index all material becoming property of 
Library; c~~rge and discharge books at circulation desk; as-
sist patrons with selection of material and collect fines; 
a:ssist children,· teacher~ and parents with reading pr9blems 
and selection of ':material for children; maintain and organ-
ize information files·, specio.l indexes, circulation records 
.. and patronage records; compile index and :maintain up-to-.date 
reference :material; hnr~.~Ue difficult situations and adjust 
complaints; . recommend ~terial to be purchased by Libra~y; 
ma.intain, continuous inventory of all material in Library, 
Dranch or- Department; seloction and preparation .. of Lib_rary 
material for circulation. · · 
* * * * * *·* *. Ability to aea.1 informatively. tactfully and firmly with pub-
88 
NECESSA.RY 
EN OWIEDGE,. 
SKILL liND 
.A.BILI TIES 
lic; considerable knowledge of Library procedures and Depart-
mental and Dranch operations; considerable knowledge o£ loca-
tion and source of reference material; a broad cultural back-
ground; considerable knowledge of all types of literature per-
taining to special groups (s~oh as children); familiarity with 
psychology; ·skill in classification and indexing of varied 
. t:rpes of• lllate~ial; ability i:o make tbe best use of indexes 
and catalo·gs£ working. knowledge of modern Library organiza-
tion proc.edure~ 'p6l.l.cy ailtls and -serv:ioes;. graduation from an 
accredited college o~ University in Library science;- accept-
able exper:ience and -Library training may be substituted for · 
graduation: r·equirement at discretion of appointing authority; 
other r?lated · qualifict3:ticm.S as determined 'by Librarian. 
KIND OF WORK - Skilled and semi-sk;Uled wol':'k in several trades in the t-epair 
and maintenance of a wide variety of mechanical equipment; 
89 
EX.AMPLES 
OF' 110RK 
PERFORMED 
NECESSl\RY 
KNOWLEDGE, 
SKILL liND 
.ABILITIES 
DESIRABLE 
QUALlF!Cl\.-
TIONS 
some of the work is routine but a breakdown involves responsi~ 
bllity- for making effieient and workn:lanlike repairs; woJ.•k is 
usually performed with a minimum of supervision and is checked 
on completion through observing performance of" machinery c.nd.. 
mechanical equipment; failure to make repairs rapidly and pro~, 
erly3 may result in lowering the efficiency of operating ~~a~ 
of the Department and in increasing costs; the work :req•lir'3o-
a considerable amount of mechaninal skill, resourcefulneJsp 
aptitude and a considerable knowledge of various types o! m.ooh~· 
anical equipment; assignments are received orally or writt~n 
with sketches or determined by incumbent; incumbent make!:' i.1:i.s 
own decisions as to causes of trouble and means to be used to 
effect repairs; tools or parts are often improvised by i.rl.oum .... 
bent; incumbent instructs others in operation of heavy duty 
and hoisting or oable-op~rated equipment as well as other types 
of equipment. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Overhaul, repair, replace and adjust cengines 11 pumps and ethel' 
mechinery and equipment of Public Works Department and/or other 
City Departments; recommend pul'chase of pal'ts, tools and equip. 
ment; examine equipment for defects in operation; dismantle 
or partially dismantle equipment to gain access to defective 
pal'ts and remove parts using various hand tools; repail' part, 
using bench Ol' hand tools or obtain replacement. reassemble, 
making necessal'y ~djustments and test for proper operation; 
oU, grease and clean all Department machinery and equipmentJ 
repair and adjust stationary pumps and gasoline pumps; deter-
mine and correct mechanical failures in Department equipment; 
perform minor electrical wil"ing and repairs; operate welding, 
cutting and brazing equipment; make minor repairs when neoes• 
sary on outside equipment~ dismantle and set up equipment to 
satisfy seasonal needs; perform related work as required• 
******"'* . 
• Ability to diagnose cause of faulty operation and to disassemble, 
overhaul and reassemble engines and other major units; skill in 
the overhaul and repair of all Departmental equipment; ability 
to ~provise new tools or parts to give maximum operating effi· 
ciency; working knowledge of the methods, practices, tools and 
matel'ials used in the Department; considerable knowledge of the 
materials, methods and tools used in the maintenance nnd repair 
of such equipment; considerable knowledge of the constl'uction · 
and opera~ion of engines and related parts; versatility and l'e-
sourcefulnesa in diagnosing and correcting breakdowns in mech-
m ioal equipment; general mechanical aptitude, physical strang'* 
and ability to do heavy work for long hours under adverse condi~ 
tiona; willingness to perform any task assigned; check oil, ,: 
tires, batteries, lubrication and proper functioning of all 
parts of mechanical equipment for proper working conditions. 
• • • * * * • • 
• Graduation from Senior Trade School • at least 2 years expel'ienc~ 
in the operation. naintenanoe and repair ot tt-uoks of all weightq 
and hea~ equipment~ eoxperienoo in the performance of meohani- :·. 
cal repairs.; Mass.- Hoisting License; qualified to do res pons i .. 
ble mechanical work to insure sate equipment. 
/ 
KIND OF V~ ORK 
EXAMPlES 
OF 'flORK 
PEP.FORJI1ED 
NECESS A.RY 
KNOWLEDGE• 
SKILL .AND 
A.DILITIE3 
DESIRWJLE 
QUA.LIFICA-
TICNS FOR 
WORK 
NECESSJ~Y 
SPECIAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 
90 
POLICE SERGEANT 
Responsible technical and supervisory work involved in direct-
ing the activities of a police department for a set tour of 
duty under the ~enoral supervision of the Captain-in-Cha~ge; 
incumbent performs clerical work in the line of assigning 
routes .to patrolmen, signing violation reports, servicing war-
rants, making investigA.tion reports and making shift reports 
for the Captain; work is performed in accordance with depart~ 
me.ntal -rules and regulations; · incumbent is required to exer- · · 
cise independent judgment when faced with an emergency and · 
must be prepared to assume responsibility for any actions of 
patrolman performed under his orders; discussions, personal 
inspections and orQl Qllq written reports from patrolmen pro-
vide the means of checking on work performed; incumbent must 
investigate all complaints or .delogate this duty to a patrol~ 
man and report to superior on findings; all arrests on shifts 
must be reported to the Captain by the Sergeant with all nee~ 
essary information for further action. 
* * * * * * * * ~ Patrol the City and check on all traffic posts and beat offi-
cers and inspect activities personally; investigate all com-
plaints, interview witnesses and make reports with recommen-
dation for further action to superiors; maintain records of 
all arrests, complaints, accident reports, investigations, 
stolen and recovered vehicles, fire-arm permits, etc; make 
out assignment lists for regular and reserve patrolman; answer 
public inquiries by mail, telephone and at the desk; invasti~ 
gate applicants for municipal perm:its and licenses; instruct· 
patrolmen and auxiliary police in proper maintenance and use 
of fira~rms~ application of first-aid and approved methods 
and principles of modern law enforcement technique. 
* * * * * * * * Thorough knowledge of modern approved principles, pro:ctices 
and procedures of police work, Federal, State and local police 
laws; knowledge of the geography of the Cityi knowledge of 
firs'ti...a.id; ability to lead ana command men el·fectively; main,.. 
tain discipline; promote harmony and exercise judgment; abil~ 
ity to instruct subordi~tos; ability to command men under 
emergency conditions; ability to instruct men in maintenance. 
and use of police equipment; ability to operate a motor veh~~ 
ole; ability to deal firmly, yet courteously, with the gan-
eTal public; ability to react quickly in an emergency; abil• 
ity to carry out general instructions of superiors; sound 
physical condition and reasonable agility. 
* * * * * * * * 
.. Experience in police work and in dealing with the public in a 
supervisory capacity; graduation from a standard Senior High 
School or any equival~t combination of experience and train-r 
ing. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Ability to meet physical, medical, mental and health requirao+ 
ments; requirements of Civil Service and City. 
lUND OF WORK 
EX:~.~PIES 
OF Y!ORK 
PERFORHED 
NECtJSS.llRY 
EN OWIEDGE, 
S lULL lil-JD 
ABILITIES 
DESIRABlE 
QUALIFICA-
TIONS FOR 
WORK 
9l 
SOCIAL. WORKER 
This is responsible work performed under general supervision 
of the Welfare Ageht and in accordance with well-defined rules 
and regulations; incumbent deter~ines eligibility and extent 
of need of applicants for public assistance and welfare ser-
vice through interviews, home or institution visits and in-
vestigations; recommendations for assistance are made to the 
Agent; incumbent must be preparedto render physical and 
social assistande as well as financial aid and must assist in 
the utilization of welfare services from other sources as well 
as the City. 
. * * * * • * * * Investigates to dete¥mine resources, socially responsible rel-
ative, etc. in order. to determine eligibility and extent of 
need; develops plans of assistance for applicants for and 
recipients of public assistance through intervie1li1S.:~ home visits;. 
institutional visits, inquiries of relatives~ employers and 
representatives of other social agencies and of the City; ob-
tains documentary evidence pertaining to eligibility and re-
sources of applicants such as birth, marriage, death~ court: 
property records and bank statements; assists applicants in 
utilization of other financial, health and social service re-
sources and in realizing potentio.lities for rehabilib.tion 
within the family; determines extent of need on a family bud-
get bas is according to standards of assistance, rules t regula•• 
tions and policies and makes recommond'ltions as to initial as-. 
sistance payments and subsequent changes or discontinuances of 
assistance; maintains complete case records and conducts re-
lated correspondence; attends staff meetings and consults 
with Agent in wor~ng out plans of assistance; establishes 
relataonship with the dependent individual (or family) whichp 
while relieving financial stress, will also bring about indi··· 
vidual ts adjustment to this problem in such a way that his 
personal dignity and sense of security are maintained and he 
thereby continues as a useful member of the community; in a~~ 
complishing tl;lis, takes into account all medical and psycholc•-
gical factors which have a bearing on the case. 
* * * * * * * * Skill in interviewing applicants and recip·ients to acquire 
proper and reliable information; understanding of the causes 
and problems of dependency and family inse~urity including 
economic; social, health and psychological problems; somo 
knowledge of public assistance program and related laws; kn!~·-· 
ledge of other resources available in the community; ability 
to interpret Welfare rules and regulations to the public; ::tn 
understanding of methods and principles of public assistance 
case work; ability to deal cooperatively and successfully 
with people. 
* * * * * * * * Degree from an accredited college or university or two years~ 
of satisfactory full time paid employment within the last ten 
years in social work in a recognized public or private social 
agency or substitutions comparable to two years of education 
for one year of experience; satisfactory paid full tnne em-
ployment within the last ten years in a clerical capacity in 
a recognized social agency may be substituted on the basis for 
the year of experience to one year's experience in case work; 
ability to meet requirements of Civil Service and City. 
S UEERINTENPENT OF CEMETERY 
OF WORK- This is complex and responsible administra.tive and supervisory work 
in efficiently operating the Cemetery Department under the general 
legislative supervision of the Cemetery Board; the Superintendent 
!OCA.MPLES 
F WORK 
?ERFORMED 
recESSARY 
KNOWlEDGE, 
~KILL AND 
r\.BILITIES 
3PECIAL 
is responsible for all of the clerical e.nd administrative work of the 
Department including tho sale of lots, transfers, interments,. monu-
ments erected and lot maintenance records as well as all of the out• 
side work ranging from the layout of now lots and gardens to the c.on-
struction of founda tiona and digging of graves; incumbent must super .. 
vise all interments and removals and direct the installation of vaults· 
and liners to insure compliance with Cemetery regulations; all work 
done by outside contractors must be inspected and approved or direct-
ly super;ris ed by the Superintendent ... work of this type would include 
monument erection and road building; the Superilitendent must plan 
the work of the Department to cover all funerals as they arrive in 
order to have the vault empty for emergency cases;' much planning is 
required in the J?erformance of maintenance ~·ork to insure proper 
functioning of all phases of the Department operations; the Super-
intendent must also propose new policy or procedure adoptions for 
the Board - he supervises and participates in all of the clerical 
work of the Department· and this includes the sales of lots and the 
interpretation and explanation of the rules and regulations and pol• 
icies of the Department to interested people calling the office. 
* * * * * * * * 
• lAy out new lots and sections and lay out grav-es for liners or vaults 
for each funeral; check all wol'k doi).o in the Cemetery by outs ide 
contractors for either the Department or lot owners to insure com-
pliance with contracts and specifications; plan all landscape work 
to be done in the Cemetery and .lay out ma. in tenanc e ex pans ion jobs ; 
determine suitability of rna terials, equipment and supplies to be pur-
chased for or by Department; plan and supervise all maintenance work 
on all property of the Department; check all death and burial certi-
ficates and approve before any work is ordered on the graves; ex-
plain and interpret laws and policies pertaining to Department to all 
persons contempl~ting purchase.of lots; complete sale of lots and 
make financial arrangements with customer; conduct all correspon-
dence for Department; direct reparation of all payrolls, warrro ts 1 
oommittments, reports and budgets; supervise and participate in the 
compilation and maintenance of all records of the Department: in-
stall new methods as required t.o increase the efficiency of the De ... 
partment in inside or outside operations and suggest new policies to 
the Board as is deemed desirable; determine cost of all types of op-
erations and schedule charges accordingly; mee-t w:L.th the general pub-
lic and explain function of Department and Department procedures J 
perform related work as required~ 
* * * * * * * * 
-Considerable knowledge of Cemetery laws of the St4te and of local pol-
icies and regulations; ability to interpret, explain and apply all 
of the above; ability to plan, lay out and direct the work of others; 
skill in coordinating the work of all outs ide groups and the office · 
work; ability to deal with the public under extenuating circumstan-
ces; knowledge of the principles of' office procedures and office man-
agement; ability to maintain complicated files up to date and to ob-
tain data from heterogeneous sources; considerable knowledge of land-
soaping; ability to ass ig:ri men and equipment to maintenance and con-
struction work to attain maximum operating efficiency; ability to 
plan and direct maintenance operations for grounds and equipment) 
thorough knowledge of Cemetery planting and layout; ability to com-
pile data and write concise and informative reports; apility to eval• 
uate existing policies and procedures and install.new ones as neces-
sary. 
* * * * * * * * 
-Ability to pass Civil Servie requirements for position. 
92 
T~URER - COLLECTOR 93 
KIND OF I.ORK - This is responsible und cooplex ndbinistrntive and supervisory 
work in laying out o.nd directing the execution of the policies 
and procedures of the Department within the statutory limita-
tions of the City and State; all of the monies pnid to the 
City or paid by the City or receipts for these monies pass 
through this Depnrtment and the 1'reasuter-Collector 1-a held 
ultimately responsible for thes.e funds; the lllD.ln function of 
the Trea.suxier•s Office is the expending of funds puyo.ble by the 
City - all p~yments must be approved by the Auditor before 
checks can be made oUtJ records must be kept of eaoh individ• 
ual fund or approprintion and. all credits A.nd debits recorded; 
other duties of the Treasurer's Office are the management, re-
sponsibility and investment for all Trust Funds of the City, 
approval and signing of o.ll negothble instruments of the City, 
reconciliation of all City accounts in bubka and tabulating .. 
parking-meter receipts; the ma,in function of the Collector's 
Office is receiving funds due the City a:ad keeping all related 
records and receipts; other activities of this office involve 
participation in seizure and sule of property, issuance of de-
oands for bills due and supervision of tux sales llnd foreclo-
; sures and explaining bills and payment policies to the public; 
incumbent directs the activities of ·and lays out work for five 
members of office staff to carry out these activities • 
. * * * * * * *'* EX.All'.L'ES - Plan, lay out and direct activities of .At:;s istm t Treasurer in 
OF TIORK the makeup of· payrolls 1 bank deposits nnd related records; po.r-
PERFOR!'ED ticipate in und direct the accounting ledgers for all City ac-
counts and appropriations; maintain records of amounts and al-
locations in all City Trust Funds; maintain monthly reconoil ... 
i~tion of all City bank accounts; plan, lay out and direct ao-
tivities to be performed in Collector's Of.fice; issue aJ.l tax 
bills~ accounts receivable and betterments due the City and en-
.force payment.of same; contact banks and brokers relative to 
interest rates to borrow funds at right time (endeavoring to 
keep the credit of the City at high standard it has held during 
the past years); work on counters as required; prepare neces-
sary iDfor.mation for seizure and sale of property; supervise 
tax sa.le and for.eclosures through land court; meet and explain 
to the public, policies and procedures of the Treasurer-Gollec-
torts Depqrt~ent; prepnre reports as required for various City 
officials • 
NECESSARY 
KN'OfiLEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
.li.BIL!TI:EB 
* * * * * * * * 
- Thorough knowledge of all legislation and ordinances pertaining 
to Department; ability to determine and enforce policies .for 
Department; thorough knowledge of "l:unicipal Finance lAw and 
modern accepted policies and procedures; considerable knowledge 
of accounting; skill in the analysis and evaluation of all 
types of aecurities; ability to plan, lay out und direct the 
~ork of others;. ability to maintain complicated files; ability 
to supervise and participate in the keeping of accounts requir-
ing frequent entries; ability to compile data and formulate ef-
fective reports; ability to interpret, expla:in and apply all 
rules and regulations of and pertaining to the Department; abil-
ity to deal effectively with the public and other City employees l 
skill in tho negotiat:ing of.' .financial transactions on behal.f of 
the City; considerable knowledge o.f statutory regulations per-
taining to actions that can be t~ken for non-paymsnt of debts 
due the City; knowledge of banking proc~dures. 
94 
TREE -CLIMBER 
KIND OF WORK - This is respohsible; dif'i'icult and technical work in maintain-
ing the healthy condition of' the trees tbroughou-b tho City; 
much of the work is performed in the trees. but some ph9.:ses of 
the job are on the ground;: · incumbent must cl :imb t:reee t :1nct9.ll 
rope rigging to prevent injury t<? themsel'v'es, _othe:r persoz:m and 
prope:rty;: all pru:n,ing above the --level whi.ch. can· be reacbod 
from the g;round .or from a ladder _is done by a T:ree Climber and 
this includes topping trees in many instances in and arour.d tel--
ephone and electric wires _prior- to fcelling them;: altho~.-1gh Sup.., 
ervisor is .available, a _Tree Climber must make many decisions • 
himself pertairling to bugging, pruning~ rigging,; p:ruriu:-;-: :A!!d · 
tr~ing must be done to oloar out dead l~bs,- clear p~~r lines 
and w~es; ground work would include participation ;in the felJ,."'" 
ing and removal of trees and stumps; cutting trees for rsmo:al' 
with hand saws or p()wer saws~ planting and trmsplanting trfles~ 
spraying :for diseases or insects and pa;i.nting to- kill moth lar.:. 
/ ******** EJC.AMPIES ,. Climb trees to remove limb by band or power saw (some small and 
OF "WORK some la.rg~) and lower to the ground without injury to stree"-'s, 
PEBFOBL'1ED sidewalkS_t wires- or other pl'opertirf .remove dead or diseased 
limbs a:bd b-rane;bea; _ remove branches to clear wires;: attach 
rigging to guide· out wood to ground; paint butts with chErmi-
~oals to prevent decay and k:ill larvae; use pruning tools and 
- hand saw f'ro)Il laaders; cut wood on gr.ound so it can be loaded 
onto ll.- truck and removedj assist in planting and transplant-
ing trees; operate spraying equip)Ilen t o:r spray blower; drive 
truck to different jobs.. . · .· -·· 
* * * *•* * * * NECESS.I\.RY - -. Skill in tree olimbingJ · knowledge of rigging principles; some 
KNOVfLEDGE.. knowledge pf t~ee diseases and aboroculture; ability _to dater-
SKILL AND mine me-thod of .removing limbs and branehes; ability to operate 
ABILITIES and care for spraying equipment 1~ · 
* *-* * * * * * 
NECESSiill.Y - Ability to be. ce:t"t:i!ied by City ~hysician: as qualified for. rug-
SPECIAL .g'ed pby'sicti'l:~'wor1£j·::lnu.st ·nave nat_\fra;t- traits -~6 d·o work at· ·high 
~UALIFICATICJN'S :,.e-levat:ions· "in tt-:e·es.·:··ott not :qual:i..fied.:.from .start· ..o this is usual-
"~ly.dete~fu~d_·aa~ly:irt:.the. a'=ttempt· a!i?-thi~::~ype- of wGrk~ !_·: 1 -· 
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VETERil.NS ' aGENl' and DIRECl'OR OF v:m'ER!Ui!S t SERV!O,ES 
KIND OF TWRK - This is responsible work with only general administrative sup-
ervision available involving all the oper~tions of the Veter-
ans' Bureau of the City; incumbent is responsible for the 
granting of all benefits and the recovery of 50% of the amount 
expended from the State (as sta.ted in General Laws); incumbent 
must visit Veterans1 homes, hospitals or nursing homes to de-
termine extent of need - this is the final authority on all 
bene£ its granted,; records must bo. kept by the Department of 
all Veterans and their service history; all local Veterans 
must be informed of legislation or action pertaining to their 
personal claims; incumbent must see that all those functions 
are carried out at a minimum 9ost and ~ minimum loss of tDne. 
EXJufi>IES 
OF 1'iORK 
PERFOREED 
NECESSARY 
KNCJVILEDGE, 
SKILL liND 
ABILITIES 
* * * * * * * * 
- Visit Veterans' homes, nursing homes and hospitals and inter-
view applicants f'or aid - nursing staffs and other profess ion-
al agencies and family members to determine extent of needJ 
maintain working relationship with property owners, business 
man and industrial men in the City to insure cooperation in 
satisfying needs of Vetel'ans; determine eligibility fo:r as-
sistance according to Statutes and General laws; direct and 
coor.dinate activities of clerical staff to obtain maximum e£-
i'ioienoy at minimum cost; write and issue press releases on 
latest developments pertaining to Veterans' affairs; ad"lrise 
Veterans and their dependents as to Veterans' benefits avail-
able to them and of documentary evidence that must be complied 
with before they can receive grants; assist Veterans in ob-
taining employment and in oases of disability • employment 
where their handicap would not be detriments,! to their perform-
ance; discuss special oases with Veterans' Administr~tion and 
State Veterans t Bureau; attend conference's o.nd keep informed 
on current affairs pertaining to Veterans; perform related 
work as required. 
* * * * * * * * ~ Ability to interview people; considerable knowledge and abil-
ity to explain~ interpret and apply laws pertaining to Veter-
ans t services and Veterans t benefits; skUl in obtaining in-
formation without divulging r.easons that necessitate the de--
sired knowledge; ability to direct and coordinate activities 
to public inquiries; a familiarity with problems tJ;mt beset 
Veterans; ability to d~termine whether all other means have 
been utilized to the maximum extent and to e~courage appli-
cants along linos of rehabilitation; a knowledge of under-
standing in behaviour under various conditions; ability to 
present cases before State Board or Veterans' Administration 
effectively~ 
KIND OF VlORK - This is somewhat diff'ioult and responsible work in patrolling 
building and grounds in l'a.rk Department; . incumbent must punch 
time-clock at mriously aitu.ated stations periodically; alert-
ness must be maintained f'or irregular, dangerous o.r- emergency 
conditions; parmi~ for use of Department facilities are is~ 
EU!JI>IES 
OF 'ITORK 
PERFORMED 
NECF.SSARY 
KNOWLEDGE, 
SKILL liND 
ABILITIES 
·sued by Watohlna.n ~.tnd they also check facilities a:f'te.r- use :f'o.r-
oonditions} people must be off reservation at specific t~es 
or hours and Watchman also enforces oonfirmity with this reg• .. 
ulation. 
* * * • * ... * • Pat.r-ol building and grounds and punch olock; check all fire-
places, ,parking areas.; reorea tion areas • etc; supply materials 
to f~e-plaoes; clear areas of people; note irregularities 
or dangel'ous conditions and bri;lg to attention o£ Superior: 
perform related work as required~ 
* * * • * ... ... * 
• Knowledge of: layout of Department property; skill in detect·, 
ing dangerous or irregular conditions; ability to perform 
routine outdoor tasks in all weather • 
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KIND OF WORK 
EXA;MPLES 
OF WORK 
PElWOl\MED 
NECES S A;irf 
KNOWLEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
..{U3ILITIES 
NECESSARY 
SPECI.U, 
QU.A,LIFICJ\TI ONS 
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WATER METER READER 
This is reasonably difficult work under general supervision in 
the reading of all of the water meters in the City; work is 
performed according to a pre-determined schedule which makes 
some allowance for bad weather or other unpredictable eventu-
alities; all meters mUSt be inspected at the time of the read-
ing and all irregularities are noted on a daily report; a sup-
erficial inspection of the building may be made on occasion to 
check for leaks which would account for an increase in the 
water consumption without the knowledge of the taxpayer; cards, 
with instructions for completion, are left wherever access can~ 
not be gained to a meter which must be read; the required i~w 
fo.xmation is copied into the meter book men the consumer com ... 
plates non-access card; daily checks are made with the .Asst .. 
Superintendent of Vlater and frequently wi.th the Bill;i..ng Clerk; 
readers will catch up on any unfinished bookkeeping of their 
own, install and remove meters • may test meters and make minor 
repairs on premises and in meter room and perform various other 
sundry duties in the Water Department when their o-wn work is. 
caught up on when conditions are such that they are not read~ 
5:-llg meters,. 
* * * * * * * * • Locate and identify meters according to meter card; read meter 
and record data on card; check consumption vs previous ~ead· 
ing; check to determine cause o£ varying consumption if it is 
un~ow.n to occupant; perform related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * • Knowledge of the principles of operation of a water meter; 
skill in reading various types of water meters; knowledge of 
the operations of the Water Department; ability to make simple 
mathematical computations; reasonable degree of agility; 
ability to meet and deal with people. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Pass Civil Service Examination; pass physical examination by 
City Physician .. 
/ 
-· 
KIND OF WORK 
EXAMPlES 
OF WORK 
PEBFOIMED 
'NECESSARY 
ENOWLEDGE, 
SKILL AND 
.A,.BILITIES 
WATER METER REPAIIillU!N 
This is responsible, difficult and complex work under general 
supervision in the testing. repairing and maintenance of water 
meters • · 
* * • * * * * * 
Operate testing machine to determine accuracy of meter regis-
tration; locate and identify meters according to meter card~ 
read meter' and record data on ca:r-d; diagnose reasons for fax\J.~~:y 
meter registration through symptoms of testing; check consu~p-
tion vs previous reading; dismantle meters and replace or re-
pair worn or damaged parts both on premises and in shop; oloan 
and adjust all types and sizes of~ er meters; check to de~ 
termine cause of varying consumption if it is unknown to occu .. · 
pant; disassemble meter and gear, remove foreign matter and 
olean 'Various parts; .reassemble ,meter and test for accuracy 
and make adjustments to correct inaccuracies; shut off. turn 
on and read meter; drive truck to and from jobs; maintain 
some records and make-some snnple report. 
* * * * * * * * 
• Knowledge of the principles of operation .of a water meter, 
types and sizes;. skill in l"eading various types of wet er 
meters and diagnosing faulty operation; ability to improvise 
when parts are not available; knowledge of the operations of 
the Water Department; ability to maintain simple files and 
make entries in proper places and make simple mathematical com-
putations, considerable skill in testing meters, making accur .... 
ate readings and recognizing symptoms; reasonable degree of 
agility; ability to meet and deal with people. 
• * * * • * * * NECESSARY ... Pass Civil Service Examination; pass physical examination. 
SPECilU. 
QU.ALIFICATI ONS 
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IITND OF WORK 
EXAr:1PIES 
OF WORK 
PERFORl!lED 
NECESSARY 
KNOV[.EDGE, 
SRILL .AND 
ABILITIES 
NECESS.ARY 
SPEC.IA.L 
WElFARE AGENT 
.. This is responsible, administrat~ve and supervisory work in:volved 
in carrying out all of the assistance programs of the City with 
the exception of the Veter-ms t Benefits; the Agent is the final 
authority on all npplio~tions for assistance and makes decisions 
according to informa. tion recc ived from Social r.-orkers,; work is 
assigned to Social workers by the ~gent and to tho clerical 
staff to maintain e. maximum efficiency; the .Agent participates 
in e.nd supervises· the keeping of records of vis its made, t:ime 
sheets of employees, administrative expenses according to cate-
gories of assistance, records of case dispositions and corres-
pondence files; although much of the Agentts time is spent on 
administration and supervision, a major requirement of the job 
is to effect methods of rehabilitation of applicants and reoi.-
pients - this phase of the work requires an ability to evaluate 
tho resources available to the individual and the best means of 
utilizing them; review of oases and information supplied on 
them by the Social Vlorkers should be sufficient foi' the Agent to 
make decisions but often cases require personal investigation or 
issuing special instructions to the staff; the Agent's case work 
occurs in oases of appeals from decisions of the Board of Public 
Welfare or in extraordinary oases; the Agent must maintain good 
working relationships with other Welfare agencies, both public 
and private, and with employers and various financial institu-
tions; oases must be presented to the Board for decisions and 
the Eoard is the policy authority for the agont. 
. * * * * * * * * 
• Plan visits for Social \Yorkers to comply with requirements of 
State authorities; review reports of Social Workers foX' content 
and compliance with State requirements; decide on applications 
for assistance; prepare material for presentation to Board, 
confer with staff on depa.rtmantal policy and procedures and on 
specific oase problems; compile data and write reporj;_s_ for 
Board and other· agena ies; prepare Annual Bud~e.t;a;nd~jo,r,'t?; 
visit applicants for and recipients of assi_s;i;'~<t~~~:tial 
recipients; ·confer with 11ayor and Board <?f~':eT~o~eg(~ests 
for additional appropriations; prepare .st~1,.-§"'tic~ ~por~ for 
State Department of Public Welfare; addf.Q5rS~ orga,@.z~ gro~~- ·#l 
the City t~ explain various phases of th~~k 9f~<;t~,~7elf~e ;: 
DepartmentJ explain new r.elfare laws to·.'!l~icant!, a>ecip~n~~j . 
the s~ff and.the publi<;; meet with heacis,"'~..,othel£~is~o~­
ag;enol.es to d:~.souss poh.cies, procedures an~~~~; ~~)v'ith 
representat~ves of the StA.te Department of PU.f@jtc~~~~/'con­
sult with other City personnel as is necessary.(tQ~g~fqrmine the 
facts of oases or in regard to adlilinistrA.tive procedure; per ... 
form related work as required~ 
* * * * * * * * Degreo from an accredited College· or University; consider~ble 
case work experience in a recognized Social Service Agency; 
99 
skill in interpreting, applying and explaining Laws, aims, pol~ 
cies and procedures relating to public assistance; ability to 
plan, lay out and direct activities of others; knowledge of re~ 
sources and functions of other community services; ability to 
compile data and formulate reports; ability to address organized 
groups on phases of Public Welfare; considerable skill in dater~ 
mining need, means to be used to satisfy needs and methods of re ... 
habilitation; ability to coordinate Department activi-ties with 
other Social and Health assistance agencies; skill in the pre-. 
sentation of oases and other ma:terials to Board for consideration; 
ability to deA.l tactfully and firmly with people. 
* * * * * * * * 
- Pass Civil Service examination and meet requirements of Board 
of Public Welfare. 
IIT~ID OF VJORK 
EX.lllllP IES 
OF WORK 
PERFomreD 
NECESS.ARY 
KNOHIEDGE, 
SIITLL AND 
ABILITIES 
100 
Wm.E INSPECTOR 
This is responsible administrative and technical work parti-
cipating in and supervising the installation and maintenance 
of the Police Signal System and the Fire l.!.larm System and ·!;he 
traffic-lighting system and the inspection of all electrical 
installations in the City by home-owners or electrical conu 
tractors; employees of the Department must be instructed in 
the -Police and Fire Systems because these phases of the wot.J' 
can only be learned in a municipality; members of the v;::x E' 
Department maint~in these systems and make all repairs on 
theml the Inspector does most of the inspection work a.nd J.;h·:r · 
is orten outs ide on new construction; properly trained sv.b- • 
ordinates can perform most of the routine installation and 
maintenanae but the Inspector is on hand to directly super--
vise all extraordinary jobs; most o'f the Inspectorfs time;~ 
witl;l properly trained subordinates; is spent on inspections "' 
this necessitntos a familiarity with the electricians who work 
in the Gi ty and their methods of operation; all of the cler··, 
ical and administrative work of the Department is dono by tho 
Inspector and he recommends changes in policy or ordinances to 
tha.llinyor and Aldermen. 
* * * * * * * * 
Inspect all wire installations in the City and approve or col»--
demn them according to their conformity to the N~tional and 
Massachusetts Electrical Codes and City Ordinances; inspect 
all overhead and underground wire installations and notify 
the proper party of approval or of any non-conformities; plan 
work of the Department and assign jobs to subordinates; noto 
any violations of the Building Code sean on jobs and inform 
Building Inspector; direct work of subordinatos in the inn 
stallation and maintenance on the signal, alarm and lightir-g 
_systems·; answer all trouble calls and make necessary ropa.~:::.> 
to City systems (above); interpret and explain policies an1 
procedures of Department to the public; interpret and exp:..a :.L 
rules and regulations pertaining to wiring to Electrical 1t-i"•· .. 
tractors and property owners; compile data and mok e ropo:""·i;f' 
to the Mayor 1 Aldermen and other agencies as required; nu.I:·c 
up payrolls for Department personnel; do all purchasing f)f 
Department; do emergency line work whon necessary; perfo~·z. 
related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * Thorough knowledge of the National and Masse Electrical CorJ~'·.-. :. 
thorough knowledge of tho City Ordinances pertaining to wL, 
ing; _skill in the inspection of wire installo.t ions; ab:L ... :·.ty 
to deal tactfully but firmly with people; ability to plan:. 
lay out and direct the work of others; considerable knowledgB 
of building construction as it rolates to wire installations_; 
ability to diagnose and repair troubles in the PoliceS ignal,J 
Firo Alarm and Traffic-Lighting Systems; knowledge of all 
types of electrical circuits and hookups; ability to compile 
data and to formulate reports; ability to interpr(:lt., explain 
and apply the rules and regulations pertaining to wiring in 
tho City; ability to maintain good working relationships with 
other City personnel, electricia.ns'and the general public; 
reasonable degree of agility and good physical condition~ 
qualify f'or requirements of Civil Service and City. 
KIND OF WORK -
EXAUPLES • 
OF WORK 
PERFORHED 
NECESSaRY .. 
KNOWLEDGE, 
SKILL SD 
ABILITIES 
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WORKING F OREHAN 
This is difficult and ~esponsible technical work under super-
vision of Division or Department Head in directing activities 
of men and equipment in v~rious work p~ojects tn. the City! 
different typos of work are performed in different Departments 
but in each case, the Working Foreman is responsible for the 
performance of all men assigned to him and for the quality of 
the work produced; a Yiorking Forema.n would have assigned to 
him .on a job any of the f'oilowing - Craftsmen, Heavy Equip-
ment Operators, Light Equipment Operators, Truck Drivers, Lab-
orers, Sldllod I.e.borers, Unskilled laborers and casual employ.-
ees; records are kept and submitted to Superior daily on the. 
tnne spent on each job for ~aoh man and each piece of equip-
mont; incumbent chocks out equipment and supplies as needed 
on the job and reports material used to Superior; incumbent 
supervises and participates in various tasks performed by men 
working for him on a job; when not engaged in outdoor work1 
incumbent supervises nnd·participates iri maintenance and minor 
repair of tools and equipment of the Department. 
* * * * * * * * In cooperation with Superior, plan work schedules and figure 
mate~ial, equipment and men needed on job and estimate cost; 
assign wcirkers to duties; instruct and train men in perform-
ance of work and check on quality of work performed; requi-
sition equipment through S'Uperio~ f'or wo~k on job and submit 
reports of time used to Superior; p~epa~o roports.of man and 
equipment per job daily for Supo~ior; supervise and partici-
pate in the location and repair of leaks or blocks; investi-
gate troubles and complaints and take necessary action; di-
rect and participate in work of crews involved in construction~ 
mainten~noe or repair of st~eets, sidewalks, watar•lines, sewer 
lines. pl~ygrounds or other recreation areas; di~ect and par-
ticipate in activities of I!len and equiptnent invol vad in laying 
pipe. setting up fences. signs. posts or clearing areas for 
development; responsible for maintenance and all work on 
Golf Greens; plans and lays out work for labor groups in all 
phases of landscape work; parfo~m related work as required. 
* * * * * * * * Knowledge of City facilities to be -maintained by Department; 
ability to coordinate aoti'Vit:i,es of men and equipment; abil-
ity to read plans and prints; ability to fill in as required 
to cover absence of ment ability to maintain time records; 
sufficient knowledge of departmental operation to estimate 
costs of jobs; thorough knowledge of construction lind :main-
tenance procedures and methods pertaining to particular De-
partment:; ability to supervise men and participate in work of 
mon and retain prope~ working relo.tionship; s):!::ill in estima-
t. ing zpe.terials, supplies and equipment necessary f,or job; 
ability to control inventory of all materials ohenked out for 
jobs. 
* * * • * "' * ·* NECESSARY 
SPECIJU, 
QUALIFICATIONS 
.. J\bility to be ce~tif~l"d by City Peysicia.h as capable of per.-. 
fo~ing tugged outdoor physical work. 
RECOMMENDATIONS ON REORGllNIZATION OF THE 
PUBLIC WORRS DEPARTMENT, CITY OF MELROsE 
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1. In o~der to establish the Public Works Department on a more modern basis, 
it would seem essential to institute certa.in changes in the Charter of the 
City. 
2.. The Cha.rt'er presently calls for the appointment by the Mayor of a City 
Engineer and Superintendent of Public Works who is charged by the Charter 
,with responsibility and control in all phases of the Water, Sewer, Highway, 
Street Lighting, Building Mairitenanoe and Construction and Engineering func-
tions related thereto. Tree and Moth Control 'Work, such as defined in Gen:. 
eral laws, are not included in the Cha.rte:r but are appointive. The Charter 
also calls for an Assistant Superintendent for \!later and an luisistant Super-
intendant for Sewer. It is assumed that under the present Charter, these 
two functions c.ould be combined by appointing one man to both positions so 
as to make him Assistant Superintendent for Water and Sewer. 
3. In addition tp tb..ese spec ¥'.ic Chart:eli' provisions, there are legal re.-
One of these is the-
.. , . ,• ". ·. ' .. 
General Law calling for a separate Pnrk Commission and the other is the pro-
vis ion calling for a Cemetery Superintendent acting under a separate agency -
the Board of Trustees (Cemetery). Consideration should be given to the pos-
sibility of securing special legislation calling for the establishment of a 
Park Advisory Board or a Recreation Commission, but transferring the admini-
stration and responsibility for all phys ioal work in regnr d to Parks, to the 
Superintendent of Public Works. The Park advisory Board would coase to have 
any administrative authority or responsibility. The Recreation Commission 
could administer through a Recreation Director, the complete program except 
for the physical property. A similar situation e:x:ists in regard to the con-
trol of publicly owned cemeteries because of the fact that there 'is a Board 
of Cemetery Trustees and a Superintendent of Cemeteries. The possibility of 
t!:'ati.efe-:o:.:rd;.ng" the duties of the Cemetery Trustees in regard to fiscal r.a tt;ers 103 
to a. Committee of the Board of 4ldormen~ or to a Board of Commissicners cf 
Trust Funds~ should be considered so that the present functions cf' ·c~f.:i 00.L&!~ 
etery Trustees can be transferred entirely and the Board abolished-. 1'h-1 
duties of the Superintendent of Cemeteries would than fall under t~e ~~~r~ 
of the Superintendent of Publ:l.c Works., 
4c With these two functions of Parks.and Cemetery thus transfer~nc ~c ~~-
lie Wo:rks., it would be pass ible to establish a Forestry Divis ion which W:"lUi.c 
be in cha:rge of a s aries of :related functions, among which would be tl~.e ::o:t<·· 
ma.;t. functions of the T:ree Warden and Moth Superintendent, the Super:intenaerri; 
of Cemete:ry and the Superintendent of Parks. If, howave:r, the Parks were 
left as a sepa:rate unit, this could be established with the Forestry and c~~ 
etery Divis ions under one operating head responsible to the Superintenden-t :Jf 
Public Works. Vvithout Parks or Cemetery, the Forestry Division should be os~ 
tablished under the Superintendent of Public Works. 
5. The Charter provis.ions calling for the posts of Assistant Superintendant 
of Water and Sewer should be eliminated as this can be handled better by ordi-
nance. If it is deemed desirable to retain in the City Charter provisions for 
a City Engineer and Superintendent of Public Works, it might bo cons iderod a.d-
visable to allow only the provision for Superintendent of Public Works to b'3 
def inod in tho Charter, leaving the post of City Engineer as a.n ordinance mn. t--
ter to be handled by tho B~a.rd of aldermen. It is conceivable that a sopa~at3 
position of City Engineer might be desirable so that with this restriction ro-· 
moved, it could be put into effect by o:rdinanoe. The duties of the Sup0rin .. ·· 
tendont of Public Tiorks should be defined in relation to certain statutory 
provisions in regard to liater, Sewe:r, Streets and public buildings and shc-..1.:id 
be loft open so as to allow extension of tho duties and :responsibilities by 
ordinance in view of the fact that oe:rtain duties are now held by the City 
Engineer and Superintendent of Public Works under ordinance. This would also 
allcrw the assignment of additional duties such as tho Chairmanship of a T:raf~ 
fie Study Committee o:r any other function which may be assigned by ordinance 
(Page II) 
or administ.:rn.tive cider of the Na.yor 0 
6. It would be definitely advisable to create a. position of Assistant ~npor-.. 
intendant o£ Public Tlorks. The present organizati~n pa ttorn as far as tho 
l!,ss ista.nt Superintendents of Highway, Wa. ter and S ewet j is def ini toly Qvlif't;~ Bd 
by their titles. The question arises as to whether there is a SuporbtE>.~r1t·.'.1';~ 
of Highway, Water and Sewer to which or to whom the Ass istqnt Supe:d.ntendr.mtn 
are subordinates, It can be seen, of course, by study1 that the Assistr.m·'; 
Superintendents are in effect subordinates only to the Superintendont of Pu'l:l~· 
lie Works. It would be entirely possible to have the Assistant City E_~ginea~ 
act also as the Assistant Superintendent of Public Works and from a techn1.ca:o. 
angle, this would probably be the ideal combination of jobs. It must be under-
stood ~t this point however, that these recommendations do not concern the pre-
sent personnel as far as qualifications or efficiency in regard to their pre~ 
sent posts or any future posts resulting from any reorganization. This is a 
matter for subsequent local determinatio~. 
7. With the $sistant City Engineer also the Assistant Superintendent of Pub-
lic Works, the actual engineering function and detailed administration of the 
Engineering Department would be in charge of a subordinate. This subordinate 
would be the actual operating head of the Engineering Division, which could be 
broken down into two specific phases.~ .the first of these would be the Internal 
Engineering including surveys and records and the second of these would be tho 
Contract Engineering phase, with responsibility for s pacifications and f.nEpec-
tions. The details of this should be easy to work out .• 
8~ Xt would be entirely possible to consolidate the Highway and Sewer Divi-
sions under one operating Head. He would have one man as a general foreman in 
charge of the general street program and one man as a general foreman in chargo 
of the Sewer and Drainage program. 4s many auxiliary services as possible 
should be removed :from this Highway and Sewer function. This will be shown 
later. The Water Divis ion should be maintained on substantially the same bas is, 
with one man in charge operating through a general foreman, 
9. Another Divis ion should be created to handle all auxiliary services. These 
(Page III) 
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~ 
s®tvices could include control. of the City Yard, including inventory of mat;l 
erials and the garage servicing of all vehicles and equipment of every Divi-
sion of the Public Works Department, as well as such other Departments as may 
be included by wish of tho Dopartment Head concerned or by qrdinance creating 
a central garage and service shop for all Departments. If des ired,· this Serv-
ice Division could control the use of special. and heavy equipment which is held 
available for us by all operating Divisions. All material requisitions could 
also be handled by this Divisiin and channeled from operating divisions through 
tho Service division to the Administrative Division. 
10. The Administrative Divis ion should be headed by an office manager who can 
/ a~ume many of the duties and responsibilities now held by the Secretary of the 
,/ 
· Superintendent of Public \\orks and by other administrative personnel in other· 
Divisions. This establishment of the .1\.dministrative section would relieve the 
Superintendent of many of the details ~hich presently consume too much of his 
time. It would leave the Secretary free to act solely in tha~ capacity.· The 
.. 
supervision of Building Custodians could also be under tho control of the of-
fice manager or head clerk except some Who may have to remain under the dirac-
tion of the Pta.rk or Cemetery Divis ion head:. 
11. To summarize the above discussion, it rust be assumed that the intent of 
these recommendations is to establish a more flexible and efficient organiza-
tion pattern for the ~ntire function of the Public Works by creating a line 
organization~ consisting of a Division of Highway and Sewer, r;ater,- ·Enginoor- ·· 
ing, Forestry and Cemotery -with two staff agencies - the Service Division 
and the Administrative Divis ion,. 
12. It must be realized that recommendations of this type are extremely lim-
ited in scope because of a lack of detailed knowledge oft he personnel invol~ 
e:d,. the legal problems to be encountered and other restrictions such as the 
establishment of Civil Service positions. 
13. It would be advisable for the :Mayor, the Aldermen, the City Solicitc>r_. •' 
the Personnel Board and the Superintendent of Public Works to meet and discuss 
the question of this proposed reorganization .. especially in relation to the 
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transfer of the physical aspects of the P'3.rk and Cemetery functions of the 106 
City. After this question is settled, it would be possible for the City Soli-
citor, Supe:dntendent of Public Works and the Personnel Board to constitute a 
conmittee to put into effect such of these recommend~ tiona as may be deemed 
advisable. This Committoe would have as its objective, the drafting of legis.-
lation, the amendment of ordinances and the changing of restrictive regulations 
as well as the creation of new pos.itions and the abandonment of certain job 
class if ic~ tiona • 
14. It is possible that this Committee should be empowered to retain a consul-
·~ ·. 
tive agency to coordinate and to establish in detail all of the procedures nee-
essa.ry to complete whatever reorgani~ation is proposed after study of these 
./" 
r recommendations. 
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